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PREFACE 

THIS book contains the substance ~f lectures on the . 
Theory of Public Finance delivered at th~ London 
School of Economics. It is designed, in Bacon's words, 
•• to excite the judgmept briefly, rather than to inform 
it tediously." I have aimed at setting out, without 
undue elaboration; the chi e.£· gerie~ndples which· 
are applicable to· the 'public finance Of· a modern· 
community .. For the study of first principles iS a 
necessary preliminary to an effective discussion of 
practical problems, and should be helpful in providing 
a framework of gen~ral ideas~ into wh~ch particular 
ideas and particular facts can be fitted1 so as to 
appear, not as unique and isolated 'things, but in their 
true relation to a larger whole: . · · 

Though I may seem.occasionally to have yielded a 
little to temptation, it jS. not my object in this book to . 
advocate any detailed practical policy, but only to 
indicate some of the general considerations on which ( 
any sound policy must be based. · Facts, in the field of~ 
public finance, are moving so rapidly at· the present 
time, that realistic studies are soon out of date and the 
form, in which practical problems present themse]ves, 
is constantly changing. But there are certain general 
principles of which this is not true. Ignorance, or 
neglect, of these has caused, and is still causing, grave 
economic damage to the. world. In the course of roy 
argument, therefore, I have occasionally turned aside 
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.. to . critic1se certain . current 'opinions on questions of. 
taxation, .P~b~c t)Xpe]1diture and public debts, whicli 
I believe to rest upon errors of judgment and confusions 

· ofinind. · ... ·· · · 
It has b~en customary with the majority ofecon~ 

orrlists to adopt a somewhat :negative attitude towards 
. public yxpendifure, l have attemptedto treat this 
·.part ofthe subject more positively <md to exhibit the 

p<J.rillelisfu whkh exists between the theory of public 
· expend~tur~ and that of taxation. 

, lhave mq.d,e.fewreferences in the text to the writings 
of others. But .for the benefit of readers, wiio wish to· 
pur~11e the subject' fm:ther, I have added a .short note 

·on books. ·· · 

. Lpndon. SrJwo~ of Economics, 
··· September, 192z. · 

HUGH DALTON, . 
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INTRODUCTORY 



CHAPTER I 

THE NATURE OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND THE 

MAIN DIVISIONS OF THE SUBJECT 

§ r. Public finance is one of those subjects which .. 
lie on the border line between economics and politics. 
It is concerned with the income and expenditure of 
public' authorities, and with the adjustment of the one 
to the other. The " Principles of Public Finance " 
are the general prlnciples, which may be laid down wi,th 
regard to these matters. 
: " Public authorities " ·include all sorts of terri
torial governments, frornparish'councils up to national, 
imperial and even international governments. · They · 
diffe( widely among themselves, of course, as regards 
the magnitude of the areas and populations which they 
govern, the range of functions which they exercise, 
their methods of obta'ining income, the objects of their 
expenditure, and their financial relations with 1other 
public authorities, superior or subordinate to them· 
selves. But in a broad survey of 'the subject these 
differences are. only of secondary importance. In 
particular, there is no fundam'ental distinction between 
the public finance of .. central " and of .. local " 
<uithorities in such a country as Great ,Britain, or of the 
various grad.~ o~ govern~!lt in , the ~ierarchy. of a 
Federal ConstitutiOn. . ~ · · ·. t' • 

§ 2. In modem civilised .communities .the income •. 
and expenaiture of publi¢ authorities consist, almost 
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exclusively, of.1poney receipts and money paymenl;; . 
. The. word " finance '1 signifies " money matters " and 
their management, and public finallce in its modem 
~sense presuppOSI15 the existence of a money economy. 

· The expenditure .of. public . a1.1thorities, indeed, 
con~ists practically without ex~eption of mopey pay
ments. But we may notice two sorts of public receipts, 
whicqare not .money receipts, viz., (r) certain unpaid 

i personal services, and (z) the payment of certain taxes 
otherwise than in money. Some unpaid ser-v-ices are 
rendered voluntarily to.· public .authorities, others 

·under legal compulsion. Examples of the former 
sort in this country are the services of Justices 
of the Peace · arid · of elected members of various 
local ·authorities, ·and. even, till a few , years ago, 
the services of priv~te members of Parliament. 
Examples of the latter sqrt, which have been called 

/'labour taxes," a,re the services of jurors, the obli
. gation resting .upon all citizens under the English 

common law to assist in sweeping snow froin the streets, 
in extinguishing fires and in helping the police to catch 
mw;derers and thieves1 ·and· the " corvee " or forced 

:.labour, which is still imposed on coloured populations 
in.certain. colonies, chiefly for road-making and other 
public works. •Another and more important 'form of 
compuisory service, whichis still found, even in peace 
time, in nearly all moderri communities, is compulsory 

1' military service. But this differs from the corvee in 
,thaqt is paid for, though_ata very much lower rate than 

~ it would be necessary to offer, in order to secure an equal 
amount of voluntary paid service. Unpaid services, 

• whether vol~ntary or obligatory, are of small and 
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diminh:hing. importance ii1 modem public finance.
1 They are gradually being dispensed with, partly on the~ 

ground that they are usually inefficient, and partly\ 
because they are thought to be contrary to democratid 
principle~. . 

The payment of taxes in money has gra<:lually super~ 
seded their payment in kind, for the same reason that a 

• money economy has gradually superseded a . barter· 
economy, that is to say; on grounds ·of general con~ 
venience. But in this country, there has recentiy been a 
slight movement in the opposite direction. . Thus 
since 1909 the Death Duties of landowners may, with' 
the consent of the ·.Inland Revenue authorities, be 
paid in land, though, when this proposal was first made 
in the House of Commons in zgo6, it was ridiculed on 
the ground that, if it was accepted, distillers would . 
next· be asking to pay their Death Duties in whisky. 
Again, certain taxes may be paid in certain public 

· securities.. Thus since 1919 Death Duties may be paid· 
in Victory Bonds, a convenient means of debt 

·redemption, though somewhat expensive to. the 
Treaeury, since a £xoo Bond, which was issued at 85 
·and has always stood below par in the market, is 
accepted as the equivalent of £xoo of tax. · · . 

§ 3· The main division in public finance is between 
public income and public expenditure, which forni two 
symmetrical branches of the · subject. . Some· writers 
have exclude~ public expenditure from the scope of public 
finance, but this is clearly illogical. Public debts are. 
lften treated as a separate branch of the subject and 
chis is convenient, since they give rise to a numbe~ of . 
. pedal problems. On the other hand, receipts from 

.., ~ . ~ , . :. ': 

,. •• f' 
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public borrowings 'form part of publieincom€, while 
payments of interest on, and repayments of the principal 

; of, public debts form part . of public ··expenditure. 
Similarly receipts from public assets,· whether in the 

' shape of ~nnual income oro! the proceeds of sales, form 
part of public income, while payments in respec~ of· 
public assets, whether in the shape of expenses of 
management, . or initial expenses of acquisition, form 
part of public expenditure, 

Financial administration, again, raises a series of 
specia] problems and is often. treat.ed as. a separate 

·branch of the subject. It is not dealt with in this book, 
since. the general principles which can be laid down with 
regard to it. are co)Jlparatively few, and since their 
effective discussion presupposes in the reader a detailed 
acquaintance with existing financial systems. Finan-" 
cial. administnl.tion, therefore, belongs to the stage of 
realistic study in public finance rather than to}h;:t.t of 
general principles. · 

·· Part II of this .book is devoted to public illcome, 
Part HI to public expenditure and Part IV to public 
debts. Eublic q.ssets are referred to at those points 
in· the discussion, when they become relevant, but 
they ·are unfortunately much· rarer a:qd of much less 
practical importance than· public debts. ' The two 

. remaining chapters of Part I are concerned respectively 
with the fundamental prinCiple which should govern all 
problems of public finance, .and with the relation of 
publi~ to private finan~e •. and both these chapters have 
a bearing on the mutual adjustment of publicincome and 
pt~blic expenditure. · ' 



CHAPTER II 

THE PRINCIPLE OF MAXIMUM SOCIAL 
· · ADVANTAGE ~ 

§ I. In the sphere of public finance we are still 
greatly beset by the superficial views and shallow pre
cepts of an earlier age. C: The very best of an· plans· of 
finance," said J. B. ~y. a hundred and thirty years ~· 

.ago," is to spend little and the best of all taxe5 is that 
which is least in amount.'!) He would still find many to 
agree with him. Much current discussion,· and .even 
much orthodox literature on this subject, s'tarts.from the 

·negative assertion thatL;-every tax is an evil.'') Credu- i 

lous minds are thuS biassed in advance against all ! 
forms of. public expenditure. This view is quite 1m- : 
scientific. ~t would be equally unscientific, but not· • 
more so, to start from the positive assertion that(: all 

· public expenditure is a good."J It is not true that every 
tax is· an evil. A .tax on a~l, which by· raising its . 
price diminishe~ its consumption, may be a positive. 
good. For it was not a desirable state of things, when 

; in the eighteenth century in England " a man could get 
i drunk for a penny and dead drunk for twopence.'~ 
Similarly, of course, it is not true th.at all public ex:eendi- •1 
ture is a good. The ill-contrived poor relief, , which· 
was given in England at the beginning. of· the 

l nineteenth century, 4id much harm, and publi~ expendi- · 
'ture on unnecessary wars is an obvious.evil. But it. is 

> : ' ' 
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, not possible to pass a complete judgment upon any 
operation in public ftnance without balancing against 
oneanother both sides of the operation, the effects of the 
raising, and the effects of the spending, of public revenue. 

·· Historically the idea. that all taxes are an evil 
appears as a deduction from the facile individualist 
doctrine that, outside the narrow sphere of its tra
ditional minimum of activities, the State can do no right. 
But this doctrine is now seen to err on: the side of 
simplicity. ~Historically also the idea is connected 
with the supposed distinction between "productive." 

, and " unproductive., expenditure. It was imagined 
', by early economists, including Adam Smith and 

Ricardo, that mgst of the private expenditure, ·which 
i taxation checked, was "productive," while all public 
' expenditure, ~hich taxes paid for, was "unproduc
' tive." But. this idea is fallacious, and the supposed 

distinction which it implies has long been discredited . 
. The only economic test of the "productiveness " of any 
expenditure is its productiveness of economic welfare, 

. and public expenditure on education and health is often 
prodvctive of greater economic welfare than private 
expenditure on luxuries, or even on new capital goods. 1 1 

None the less, it is an ingrained habit with many 
"respectable 'authorities ". on public fi.nance,-states
me~ and city magnates, no less than textbook w~ters
somewhat uncritically to -deplore that growth of 
public expenditure which, independently of war and 
preparations for war, has been steadily proceeding 
in all civilised communities for many years past. A 
long series of Chancellors of the Exchequer have 

' See Chapter XVIIT. 
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&gued successive Parliaments upon this theme with 
..!tional gloom and set phrases oLdismay._ But a ~

~ancellor of the Exchequer deprecating in the House of 
.ommon5. expenditure sanctioned by the Cabinet,. 

r.Jf which h~ is, or shoul~ ~e. one of the. most influential ' 
members, lS surely a slightly absurd, if not almost an · 

. unconstitutional, spectacle. For, if he has not. con..' 
sidered the expenditure to be reasonably necessary, he 
should have resigned. · · · · 

It is a truth .not confined to publit fuiance that . 
. " our great need is economy."~ But there is- a sharp 
distinction to be drawn betwetn false and true economy, 
between spending as little as we can, regardless of the · 

' results attained, and spending whatever is necessary iri ' 
order to produce the best results attainable,-in 

• short, between spending little and spending wiseJy~. 
§ 2. If, therefore, public finance is to be treated 

as a branch of science, economic or political, and not 
merely as a string of catchpenny maxims, one furida7 

. mental principle must lie at the root of it. This we· 
, may call. the Principle .of Maxi.plum Social Advantage. 

, Most of the operations of publi~· finance resolve them
selves into a series of transfers of purchasing power~ 
These transfers are made, by taxation or otherwise, 
from cer.tain individuals to public authorities, and back 
again from these authorities, by wayof_public~pe,P_di .. 
tore, to ~er individuals, some of whom, such ~police
men or conttactors, render services in return. while 
other!!!, such as old age pensioners, do not.• . As a result . . ' i .. !0 • ... • • - ·"' 

. 1 Sometimes the beneficiaries of •public expenditure rec-:;ve, 
1 not purchasing power, in the form of money, but specific goods 
j or acrvices. such as uniforms, !lducation or medical treatment.;~ 
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of these operations, changes take place in the am(, 
and in the nature of the wealth which is proquced, a~·\ 
in the distribution of that wealth among individuals ar. 

·classes. Are these changes in their aggregate effect. 
socially advantageous? If so, the operations arc justi
fied; if not, not. The best system of public fl.nance is 
that which secures the maximum social advantage from 
the operations which it conducts. This principle 1s 
obvious, simple and far-reaching, though its practical 
application is often very difficult. But the difficultyis 
inherent in the subject, and cannot legitimately be 
avoided by substituting a wrong principle for a right 
one, in order to arrive more easily at practical con
clusions. 

§ 3. In seeking to apply this principle we need to 
. have before us certain Jests of social advantage. The 
first which suggests itself is the need to preserve the com
munity, assuming it to be worth preservi,ng in its existing 
form, against internal disorders and external attacks. 
How this should best be done falls outside the scope 
of this discussion. But it is a question of wise public 
policy at home and abroad, ·and not merely of expendi
ture on armaments and police. If any community in 

· its existing form is not 'vvorth preserving, it is the busi
ness of statesmen to try to make it so. And, in anyMse, 
it is their business to try to increase the welfare, 
both economic and non-economic, of its members. 

This brings us It,aturally to the more strictly eco
nomic tests of social advantage, with which. alone this 
book is concerned. The two chief conditions of an 
increase in the economic 'welfare of any community 
are, first, improvements 41 productive power and.:, 
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,t1d, improvements in the distribution of what is 
, roduced .. Improvements in productive power resolve 
,~hemselves into mere increases in productive: power~ 
so that a larger product .per head 9f · the pop1.:1lation 
shall be obthln~d with a smaller effort, and improve
ments in the character of what is produced, so that ~ 
given amdunt of product shall go further in satisfying 
economic needs, and shall thus give rise to ~greater 
economic welfare. , Improvements in distri~ption 
resolve themselves into a reduction in the',: great 
inequality, which is found in most civilised communities, 
in the incomes of different individuals and families, and 
a feduction in the great variability, between different 
periods of time, of the incomes of particular indiyiduals 
and f<\milies, especially among the poorer sections of the 
community. ! All these are. well accepted canons of 
economic improvement, and in so far as the operations 
of public finance can bring about improvement on the 

. whole, such operations are justified. · . , . 
If should be added· that the statesman is a trustee' 

for· the future, no less than forth~ present. IndiVidualS · 
die, but the community, 6f which they form a part, 
lives on.' The statesman; therefore, should prefer a r 

, larger so~ial advan~age in the future to a smaller one ' 
to-day. · · . . . , 

§ 4· With these applications of the Principle of 
Maximum Social Advantage we shall be concerned in 
more detail later .. But at this point a few negative 
conclusions may usefully be drawn, as 'corr~ctives· to : 
certain popular arguments. ·. , ,l - · · • ·• 

It is impossible "to make an estimate,'! as has 
recently been suggested in Parliament, "of what thi$ 

~ ' • • '' '. .... ' • ' '"' • .. !.t l 
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country, taking its income into consideration, c1. 
really afford in the way of public expenditure." Fu 
what can be " afforded " depends partly on how tht 
money is raised, and partly on how it is spent. We 
cannot afford the expense .of an unnecessarj war, or 
even of an unnecessary public department, however · 
the mon~y is raised. On the other hand we may be able 
to afford a considerable expenditure in various desirable 
directions, if the money is raised by one scheme of 
taxation, but not if it is raised by another. Unless 
hedged about with many qualifi,cations and assumptions, 
the " taxable capacity " of a community is a phrase 
which has very little meaning. 

Again, it is not universally true that "private 
individuals spend money better than government does," 
and the general restriction of public expenditure cannot 
be defended on this basis. Gladstone, indeed, used to 
speak of "ieaving money to fructify in the pockets of the 
people," as though it were a ripening cheese, and to 
defend this policy as preferable to the maintenance of 
taxation, even when the chief purpose of the latter was 
the more rapid reduction of national debt. But he and 
most of his generation were blind to the advantages 
of public expenditure on such objects as old age 
pensions, provision against sickness and unemploy
ment, and the like. Amid the grave financial difficulties 
of the period through which we are passing we need to 
scrutinize more closely than usual the expenditure vf 
private individuals, no less than of public authorities. 
This truth is not yet as widely emphasised as it should 
be Thus in the early summer of 1920 I noticed one 
day the headlines o(two newspapers, side by side One 
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pilloried ., The Spendthrifts " and contained an article 
attacking the Gc;wemment for paying large salaries to 
officials at the Ministry of Transport ; the other 
advertised ",Ascot Last Day/' and informed me, with 
an air of regret for the good old days, that some ladies 
were wearing only four new dresses during the six days 
of that race meeting, instead of the six which were cus- ' 
tomary before the war. "Retrenchment" is a blessed.,... 
word, but it should beapplied to private no less than to· 
public extravagance. It is not wisdom to cut downl 
public expenditure simply i~ order tha~ priv;lte ~di- ' 
viduals may have more to spend as they please. · . . · . 

On the otb,.er hand, it is not universally true, as 
;, some moaem writers suggest. that •• government • 

spends money better than private individuals ·do,". 
and the generaf!Xpansion of public expenditure cannot 
be defended on this basis. It may often be true that, . 

, on the average, public ~pending put of the proceeds of 
taxation is of greatt;r_social advantage than the private · 
spending, \thich would have..ta~en place ifthe.taxation 
liad not been imposed. · But it does not follow that it 1 
would be socially advantageous to increase public _1 

expenditure and correspondingly to diminish private 
expenditure. For it may not be the most useful parts ~ 
of the former that will expand, or the most useless parts 
of the latter that will be cut off. · A Government with 

. more money to spend may spend it on projects which 
are not worth what they cost. A ricq frequenter of. 
Asco~ with more taxes to. pay, may pay them, not 
out of what he spends on his wife's dresses or hi~ own, 
drinks, but.out of what he niight otherwistt have in- · 
vested in Housing Bonds. • 
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FinaJly, to· take a misconception of another kind, 
,"Taxation for revenue ·only" is a s)::lallow and mis
taken precept. All taxes have effects besides 
the mere raising of revenue, and the best taxes 
are those which, in addition to raising the revenue 

j required, have on the whole the best effects. It is the 
, business of statesmen to investigate the effects of 
various· alternative taxes, and to act upon the rtsults 
of their investigations, not to set up for themselves a 
self-denying ordinance against possible well-doing. 
Yet so deeply is this precept embedded in the tradition 
of British. financial poliCy that, for example, even 
Harcourt in r894, disclaimed any " ulterior aims " in 
his reform of the Death Duties, though the ulterior 
ef!ecis of his policy were readily visible to all intelligent 
observers, who approved or disapproved of his policy 
according as they approved. or disapproved of its ten
dency towards the gradual break up of large landed 
estates. 

The persistence of the precept in this country may 
be accounted for, first, by the Parliamentary conception, 
strengthened by the tenns of the Parliament Act of 
rgu, of "Money Bills," as Bills which provide for the 
raising of revenue and for no other object and, second, 
by a vddespread opinion that the instrument of taxation 
·should not be used for any other purpose, except that 
of raising revenue. But, as will be argued later, this 
narrow opinion has no logical basis. Thus it is some
times thought to be a good argument against a pro
tective tariff that it has other effects besides raising 
revenue. But this is, in fact, a very bad argument. 
For what opponents of a protective tariff need to prove 
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' is, not that it has other effects, for that is obvious, but 
that these effects are worse than those of some alter-, 

' native method of raising an equal revenue. To this 
simple but ·comprehensive doctrine we -continually 
return. Take account of all the probable effects,~ 
which can reasonably be foreseen, of any financial ' 
proposal whi~ is under discussion ; strike a balance ~ 
of probable gain and loss to the community ; com; i 
pare .this b'alance with that of alternative proposals,.· 
and act upon the results of this comparison. 



CHAPTER III 

PUBLIC FINANCE AND PRIVATE FINANCE 

§ I .. It is instructive to compare public with 
private finance, and this is the task of the present 
chapter. (Broadly speaking, it is true to say that, while 
an individual's income 'determines the amount of his 
possible expenditure, a public authority's expenditure 
determines the amount of its necessary incomeY In 
other words, while an individual adjusts expenditure 
to income, a public authority adjusts income to expendi
ture. But to this broad statement there are quali
fications. 

To some extent an individual adjusts income to 
expenditure. If he marries, and especially if he makes 

. himself responsible for a number of dependents. his 
estimate of necessary expenditure will rise and he may 
decide to increase his income by working harder and 
sacrificing leisure .. On the other hand, when his 
children have become self-supporting, his estimate of 
necessary expenditure may fall, and he may decide to 
work less hard and to take more leisure. To some 
extent, again, a public authority adjusts expenditure 
to income. In bad times, when its income falls off, 
it may practise retrenchment, and in good times, when 
its income increases, it may embark on policies hitherto 
·considered too expensive. 

(,The adjustment of an' individual's income and 
expendi~ure need not be exact in any given year.' .. 
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" There is no special sanctity in the period in which·. 
earth revolves round the sun." A year is a con venit. 
accounting period for some purposes, but not f · · 
others. If· an individual's expenditure exceeds h.\ 
income, the excess may be met out of savings mad: 
in previous years, or from the sale of assets.. Or he 
may run into debt, either by straightforward borrowing,\ 
or by leaving bills unpaid, in which case, in effect, he 
borrows from his creditors. ·And if his income exceeds 
his expenditure, the surplus income is available either 

, for investment or for expenditure in the future. 
Similarly, the adjustment of a public authority's 

income and expenditure need not be exact in any given· 
year. · When its income exceeds- its expenditure, it 
has a realised surplus, which is available for future uses. 
Again, when its expenditure exceeds its income, . a: 
public authority, like an individualt may draw on its 
savings, if any, or sell some of its assets, or run into 
debt. But here a point of difference· arises. For a', 
·public authority may raise either an internal or 'an ' 
external loan, that is to say, -may borrow either from · 
those who are subject to its authority, or froni those . 
who are not. Or again it may make ends meet .by 
inflating the currency. But ·an individual cannot 
raise an internal loan. ·The nearest approach he. can 
make to such a transaction is, if he keeps two banking 
accounts, by borrowing from one for the benefit of the 
other. Nor can an: individual inflate the currency .l:'"• · 
decreeing that his I.O.U.'s shall be legal tender. , :: · · · 

§ 2.. In some economic text-books it is said that 
an individual so distributes his expenditure on various 
commodities arid servi~es, that t~e marginal utiliti~s of . 
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these expenditures are equal, and the total utility 
the whole expenditure a maximum. It is one of the 

1ief advantages of a money economy that it makes it 
JOssible for this to be done, and for this reason we mz,y 
~.ntlcipate the survival of money eyen in the socialistic 
communities which the future may bring forth. In 
reality most individuals do not thus equalise their 
marginal utilities with any great exactitude, but in the 
schemes of expenditure of all except the least intelli
gent, who have no scheme ~t all, there is an appr6"3:€h 
towards such equalisation. 

A public authority, not being a person except in a 
legal sense, cannot estimate the marginal utilities of 
its various expenditures as an individual can. But the 
general principle, on which statesmen should attempt 
to act, is the same. The marginal utility to the com
munity of all forms of public expenditure should be 
equal, and the distribution of a given total of expen" 
diture between different objects is thus theoretically 
detem1ined. 1 

§ 3· 'vVhat, however, should determine the total 
of public expenditure ? Here, again, the theoretical 
answer is clear. Public expenditure in every direction. 
should be carried just so far, that the advantage to the 
community of a further small increase in any. directi•m 
is just counterbalanced by the disadvantage of a corres
ponding small increase in tax8.tion or in receipts from 
any other source of public income. This gives the ide:.1 

1 It should be noticed, however, that a statesman. in estimating 
the marginal utility of any form of public expenditure, must follow 
an objective standard of public welfare, or social advantage. An 
indiv1du.ei, on the other hand, follows a subjective standard of 
utility, lin ked with an objectiv~ standard of price. 
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total both of public expenditure and of public in"'ome. 
The ideal ~stribut1on bf this total public income ,. 
between different taxes and other sources of income is 
similarly given by the requirement that the marginal 
social disadvantages, or disutilities, of .raising income 
from all these sources should be equaL · · 

It is not to be imagined that public authorities, any · 
more than individuals, ever achieve perfect solutions 
of these comr' ~x problems· of balancing marginal 
utilities and i >utilities. But some statesmen- miss 
perfection by ' : longer chalk than others. In practice ; 
these probk . of public finance are settled by a tug-of· I 
war betwe("' rival spending Departments, and between l 
spending. / Jepartments and the Treasury; ·modified f 
by press~e from other influential ·quarters-elected \ 
persons, organised interests, newspaper· editors and so :1 
forth. And, in practice, neither public authorities 
nor individuals are often required to rearrange the whole· 
of their schemes of expenditrre from .top to bottom. 
Cel}tlin expenditures are actu~ly going on~ and the 
proble~ is usually restricted t-o the desirability of.· 
making certain changes, which . affect only a small 
proportion of the whole. ' · ' 
• S 4. For making deliberate cl)~ges in its income1 

and expenditure, and partiCuiarly for making increases,.~ 
a public authority is generally in a much ~tter position;' 
"than an individual. The chief reason for th1s is obvious; 

• it. has the whole wealth of the community on which to 
draw; But there is another though less important 
rt•ason. In some theoretical discussions it is suggested ' 
that individuals go on working, un.til the. marginal 
utility of more product, or more pay, jtis't falls short of . . '. 
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the marginal disutility of more work. But this fs only 
true of those who work independently of others, boys 
picking blackberries, to take Marshall's familiar 
example, or artists, or some kinds of journalists. But 
most people have to fit in their honrs of work with 
those of others, and often with collective agreements and 
sometimes with Acts of Parliament. Some v,·ould 
like to work more and others less than they do, but 
have to conform with general arrangements. Public 

• authorities are usually free from this disability and can 
make their own financial arrangements without much 
regard to what others are doing. Expenditure on 
armaments is, however, an exception to this general 
rule. 

§ s. In the pure theory of individual finance, the 
principle of the equalisation of marginal utilities in
cludes, as a special case, the equalisation of the marginal 
utilities of present and future expenditure, and hence 
determines the provision, which individuals will make 
for the future. Most people, however, discount the 
future to some extent. For its satisfactions, and equally 
its dissatisfactions, quite apart from any factor of 
uncertainty, look shrivelled 'to the normal eye beside 
equal satisfactions, or dissatisfactions, in the present. 
Moreover, one's life is, in fact, uncertain' and one's 
descendants, after a certain point, uninteresting. Most 
Individuals, therefore, make less ·provision for the 
future than they would do if their power of visualising 
it were stronger or if they expected their earthly life 
to last forever, or even for a-hundred years. But,. 
since the community outlasts the individual, and since; 
as was pointed out in the last chapter, the states~<;Ul 
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I should regard himself as trustee for the future, the latter 
is not entitled to discount it at so high a rate as most 
individuals in their private capacity normally do, 
Indeed, it is doubtful whether he is entitled to discount 
it at all. It follows that, irr so far as future conditions. 
can be reasonably foreseen, ~tatesmen should sometimes 
aim at making a more generous provision for the future 
than would,be made by private individuals left to them
selves. Important examples of this principle. will be 
given later, when \\e come to deal.with public expendi-' 
ture. · But the task of statesmen will often be rendered 
difficult by the political pressure of those who repeat 
the ancient question, "What has posterity done for me, 
that I sho\,lld do so much for posterity ? " 
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PUBLIC INCOME 



CHAPTER IV . _, __ _ 
SOURCES OF PtJBUCe~. 

§ I. The income . of a public authority may . be 
defined either m a broad or a .narrow sense. . In 

. the b~~ad , se-;:;~e ' it includes · all " i~c~mings " or 
"receipts," in the narrow sense· only those receipts, 
which are included in the ordinary . conception of 
"revenue." Thus the attentive reader will have 
noticed that the word was used in the broad sense in . 
Chapter I, § 3, where it was said that public borrowings 
form part of public income, but in the narrow sense in 
Chapter III, § I, where it was pointed out that a public 
authority's income may fall short of its expenditure in 
any given year and the deficit be made up by borrow
ing. As between these two senses, the context is gener
ally a sufficiently good interpreter but, where necessary, 

• aml:>iguity Jl1ay _be_ avoid~~ by_:us!ng th~ tetms "public 
receipts" and .. public. revenue" to_ denote 'public . 

~ inco'Jl1i~Jt"~ J.>road ana jn_1.ts~ ~a,q~~~je ~~pectively. 
The chief elements included in the conception of public,. 
receipts, but excluded from. that of public revenue, are 
receipts from public borrowings and from the sale of 
public assets, such as war stores, and paper money • 
newly printed and delivered from ~e public printing 
press. · ' · 

§ 2. The classification of the sour~es .. of public . 
ixlcome is discussed at great length by many writerS, 

~ . . ' .. . ., 
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but the chief purpose of any such classification should 
be 'to throw light on the nature of public income and,·· 
judged by this standar,dl much of the. discvssion in the 
textbooks is of small practical utility. 

The first and most important practical distinction 
is between taxatioir and other sources of income. A 

· tax is a ·compulsory charge imposed by a public 
authority and, as Professor Taussig puts it, "the essence 

.\of a tax, as distinguished from other charges by Govern
~ment, is the absence of a direct qujiP.!..o.quo between the . 
taxpayer and the public authority."1 We have, on the 
other hand, as an important source of public income, 
the pr~f~S. charged. by a public auth~rity for specific 

. services and commodities supplied by it; including the 
.prices charged for the use of pttblic property. Gener-, 
ally speaking; these prices are. paifi yoluntarily by· 
private persons, who enter into· contracts, express or 
implied,· with public authorities, wpereas ta.Xes are 
:Pll.id compulsoriiy. . 

. Developing the broad distinction between taxes and 
prices,:we have on the one side (I) taxes ordinarily so 
called; (2) tributes and indemnities, whether arising 
out of war or o~herwise; (3) forced loans, such as old 
time princes of doubtful credit used. often to extract 
.from Jews and others, but which are not much used in 
modern public finance ; and (4) pecuniary penalties 
for offences, imposed l:iy Courts of Justice. On .th~ 
other side we have (S) receipts from public property 
passively held, e.g. public lands leased to tenants, or 
the . British Government's ):;)leZ Canal shares ~. (6) 

· receipts from· enterprises carried on by a. public 
. "· ... ·· ' • Principles: of Econom~s. II. p.483. 
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authority which does no.t make use of monopoly power . · 
to raise its prices above "the competitive level";· (7) ';. 
fees or payments made for services, not in the nature of ' 
business services, performed by a public official, such 
as the registration of births; .and (8) receipts from volun-
tary public loans. · . 

Four other· sources of pubijc income may be dis-
, tinguished which do not fall completely under either of · 
our two main headings, namely, (9) receipts. from 
enterprises carried on by a public authority which does\· 
make U.se of monopoly power to raise its prices above 
,. the competitive level"; (ro) receipts from" special 
assessments " : (II) receipts from the use .of the ·· 
printing press, for the purpose of meeting public expen
diture by the issue of paper money ; and (I2) voluntary· 

·gifts. Many enterprises are carri~d on by public 
1 

authorities with the primary object of raising revenue • 
by the nse of monopoly power.· The French govern-. 
ment monopolies of matches and tobacco are examples .. 
That part <>f the price of such commodities, which 
exceeds their cost of produ~tion (including ·normal 
profits), is indistinguishable, in principle, from a: tax on. 
such commodities.• A special assessment is an . 
American invention, defined by Professor Seligman ~ · 
"a compulsory contribution, levied in proportion to the 
special benefits derived, to defray the cost of a specific 
improyement .to property undertaken in the public 

I In practice, it is not a simple matter to divide, with any de!Sree 
of precision, the price of a commodity or service monopolised by a 
public authority into its cc'lmponent parts, competitive price plus 
tax:. • For, in the absence of competition, the competitive price can 
only be roughly estimated. 'And the cost of production of either' 
a private competitor or a private monopolist might differ widely 
frooa that of the public ~u~ority. .' · ' 
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interest."t .. lt is a device for securing for the public 
treasury .paJt_qf_~he unearnedjns::Jement in the. value 
of .fixed propertyi' which . arises, for example, in the 
neighbourhood of a newly opened thoroughfare. A 
special assessmentresembles a tax in that it is a com
lpuisory paynient, but differs. from it in that the payer 
lhas received a -definite and direct quid pro quo. In 
the latter respect it resembles a price, but differs from 
it in that the payment is not volunt'ary and ·does not 
arise out ofa contra£withthe publicauthority. The" 
J.ssue of .new paper money by a public authority is :not 

. quite the same thing as the imposition of. a tax, though 
:('it~ effect,. through reducing the value .of money, is 
. similar to that of a general.tax upon all commodities 
:and s,ervices.~ Voluntary gifts form, unfortunately, . 
only an infinitesimal part of the income of public 
authorities. . They are exemplified in this country by 
"conscience money," which, however., .is usually only 

. a· delayed part-payment of taxes, :which have already 
been .evaded. . .. . · 

§ 3· The b?undary lines between the · various· 
t kinds .of. p11;blic in<;jillftes··just enumerated are not, in 
1 most cases) clear cut, but one kind shades gradually 

into a.i:lother. Thus taxes shade gtadually into prices,. 
since. the· services rendered by public authorities .to. 
taxpayers often stand in a somewhat indefinite relation 
to the payments made by the latter. Local. rates for 
the supply of water, where no meters are used, illus-
trate this. · · 

Again, Professor Taussig's description of a tax:, 
. ' . "" . . . 

• Essay~ in TtUalion, p. 283. 
• See Chapter XV for a {urther discussion'of this point. 
'.·~ ' I .. ,-· ·: ' .·' 

~ ' . . .. 
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<fUOted above, WOUld cover penalties for. offences, the 
underlying idea of which is clearly distinct: ·The · · 
distinction between taxes and penalties is one of motiv~ ; I' 
a public authority imposes taxes mainly to. obtain. 

· revenu~ and enacts penalties mainiy to deter from 
certain acts. If motorists were fined £t for every 
infraction of the speed limit, and the money were col-~· 
lected periodically, such tines might be regarded as a . 
tax on high speed, comparable to a tax on petroL But 

· if, at each successive offence by the same motorist, the . · 
tine were increased, and the offender finally _put in 
-piison or deprived of his licence to d~ve, so that no I 
more tines. were obtainable from him, those already col-I 
lected would clearly be in the nature of penalties and not •

1

• ·, 
taxes. Similarly with.customs duties, in the language 
of which, as Swift remarked, two plus two is often les~l -
than three. If. as. the rate of a particular duty is 
increased, the rev~nue yielded increases, the duty is • 
predominantly a tax.·· But when the rate is increased 
above the point at ·which the yield in revenue ~'a 
maximum, it is clear that s9me element of penalty 
is presep.t, and we finally reach a duty of prohibitive 
amount, whose yield is very small or even non..existent, · 
and which is closely akin, in the case of an import duty, . 
for example, to a simple prohibition of importation,..~ 
with a penalty for infraction. · Intermediate between. 
a ta.x and a penalty is a duty primarily designed to check • 

· · consumption, such as the liquor duties, the raising of 
which in 1909 is said to have caused many Scottish 
farmers to drink milk instead of whisky, or the ingease 
in railway fares during the war which was·' defended . 
partly on the ground that people were travelling too · . .. 
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nmch, and hindering the use of rolling stock for military 
purposes. . 

.. Deterrence again, shades into discrimination, as 
in schemes of Impedal Preference, in special taxes on 
landvalues or on mineral royalties or on war profits, or 
in lower rates of income tax on "earned" than on 
" unearned " incomes. , ... 

§ 4· It has already been pointed out that the 
· monopoly profits, if any, of a public enterprise are 
closely akin to a tax. There is no substantial dis
tinction, from this point of view, between the French 
Government's monopoly profits from the sale of 
tobacco · and the British Government's revenue 
from tobacco duties imposed on private traders. 
Public enterprises, which make monopoly profits, 
shade into those which do not. The test is not whether 
a public. authority has an absolute monopoly of the 
supply of any commodity orservice, for, in the first 

),'place, veryfew monopolies are absolute, when substi-
1 tutes, actual. and potential, are taken into account. A 
leg31 Government monopc)Iy of railway transport, for 
instance, is open to competition from private transport, 
both by water, road and air. And, iJ;l the second place,, 
monopoly need mot be absolute, in order to permit of 
the use of monopoly power to raise prices above cost of 
production. This power is available, as a general rule, 

' wherever a considerable proportion of the total supply 
of any commodity or service is under a single control. 

·The test is whether such monopoly power js,. or is not, 
aetually used. For a public authority conducting an-t 
enterprise may have a large degree of monopoly power, 
but may decide that it is in the. public interest that th~ 
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product of the enterprise shall be sold at, or even below, 
cost price. The practical difficulty of applying this 
test lies in the determination of the cost of production 
of the products of a public enterprise. What allow
. ances for interest, depreciation,. etc., shoUld be made ? 
Anyone who doubts the reality of these difficultiel! 
should try to determine the cost of production of 
British postal services. 

There is no sharp distinction between fees on the 
one hand, and taxes and public monopoly profits on 
the other. For the cost of performing a serVice is often 
less than the fee charged for performing it. Nor is 
there any sharp distinction between fees and receipts 
from public enterprises generally. For there is no 
sharp distinction between those services which are 
" in the nature of business services " and those which 
are not. Thus some writers have proposed to class 
all postal receipts as fees.· Again, there is no sharp 
distinction between· receipts from public enterprises 
and ·receipts from public property passively held, for 

· some supervision and management. are required even in 
the most humdrum administration of public lands and, 
if schemes of affore~ation, irrigation, etc., are under
taken, these COJ}stitute an enterprise .no less than the 
delivery of letters and telegrams. · · 

I The general conclusion of this discussion is that the 
, sources of public income may indeed be classified, but 
that many of the distinctions involved are not clear cut 

:and that, he~· as elsewhere, the search for a .cla,ssifi
cation is more instructive than the classification when 
'found. ... 
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TAxATION AND SOME DISTINCTIONS 
BETWEEN TAXES 

,, §I, We have seen that a tax is a compulsory con-~ 
l;ribution imposed by a publiC authority, irrespective of 
the exact amount of service rendered to the tax-payer 
!n return, and not imposed as a penalty for any.legal 
offenceo f..uberon Herbert, who was a philosophic 
anarchist, thought that taxation was never morally 
justifiable, but this is a rare and eccentric opinion, 
whichmay be ignored. Yet taxation, thought justi
fiable, might not be necessary, or x:¢ght be necessary 

. to only a small extent, if other sources of public income 
were more prolific, if, for instance, public authorities 
owned larger quantities of income-yielding property, 
or if it was more the fashion among wealthy people to 
make large voluntary gifts to the State. · If the London 
County Council were the" sole ground landlord within its 
area, London rates would be very much lower than 
they are! . Again, if voluntary contributions to the 
Treasury were made to. bear the same vague, but 

; perceptible, relation to the conferment of "honours," 
which contributions to . the funds of some poll tical 

. parties do now, the burden of taxation in Gr~at Britain 
might be lessened, at any rate until a greatly increase_d 

• A .Canadian S'tudent who attended my lectures .told ·me that 
the Municipality of Guelph, 'Ontario, imposes no local taxation, 
but lives entirely on the rent of municipally owl!ed land leased to 
the Canadian Pacific Railway. 
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supply had seriously reduced the purchase pric.e~., of a 
Viscounty or a Knighthood of the British Empire. 
Even so, the ingenious invention of new "honours'! 
might keep the tide flowing for a time, but at this stage 
of the business we should be gathering public income, 
not from voluntary gifts, but from a skilfully conducted 
public enterprise. As things are oow ordered, how
ever, a large amount of . taxation is' neces5aif'm all 
modem communities . aiid;-as- public expenditure 
increases, taxation increases also. · 

§ 2. The classification of taxes in many text
book discussio~. j.s -even more arid ground than the 
classification of public income in general, but a few 
distinctions ·may be noticed in passing. That most 
commonly made ls between direct and indirect taxes. 

i The idea usually1 underly-1ng this distinction is that 
a direct tax is' really paid by the person on whom 
it is legally imposed, while an indirect tax is imposed, 
on one person, but pa,id partly or wholly by another, 
owing to 11 change in the terms of some bargain between 
lh~m. A tax is not held to be indirect merely because 
it is collected from one person and paid by another. 
Thus, under Schedule A of the British Income Tax, 
the so-cal!ed " Landlord's Property Tax," which is 
a tax on the income derived from the ownership 
of land and buildings, is collected from the occupier,,. 
who, however, has a statutory right to deduct it from. 
the rent; which he pays to the: owner, any co,ntra~t 
not to deduct it being legally void. Neither the imposi
tion of this tax, therefore, nor any chang-e in its amount;· 
causes any change in the terms of the bargain already . . 

1 Compare, however, §6 of thia Chapter. 
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entered into between the· occupier and the .,9wner. 
It may be described as a direct t.ax legally imposed upon 
the owner, but collectedjrorri the occupier. 

· ·An indirect tax, in short, is conceived as one which 
can be shiftedot.passed on; a direct tax as one that 
cannot. This distinction is less fundamental and :useful 
than is commonly supposed. The reasons for this will 
appear more clearly when we come to consider the 
incidence and effects of taxation. Nor is the distinc
tion always clear in commo:o. usage. An income tax 
iS generally regarded as a di~ect tax; but the United 
States Supreme Court in r86r held it to be indirect, 
when they Vi.ished to declare it constitutionally valid. 
This, however, was only the economics of clever lawyers 
in a tight place. An inheritance tax is generally regard-, 

. ed as a direct tax, and so are other taxes on property: 
i' On the other hand, taxes on commo.dities and transac-
1\ tions are generally regarded .. as indirect. But doubts 

begin to arise when we reflect that commodities only 
I differ from most other forms of maferial property in 

. \being less durable, and that an inheritanve tax is 
, merely a tax on a particular class of transa:ctions. 
Nor did public opinion ever decide in which category 
to place the Excess Profits Duty . 

. The distinction between direct and indirect taxes 
is made by some writers to tum on whether or not it 

/1is intended by the statesmen, who impose i~ •. that a tax 
j shall be shifted. But this is to introduce an addi
tional and needless difficulty. For the intentions of 
statesmen and the facts of incidence may be at vari
ance. Some statesmen, indeed, do~ not realise .~he 
probl,:m of incidence at all, and think that all taxes are 
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paid by those, on whom they are legally imposed. I 
remember asking a member of the British Govern
ment in tgii, whether either tpe Cabinet or the Treasury 
had made any estimate of the incidence of the weekly 
levies · imposed on employers and employees under ,1 

the National Insurance Act of that year. But the i 
Minister could not see that there was anything to 
estimate. " The men pay 4d. " he said, " and the , 
employers pay 3d. and the State pays 2d., and so the.' 
men get gd. for 4d." It is best in this matter for _the 
economist to ignore the1~te'iitions of tlie'sta.teSman. "'·', 
. It is often vaguely supposed to be a sign of.financial 

• virtue to " keep a balance " between direct and indirect 
taxation, an idea encouraged by Gladstone's well
known simile, in which he likened these two sources 
of revenue to .. two attractive sisters," as between ' 
whom he was" perfectly impartial," believing that, as· 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, it was " not only allow-' 
able, but even an act of duty, to pay my addresses 'to 
them both." . . · 

/ Api~ notion of " keeping a balance " is bound up 
~th ideas about the proper distribution of the burden 

of taxation between persons, which will be discussed 
{later, an~with the belief that direct taxes are paid by 
: the rich and indirect by the ·poor. Th~re are no 
theoretical, but some practical, grounds for this last 

1 belief. Most existing direct taxes in modem com-
munities do, in fact, involve larger contributions from 

' the rich· than from the poor, in proportion to their 
· incomes, and the opposite is the case with most existing 
;.indirect taxes. But the position would be reversed, if 
· direct taxation were limited to a poll tax of equal ' 
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amoant on every citizen, and. indirect taxation to duties 
op'luxuries which only the rich could afford to buy. 

1/ § 3- There are various other distinctions between· 
taxes which, though sometimes discussed at great 
length, are a good deal .less important than' they 

·seem at first sight. Consider, for example, the dis- . 
tinction between taxes on income and taxes on capitaL~ 
It can make no difference whether a given revenue is 
raised by a flat-rate tax assessed on the annual value 

' or by a sim.ilar~ tax· assessed on the capital value of 
property, so long as the ratio of annual value to capital 
value is the. same in all cases affected by the tax: If, 
for instance, this ratio is one to twenty, a tax of one 
and eightpence in the pound on an income, or annual 
value: of, £soo will bring in the same revenue as a tax 
of a penny in the pound on a capital value of £Io,ooo. 

, If, however, the ratio varies, a tax on capital value 
will be heavier than a tax on annual value, yielding 
the same revenue, in those cases where the ratio of 
capital to annual value is abnormally high, and less 
heavy where it is abnormally low. For example, 
owners of undeveloped or " under-developed " land 
will be hit harder than the owners of fully developed 
land. This is why those, who wish to compel land- i 
owners to" put their land to the fuUest use,'' advocate/ 
a tax. based on the capital, rather than the annual, ' 
value of the land. Similarly holders of tPlt-edged' 
will be hit harder than holders of speculative 
securitie5. , 

The above distinction between taxes assessed on 
income and capital respectively is often confused with 
the quite separate distinction between taxes paid out 
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of income and capitalrespectively. But there is no 
reason why a tax assessed on capital should not be paid 
out of income, nor conversely. A man liable to death 
duties may pay them out of income ; a man may sell 
securities or borrow from his bank in order to pay 
income tax. The precept "tax income, not capital," 
sometimes elevated to the dignity of a maxim of 
public finance, is, therefore, ambiguous. It may refer 
to the source of payment, and amount to an injunction 

, that taxation should check the accumulation of capital 
as little as possible. Or it may refer to the basis of 
assessment, and indicate a preference for an income,' 
rather than a capital, ba.c;is. Both these alternative 
meanings of the precept will claim attention later~ 
· § 4· Another distinction sometimes drawn is 

between taxes assessed on property and taxes assessed 
on commodities. This distinction, as already remarked. 
·~urns on relative durability. Landis evidently property 
from this point of :view, sugar evidently a commodity. 
Houses and machines are intermediate, being less 
durable than land, but more durable than sugar. In 
practice, this distincti,on often turns largely on 

· whether tJle tax is imposed periodically or once for all. 
In the former case the object of the tax may generally 
be regarded as property, in the latter as a commodity. 
Nor in the former case need the period be regular. 
An inherifuns;e tax, though levied at irregular intervals, 
may reasonao:y be called a tax on property. British 
local rate~ being a periodic tax on the annual value of 
land and houses, treat houses as property, but a tax 
levied once for all on the value of newly built houses 
would treat these as commodities. · · 
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Taxes on commodities may be either "specific""" 
or ad valorem. A specific tax is based . upon some 
physical measurement such as a unit of weight or 
volume, e.g., a tax of a shilling a pound on tea or fifty 
shill,ngs a gallon on beer. An ad valorem tax is based· 
·upon a unitpf value, e.g., a tax of a third of their value . 
on imported German mouth-organs. · 

§ 5· A distinction of a different kind is between· 
. taxes intended to be only temporary and taxes intended, 
; to be comparatively pennanent. A special tax, 

whether assessed on an individual's income, his capital 
or his war profits., designed to pay off in a short time a 
large amount of public debt, would be an example of 
the former. The British income tax, at .any rate 

·since Gla\istone's' death, is an example of the latter, 
-though many taxpayers hope that the present rates of 
tax will not be permanent. The chief value of this 
distinction lies in its bearing onthe probable conduct 
of taxpayers, which will vary with their expectations 
regarding future taxation. 1 

§ 6. A, distin.ction is sometimes suggested between 
~ taxes on persons and taxes on things. • But this form 
· of words maybe used in at least three different senses. 
In the most natural sense, taxes on persons would 
include, on the one hand, a poll tax, either equal in 

. amount for all persons or assessed in some quite 
arbitrary manner and, on the other, aU taxe~ based 

. on purely p~rsonal characteristics of the 'taxpayer, , 
such as his height, weight or rel\gion, or the colour 
of his eyes or hair, while taxes on things would include 
all taxer based on· criteria external to the .. taxpayer, 

· 1 See, Chapter X, §§ 3-8. 
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such as his income, the rent which he pays for his hous~ •. 
or the amount of tobacco which he smokes. But in · 
this sense the distinction would be without practical 
value, since all actual taxes, with few and un~mportant 

· exceptions, would be on things and not on persons. 
A second sense, in which the distinction has some~ 

times been used, implies that some taxes are paid by . 
. persons and others by things.1. But this is. a very gross 
error. It is natural, when thinking ofthe basis ofassess
ment, to speak of taxes on land, on imports, on industry 
and trade. But neither inanimate objects, such as"' 
plots of land and imported goods, nor general terms 
such as industry and trade, are endowed with pockets 
or banking accounts, out of which they, as distinct 
from persons, can pay taxes. It is a platitude that all· 
taxes are paid by persons, not by things. 

In a third sense, taxes on persons are sometimes 
treated as equivalent to -direct, and taxes on things 
to indirect, taxes. But· the terms •• direct " and 
" indirect " are here used in what is called by some 
"an administrative sense." . Thus some .. practical 
financiers • • • regard those tax,es as direct which • 
are levied on permanent and recurring occasions, 
while charges on occasional and particular events 

1 See, for example, Giffen's observations on pp. 93·4· of Mem~· 
anda OK the Cla.ssificatiofJ anillncidence of Imperial and Local Taxes 
(C. 9258, 189Q) :-"rates on real property are for the most part 
burdens on the property itself, and therefore not taxation in the 
proper sense of the tern1; in other words not contributions to the· 
expense of the'State by the individuals who bear the rates in the 
same way that the Income Tax. is a contribution by thost' who 
bear .it. • · • Duties upon the succession to property at death are 
not taxes upon the dying, because they are not levied till they have 
ceased to own the property, and not taxes upon the inheritor& 
because they only inhent by the will and perm1ssion of the State' 
hv~" · 
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are placeduncler the category .of indirect taxation. "l 

There is no logical connection between· this yiew of the 
distinction between direct and indirect taxation and 
the. view considered above, which makes the distinc

. tion turn on incidence. This tiresome duplication 
of terms is a further argument for. their abandonment. 
Other writers have drawn a distinction, roughly equiva
lent to that between .direct and indirect taxes in an. 
administrative sense, between " personal " and " speci
fic " taxes, and again between " subjective " and 
"objective" taxes. But the whole idea is woolly and, 
so far as the study of .first principles is concerned, 
unprofitable .. 

§ 7· There are certain taxes, .the place of which in 
tax classifications may at first sight appear doubtful. 
Stamp duties, taxes on business profits, on sales _and 
turnover are examples. But a little reflection will 

\make it clear that a stamp duty or stamp tax is not a 
fspecial kind of tax, but only a special method of collect
fing taxes.. People are.required in,certain circumstances 
to buy stamps of a certain value from a public authority . 
and to attach them to certain documents. Many 
taxes on transactions are collected by this means, 
and any~ tax could be so colleCted. Thll question is 

· sill1:ply one of administrative convenience.·· Thus some 
. of those, who have advocated a weekly income tax on 

wage earners, have proposed to collect it ·by. means of 
additional stamps on health insurance cards. Again 

: a tax on business profits is only a tax on '1!. particular 
: kindof income, while a tax on sales or on turnover i~ 
. only a tax on the commodities sold or turned ~Ver .• 

1 Bastable, Publi; Fi11ant•, p. 29~~ 



CHAPTER VI 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD TAX 
SYSTEM 

§ 1. Any system of public finance must. be looked 
at as a whole, before any final judgment can be passed "' 
upon its merits or demerits. So, too; any tax s~tem 
must be looked at as a whole. For different taxes 
may, in certain of their effects, correct and balance 
one another. 

Assuming that in a given year a given revenue is to 
be raised by taXation, alternative tax systems will 
result in alternative distributions.of the total burden • 
of taxation, which will itself be greater under some: 
systems ·than others, and in other alternative effects 
upon the economic welfa~ of the community .. These 
matters will be discussed in the next seven chapters. 
But in this chapter a few preliminary points will first 

. be noticed._ . . · 
§ 2 •. 'Thd. comparative advanta~s of ~lc...tax , 

and multiple tax systems have been mucli argued.! 
Various-types-of single tax have been proposed;" 
The Physiocrats proposed a single tax on the economic '. 
rent of land. because they thought that this was where l 

all taxes ultiiJlately fell, and that it would, therefore •.. : 
save trouble and misunderstanding to put them there 
straight away. But this idea involved a false theory · 
of mcidence. ·. Henry George made a similar proposal, : 

' 4·~ • 

4 ·.. • 41 
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partly because he thought that a tax on rentdid not 
'check industry, whereas all other .. taxes did, in ·which 
opinion there is a grain of truth, as will ·be argned 
later, and: partly. for reasons of a supposedly· ethical 
character, to which less weight need be .attached. 
There are, however, two grave objections to a single 
tax ?f this kind. The. first. is that it would,.Hot, in 
most modern communities, bring in eno11gl1 revenue 

· to balanceth:e public accounts~ The second is that ft 
would lead to a. very b?-~ distribution gUhe _bi.rrden of 
taxation: For ·a milliohaire, who ovl'ned no . land, 

. would pay no taxes, while 'a poor Illi).D, who had 
invested all his· savings in the purchase of his house, 
would pay in taxation a considerable proportion of his 

·income,· 
, · . A much stronger case can be made out for a single 

. tax assessed on income. Such a. tax could be made 
.to, yield all the tax revenue normally required, and, 
by means ol graduation, different1ation and other 
devices, could be made to distribute the burden oftaxa
tion between individuals in whatever way was thought 
best:. There are, however, in addition to certain argu
ments against any single tax, three objections to exclu
~ive .reliance upon. an income tax ... The first is that"· 
~ucha.tax imposed upon .small incomes is relatively 
difficultand expensive to collect.1 ·The second is that 
it secures no special contribution from inheritors of 
'vi'ealth, a pre-eminently taxable clasii. The third 
is that it tengs .tQ. check saving more than certai?. other 
taxes do.~ The first .objection might be overj::ome , 

• See Chapter XII, § 1. • 
• See Chapter X. 
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to some extent by administrative improvements, and 
indeed would not arise at all, if it were desired to dis
tribute the burden of taxation in such a way as to 
exempt small incomes altog~·ther. . The second could 
be overcome by treating wealth acquired by inherit
ance or gift as taxable i,ncome at the time of its acquisi
tion. ·There is a good deal to be said· for doing this 
and it has sometimes been done, e.g., in the United 
States income tax of x86x. The third. could be over
come by exempting savings from taxable income, and 
thus imposing a single tax, net upon personal income, 
but upon personal expenditure. But, in the present 

!state of our admin~ative technique, this scheme 
1 also encounters grci'V!- p~~tica.Idifficulties and woulg 
involve great expense and leave open large loopholes 
for undetected fraud. The easie9t way of taxing 
~xpenditure is to tax cotnmodities or services straight
forwardly, and not in a roundabout fashion through 
personal incomes. But taxes on commodities must' 
necessarily be multiple. No single tax on a parti
cular commodity would bri.pg in sufficient revenue. 
Moreover, if the attempt were made and the taxed 
commodity , were one, for which substitutes were 
easily available, heavy taxation ~ould drive it out of 
use, while, if it were a necessity of life, for which no 
substitutes were easily available, a very bad distribu
tion of the burden·of taxation would result, the poor 
pa}ing a much larger proportion of their incomes than 
the rich. 

I A, variant to a single tax assessed on income is one 
1 assessed on. the capital value of property., The latter 
tax, however, has a smaller range than the· former, . ·') 
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since it does not fall upon incomes from work, but only 
upon the source of incomes from property. It is also 

/ the teaching both of theory and experience that income 
l is a better basis for tax assessment than_ the capital.! 
l value of property ... For the former, given clear legal 

definitions, only raises questions of fact. But the latter 
raises questions not only of fact but 1 of 9pinion, as 
regards the valuation of many forms of Pfoperty which 
cannot be said to have a market value. Thus the 
comparative success of the British income tax ·as a 

..J financial instrument ma:y:.be contrasted with the com
parative failure of the ·generai property tax in the 
United States, according to the testimony of Professor 
Seligman and other American authorities. 

§ 3· . The preceding arguments against particular 
forms · of single tax are reinforced by certain general 
argt:tmentsagainst any form of single tax. For, in the 

'i first place, anomalies as between persons, which are 
·liable. to arise l:mder a single tax, are liable to 
be corrected under a multiplicity of taxes and, in the 
second place, ~yasions, which may be comparatively 
easy under a single tax, ·are more readily detected 
under the check and counter-check, ;hich a multiple 
tax system may provide. Thus valuations for death 
duties. and the previous income tax returns of the 

• deceased may be checked against one another. Again, 
the iU contrived land value duties of the British 
Budget of rgog, though they never brought in a,ny 
appreciable revenue, necessitated a land valuation 
which, though never completed, is said to h~ve more 
tha11 paid for itself by the additions which it indirectly 
brought. to the death dutv revenue. 
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Thus the weight of argument against a single tax 
is pretty heavy. An apparent exception may, perhaps, 
be made in the case of local authorities, exercising 

. comparatively few function~ over ·a comparatively· 
small area. Here there is a strong case, on grounds 
of convenience, for a single tax on .. immobilia" or 
immovable property. Local rates in this countcy are 
a familiar. case in point, though it is often argued 
that such rates would be better based on the capital,. 
or even the annual, value of land· only, than on the 
annual value of land plus houses, as they are at present. 
For local rates are, in great measure, a tax on hou.Ses,1 

'and houses are not a good object of taxation. But 
local rates are not, in reallty, a single tax, for local 
authorities derive a considerable part of their revenue 
from grants-in-aid out of the proceeds of national . 
taxation.• 

§ 4· Though, however, a multiple . tax system 
Is generally preferable to a si.Dgle tax system, too great 
a multiplicity of taxes ls not desirable. Advocates 
of " broadening the basis of taxation " are to be dis-: 

. trusted. Of this fellowship wasArthilr Young, who said~ 
:• if I were to define a good system of taxation, it should) 
be that of bearing lightly on an infinite number oh 
points, heavily on none."J But there is not necessarily 1 .. 
an~I~ss-totaLpr~~ure under such a sy$tem, for, ~ 

I Lcx:al rates are only m part a genuine tu:. 'In part they represent 
prices paid by ratepayers for specific setvi.ces rendered to them,· 
by local authelrities. 

• Further, if a local authority derives a net revenue, as many 
do, frolU the ownership of property or the conduct of enterprises, 
thia revenue may, or may not, contain some element of taxation. 
See Chapter IV, §§ 3-... . t ' 

I ~oted by Ba.stable, Pvbli~ FilltJnu, p. 344• • 
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: as mathematicians at any rate are aware, 'the sum 
i of an infulltely:large number of infinitely small weights 
i may be greater than a single moderate weight. More- 'i 

\ over, a large number of taxes, however small, usually 
involves a, large cost and a large amount of vexation 
in collection. The vice of excessive multiplicity of 
taxes is illustrated, in fact, by modem customs tariffs 
and, in idea, by the countless schemes for "fancy taxes " 
communicated to the press by amateur financiers. 

The path of wisdom in this matter, for a .modern 
community with a well developed economic life and 
a reasonably efficient administrative syst~m. is fairly

~clear. It is best to rely ~:m a few substantial. taxes ,, 
''fforthe ~uikofthe tax revenue: In so far as it is desired . 
. to tax the rich, income and inheritance taxes are the 

best means ; in so f.ar as it is· desired to tax the poor, 
' taxes on a few commodities of wide consumption, pre
.ferably commodities not necessary to health and 
efficiency. Some commodities, of which alcohol is 
the most important example, may indeed be taxed 
on their merits, or, as some would say, on their demerits, 
apart from any question of the distribution of the 
burden of taxation between different sections of the 
community. Other taxes with special ~bjects may 
sometimes legitimately be 'added, but it is desirable 
to keep their number within bounds. 1 

.Alnlost everywhere, . and even in Great Britain, 
whose tax system is simpler than that· of•any other 

I Compare the judgment of Lord Leverhulme (The s~ Hou• 
Day, p. 13) : "The only wise, ·sane basis of taxation is to avoid all 
tariffs on goods, except luxuries (and then solely for revenue pur
.poses), and to raise further revenue mainly by graduated income 
tax and death duties," • 
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important modem community, so...called " hi;torlcal 
causes" have led to a needless multiplicity of taxes. 
and to needless complexity in methods of assessment. 
But, especially where multiplicity is reduced, parti
cular taxes may need to be 'somewhat complex,-the 
British income tax and death duties for example-if 
the tax system as a whole is to be satisfactory. 

§ 5· A further point of occasional controversy may 
be noticed here. Is it a characteristic of a good tax 
system that taxes should be " felt "as much, or as little, 
as possible ? The plain man will be inclined to thin~ 
that the best tax is that which is least felt, that is to~. 
say which causes. the lea.St inconvenience and conscious; 
sacrifice to those who pay it. But some austere thinkers 
take the view that mankind can only learn throug~ 
suffering, and that political responsibility can ottly he ~ 
brought home to us through conscious payment of the 
price of greatness--or of. folly, as the case may be\ 
Thus some people believe that, unless. the Germans 
pay, or at least try to pay, an immense war indemnity, 
they will light-heartedly make war again in a few years I 
time, and a Scottish Professor of Economics thinks t 
that we shall be tempted to do the same, if we rashly/ 
destroy, by means of a capital levy, the Great Wart 
Debt, which Will otherwise be one of the most impres-), 
sive of our national war memorials. It has also been! 
maintained that, if income tax were resolutely imposed! 
upon ~. ll.owever poor, all would eagerly co-operate in 
checking wasteful expenditure, while the poor would· 
also gain in moral stature. Men take sides in this con- , 
troversy according to opinions not exclusive!¥ economic. 
Personally,. I take sides with the plain man.· In 

... 
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particular, I believe that, in a modem democratic state, 
the re(lction to a universal income tax, newly imposed, 
would not be at all that imag·ined by the austere. 
The public niind would, I think, .be less pre-occupied 
\Vith checking public expenditure than with throwing 
out of power those responsible for the austere reform 
and with redistributing the burden of taxation accord- · 
ing to some brusque canon of outraged popular equity. 
On the other hand, an increase in a well-established 
tax such a_; local rates undoubtedly. creates a 
popular and somewhat indiscriminating demand for 
"economy." 

§ 6. The practical application of a decision, in · 
either sense, of the main controversy is not, however, 
wholly clear. Thus, it is commonly suppo~ed that :an 
income tax is more keenly felt. than taxes which, 
being levied on commodities, are wrapped up in their 
prices, as some of the medicines of ·childhood are 
wrapped up in jam. (The austere should pass a law 
requiring grocers to say of their jam, not ., this is 
eighteen-pence a pound,." but " this is one and four
pence a pound and the tax on sugar, to pay the interest 
on the vVar debt, is two-pence a pound."). But on the 
other hand, as will be argued later•, an incpme tax hits 
only marginal expenditure and marginal savings all 
round, whereas a tax on a particular commodity hits 
expenditure, including non-marginal expenditure, on 
that commodity only, a and is thus apt to cause a greater , 
sacrifice of satisfaction. Moreover, when income t~x 

• See Chapter X. 
' Though, as a result of the tax, expenditure on other commodities 

may be reduced. 
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is "deducted at the source," that is to say inter
cepted before his money income actually reaches. the 
taxpayer, it is apt to be less keenly ~elt, than if he first 
receives his income in full and then· at a later date, 
when he ha.S already spent most of it, receives a demand 
note from the tax collector. An inheritance tax, 1 

again, is often less keenly felt than might be supposed, 1 

since its payment is generally made through the agency : 
of executors, before the inheritors receive the balance 1 

of the property, and since the payment coincides both ' 
with a positive accretion of personal wealth to the 
inheritors and with other events, which should generally 
force considerations of tax .vayments into the back
~ound o{ their nunds. · 



CHAPTER VII 

THE INCIDENCE OF TAXATION 

. s I. )~~The problem' of the incidence of a· tax is 
comtilOnly conceived as ·the problem of who pays it. 
More precisely we may say that t~e incidence fJf a tax 
is upon those, wno bear the <E!:..e..£!: :tp~n-~y l:nlJ_d~~ of 
the taxJ Every tax produces a number of'economic 
effects~ and it has been questioned whether itis either 
practicable or desirable 'l.o try to separate the speCial 
problem of incidence from the more general problem 
of effects. But clearly the attempt must be made, if 
anything is to be said on the distribution of the direct 
money burden of taxation, a subject on' which much 
has been written. · 

: A distinction must be drawn between the direct and 
the indirect burden of a tax, and also between. the 

. money burden and the real burden. 1)'he total direct 

. money burden imposed by any tax is equal to the 
~total yield of the tax to the public treasury. To 
f every shilling ·of revenue raised there corresponds a 
1 s~illing of direct money burden, or incidence, falling 

upon someone.~ ~tis true that to part with a shilling 
tin payment of a tax means a greater sacrifice of eeonomic 
!welfare for a poor man than for a rich man. That is a 

' Exoept in the \bniting case of escheat, that form of inheritance 
' .tax, under which the property of an intestate, who possesses no 

dtscoverable relatives however remote, reverts at his deatb. to th" 
State. 
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question, not of the incidence, but of the direct real 
b_urde?2of the tax. Again,. it is true that, when the f 
price of sugar is raised by taxation, a family may be 
compelled to consume less sugar, and thereby to make a l 
sacrifice of economic welfare. -That is a question, not 
of the incidence, but of the ill direct real burden,· of the ' 
tax. (Again, it is true that, when the tax on sugar is I 
collected from the dealer in respect of his stocks and 
some time elapses between the collection of the tax) 
and the sale of the stocks, the dealer is out of pocket ' 
by the amount of the interest,.which he could other-~ 
wise have.obtained during that period on the money 
paid to the tax collector. That is a question, not of 
the incidence, but of the indirect money burden, of the 
tax.J ' · · 

§ z. Thus the incidence of a tax· on sugar collected 
from the seller is wholly on the buyer, if, as a direct · 
result of the tax, the price rises by at le~t the f~ll/ 
amount of the tax; wholly on the seller, if the pncei 
does tJpt rise at all,; partly on the buyer and partly; 
on the leller, if the price rises by an amount less than' . 
the fuL '

1
1mount of the tax. :;·· ' . 1 

We may illustrate at this point the unsatisfactory 
charact .~of the distinction, based on incidence, between 
direct 'Uld indirect taxes. 1 Before we can decide 

. whether a given tax is direct or indirett;Jn this sense, 
we rr ·1>t know its incidence, and this will' frequently 
dep!" .• not only oil the nature of the tax, but an other • 
Circf. .utances. It is commonly assumed that a tax 
on i "llmodity is an indirect tax. But if, when col-
lee ~om sellers, it does not raise the price at all, 

I ;• . I Compare Chapter v; § t. 
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or if, when collected from buyers, it lowers the price 
by the fullamount of the tax, then it mustbe classed · 
as a direct tax .. >And, as will be seen later, such cir
cumstances are not impossible~ . It ' is commonly 
assumed, on the other hand, that oo income tax is a 
direct tax ... The extent to which .income tax payers 
in general can. shift the incidence of the tax is, no. 
doubt, so small as to be practically negligible. But, 
if an increase in income tax causes a reduction in saving,'..; 
which in tum causes a rise in the rate of inter~st, those "~ 

.income tax payers who are investing new savings 
at this higher rate will have shifted part of the' incidence 
of the. tax on to those who are making the demand fqr • 

'.new capital. Again, the incidence of a tax on a mono
·. polist yaries with the character of the tax and, there
. fore, to take two examples which Will be discussed later,' 

1. a tax proportionate to. output must be clas;;ed as} 
•.! U:direct, while a tax independent of output will ~ 
~direct. • · • · 
r Qn the theory of, incidence, .two general pro~0<ti6ns . 
'cover most of the ground. The fi;rst is tha"· other 
j thi.ngs being e~ual,.the more ~lastic ~h~ deman~.for the 
1 obJect of taxat10n;the more w1ll the modence q! 1the tax 
'I be upon the seller. And the second is th;(, other 
!things being equal, the more elastic the suppl)• of 'the 
[object of taxation, tl.'l~,more will the incidence of· the 
jtax be upon the buyer~ For, the more ela~·c the 
. detpand. , the more will the demand fall off, as a ·~It of . 
a given rise in the price of the object' of t .·' ion, 
and the less, therefore, will it. be. worth while fJ····.· .. 'ers' 
to raise the price. : And, on the other hand, ~ , .. '?re 

• • X se~ § 5 of this Chapter . . 
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elastic the supply, the more will the supply fall ~off, 
as a result of a given rise in the cost of production 
(including tax) of the object of taxation, and the less, 
therefure, will it be worth while for buyers to resist the . 
raising of the price. \The sellers, in short, try to put 
the incidence on the buyers by reducing supply, the! 
buyers try to put it on the sellers by reducing demand./ 
The relative ability of the two groups to carry out their 
object~. with the minimum loss to themselves, deter-

, mines the result. l 'When either or .both of these groups 
are consolidated into monopolist· combinations, the 
case requires some· further discussion, but we may 
first consider some examples of the working of the 
two propositions just laid down, when competition 

' prevails both among buyers and sellers. · 
It makes no essenti·ai difference whether the tax 

is legally imposed on buyerS or sellers, though this 
may affect the length of time, which Will elapse· 
before the process of shifting the direct money burden, 
or part M it, from one side to the other is completed. 
Every tax tends, for . a ti~e, to " stick where it· 
falls." But a tax on an ordinary commodity, such 
as sugar, causes a more rapid adjustment of price. 
than a tax on houses, for example, where bargains 
as to rent cannot be p.ltered during the currency of a 
lease. · · 

Cases of absol~tely inelastic demand are seldom, 
if ever, found in practice. But the demand for lux
uries is more elastic than the demand for necessaries 
and, therefore, other things being equal, a tax on\ 
necessaries will raise their price by a larger amount ! 
than an equal tax on luxuries. Again, the demand I 

. . . 
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for new durable objectq, su~h as .houses, ofJhich a 
large stock isalready in use, is generaJly more elastic 
.than the demand for commodities· which, are perish
able or quickly· consumed. 

Cases of absolutely inelastic supply are. less remote 
froni reality. Thus the supply of land in well popu
lated districts may be regarded as absolutely inelastic. 
It follows that a tax on land, as distinct from improve
ments, will riot raise the price. of land, and it~ incidence 
will be entirely ·on. the owner. 

Where, however, .the supply of a commodity is at 
. aJl,elastic, it is generally very elastic in the long nm, 

and considerably more elastic than the demand. -yvhen, · 
therefore, conditions of production have ha.d time to 
adjust ·themselves to changes due ·to taxatton, the 
greater. part d the incidence will generally be upon 
buyers, and- not upon sellers. But, during the period 
of. adjustment, the elasticity of supply may be small 
and then a: large part .of the' incidence may be upon 
the sellers. Thus; in the case of.commodities produced 
'py means of .ali expensive plant and much fixed 
capital, the elasticity of sitpply may remain' ~mall for 
a considerable time , after a tax has. been. imposed 
upo;n them. . · · , . ~~-~. 

· Part of the incidence of a tax imposed upon the 
sellers or buyers of a commodity may fall, not upon 
these sellers or buyers, but upon the sellers of some 
other commodity, which is necessary to the production 
of the former, or upon the buyers of some other com
modity, to the production .of which the taxed com
modity .is necessary. Thus part of the incidence of 
_a tax on jam may fall upon the sellers of glass jars, 
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in so far as the latter are compelled by the tax. to 
reduce their price to the jam makers. 

Leaving .out of account the complication just 
.mentioned, our two general propositions may be com
bined into one. i The direct money burden of a tax 
imposed on any object is divided between the buyers 
and the sellers in the proportion of the elasticity of 
supply of the object taxed ... to the elasticity of 
demand for iC:: Thus in the particular case when 
the elasticity of supply is equal to the elasticity 
of demand, the burden is equally divided, and Jhe 
price of the object taxed~rises by half the amount of. 
the tax. . · t·.. , · · 

§ j. The preceding theory has been stated, so as to 
apply to the incidence of taxes on the internal tradeM 
of a community, but substantially the same theory 
applies. to the incidence of taxes on international 
trade, or, more generally, on trade between members, 
of different communities, in the form of customs · 

· d'!-tieu!timl.x>rts. or exports. In tlw case of hi'"ternal 
trade we have considered t4e exchange of goods for 
money, the elasticity of demand of the buyers who 
give money- for goods, and the elasticity of supply 
of the sellers, who give goods for money. In the 
case of international trade it is more convenient to 
consider the exchange. of goods for goods, and. the 
elasticities of demand of the two groups of buyers for 
the goods respectively furnished by the other group 
in e~change for their own. Thus in the exchange 
of Canadian wheat for British woollen goods, assuming 
that no other goods are exchanged between the two 
countries, the elasticity of supply of Ca::'-adian wheat 
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in Great Britain is the same thing as the elasticity 
of demand for British woollen goods in Canada. 

Taxes on imports and exports may, then, be regarded 
as obstacles to exchange and, in accordance with the 
preceding theory, the direct money burden of any 
such obstacle is divided between the two parties to the 
exchan'ge in inverse proportion to the elasticities 

. of their respective demands. In other words, it is . 

. divided in direct proportion to the urgenciesx of their 
respective needs, v;rhlch ·ani satisfied by the exchange. 
For, the more urgent. the need of either ·party, the 
smaller the elastici.i:y of his demand. Other things 
being equal, the m elastic the ·British demand for 
Canadian wheat, the g'!eater the propoition of the 

(incidence of a tax)eithe~n British woollen goods or 
Canadian wheat in transit between the two countries, 
which will fall upon the British party to the exchange. 

·Similarly, the less elastic the Canadian demand for 
British woollen goods, the greater ~e proportion which 
will fall i1pon the Canadian party to the exchange. 

§ 4· It is thought. by some to be a practically 
universal rule that the incidence of customs duties is 
on consumers of foreign goods in the countries where 
such duties are imposed, and hence that attempts to 
"make the foreigner pay" such duties can practically 
never succeed. The preceding argument does not 
support this idea in general, but it does support it 
in important particular Gases. The inhabitants. of 
a region, in ~hich is produced a large propOrtion 
of the world supply of some commodity 'essential. 
to foreigners, could make foreigners pay a large part of 

l Ignoring differences in the wealth of the· two pa.rtiea. 
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export duties on this commodity, or of import duties on 
what foreigners offered in exchange for it. The inhab~ 
itants of Great Britain were' in such a favourable 
position, when this country was practically the only 
source of supply of woql to Flanders during the 
Middle Ages, . of machine-made manufactur~d goods 
to the continent of Europe iri the early riineteenth 
century, and of steam coal to tlfe world's navies 
in the later nineteenth. cep.tury~ The inhabitants 
of oil-producing region,s'~ and, to a less extent, ff 
regions producing a lar~e surplu,S of wheat for export, 
are in a similar positi'oh at the present time. On the 
other hand, the inhabitants of a region, in which is 
produced no commodity very essential to foreigners, 
or only a small proportion of ·the world supply of 
essential commodities, are not in a position to throw 
any appreciable part of any" customs duties, which 
they may impose, upon foreigners, while, if foreign 
products are essential to them, foreigners are in a 
position to impose customs duties; a large part of the 
incidence of which will fall upon the inhabitants of this 
less fortunate region. · 

In the present conditions of international trade, 
the incidence of customs duties imposed in countries 
whose exports are chiefly manufactured goods and 
whose. imports are chiefly food and raw material, 
can hardly . be, to any appreciable extent, upon the 
foreigner. For. the foreign demand for their manu· 
factures is, in1 most cases, much less 'keen, that is to 

' . . ' 

; 

• A.ssuming, w~t is often not the ease, that the inhabitants, or 
at least some of them, ·control the oil production and are able to 
deal Wlth it in accordance with their own economic: interests. 

'\:_, .... 
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isaf>muc4 more elastic, than their demand for the 
foreigners' food and raw material. The inhabitants 
of Great Britain, in particular, are not now in a> posi
tion to make the foreigner pay British customs duties, 
except ih rare and unusual cases. It has been sug
gested that the British import dutyonGreek currants 
is largely paid by the Greeks, but even this exception 
to 'the general rule is doubtful. · 

For countries, whose exports are chiefly food and~ . 
raw materials, the chance of throwing a considerablei 
part of the incidence of customs duties upon foreigners 1 i 
is, as a rule, somewh,at larger, and this chance has';. 
probably increased as a result of the war.. But it is l 
to be remembered that the demand of. the inhabitants 
of a country for a commodity from any particulal' 
foreign ma~·ket is much more elastic than their demand 
for that commodity from the outside \Vorld as a whole. 
Thus the inhabitants of a number of important coun
tries acting in combination would have a better 
chance, than the inhabitants of any one acting alone,; · 
of. throwing the incidence of their customs duties upon 
foreigners outside the combination. But such feats ·. 
of international co-operation are not worthy· of · 
encouragement: , 

§ 5. It .remains to consider how far the theory of 
.. incidence should be modified in the case of taxes on 

\ monopolists. Where a tax is imposed upon a com
modity, whose seller is a monopolist, the effect of .the 
tax upon the price of the commodity, and hence its 
incidence, varies according to the character of the tax. 
A.ssuming that th~ monopolist will fix his price, so' as· 

. to secure for himself the maximum monopoly profits, 
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the incidence of a tax, whose total amount is pro-· 
porlionate to the volume' of his output, or, more gener
ally, whose tot~l amount increases as his output 
increases, will be simiiar to· that of the taxes discussed 
in preceding sections of this cbapter~ Except in the 
unlikely event of either the supply being absolutely 
inelastic or the demand absolutely elastic, the tax 
\\'ill raise the price of the commodity to· some extent 

· anc\, other things being equal, this rise in price will 
be greater, the less elastic the demand and the more c 

elastic the supply. 
If, however, the tax is one, whose total amount is 

independent of the size of the monopolist's output, . 
it v.'ill not ~aise the price and its incidence will be 
wholly on the monopolist. · Examples of such a tax· 
are a fixed cor.tribution, independent of output, or a 
sum proportionate to the monopoly profits, assuming 
that these are discoverable by means of government. 
costing or otherwise. · 

There is also a third possibility, that of a tax whose 
total amount diminishes as tl).e monopolist's output 
increases. Such a tax, if its imposition were practic
able, would in some cases• cause the monopolist to 
increase his output and lower his price. An example 
would be a tax, whose total amount was proportionate 
to the price of the commodity per uriit, or a lump sum 
with a rebate proportionate to output. In favour
able cases the incidence of such .a tax would be entirely 
on the monopolist who, in addition, would be 

•· 1 In those cases. na~ely, in which, as his output increases. his 
tax payments diminish faster than his monopoly profits, apart from 
tht; tax. . The object aimed at may also be attained by a tax 
cradaated according to the monopolist's rate of profits. . ' 
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compelled to transfer part of his monopply profits- to 
the buyers of his product in the form of lower prices. 
The chief practicai obstacle in the way of ,carrying out 

. this policy arises from the difficulty of checking the 
quality of the monopolist's product. . For it will obvi-

. ously pay him, if subjected to such a tax, to sell an:. 
inferior product at a lower· price. 

Where the product of the monopolist is an ·import 
from abroad, it will sometimes be possible to make 
him bear the incidence of an import licence, such a 
licence being a fixed payment for any given period, 
_with or Without a rebate proportionate to ~ importa-

. tion during this period. · 



CHAPTER VIII 

. THE INCIDENCE OF TAXATION 
(Continued) 

§ I, The argument of ·the last chapter needs to 
be supplemented by various considerations, some of . 
which blunt the sharp edge of the general theory of 
incidence as applied to practical problems of taxation'. 

§ 2. The argument that the incidence of a tax 
on the value of land, as distinct from improvements, 
falls entirely on the landowner, assumes that the 
latter is already securing the highest rent that be can 
from his ,land. Where he is not doing so, one of the 
effects of the imposition of a new tax, or the increase 
of an existing tax, may be to make him " look sharply • 
to his rents and take in the slack." In this case part 

·of the incidence will be upon the· occupier. The· 
practical deduction is that, in order to be sure of taxing 
landowners, it is better to impose a heavy tax than a 
light one. For a light tax may be less than the amount 
of " slack " in existing rents, whereas a sufficiently 
heavy tax will be greater. The practical valuation 
of land, as distinct from improvements, is often difficult, 
though many experts consider it to be quite feasible, 
and taxes in many parts of the world are based upon 
such valuationS. It is not really necessary to separate 
the value of land from that of all improvements, but 
only from that of temporary, as distinct from per
manent, improvements. But the· line of division 

61 
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between tempo'rary and permanent is somewhat 
· arbitrary. 

§ 3· .(The incidence of a tax ori buildings presents 
many complications. Not only the •owner and the 
occupier, but also the builder, may bear part. of the 
incidence. Further, the occupier of a building, if 

• engaged iri trade, may. be able to shift part of the 
incid~nce, which would . othel-wise tall on him, on to 
th.e purchasers. ot his · products. 1) The power of shop
keepers to shift their local rates on to their customers 
is greater when the purchases of the latter are reStricted 
to shops in their own neighbourhood than when they are 
not. For in the former case the demand of customers 
for goods sold at shops in. their own neighbourhood 
is less elastic than in the latter. Thus the develop
ment of postal comm1.1mcations, the increasing cir
culation of price lists and the. increasing use· of motor 
t.ransport, both f(jlr the delivery of goods at a distance 
and for carrying purchasers furth,er afield, make it less 
easy for shopk-eepers in any -P.9Jticular -:~trict to 
shift their' rates on to their .customers. But the.pooret 
customer-s are at a di~adva~tage-ln-this matter_ as 
com~ared {vith the richer7~ar -~theya~ iess 
able to•~make distant purchases. . 

As between owne~s· and occupiera, it is. Qften 
argued that the incidence of rates is on the owner. 
For, it is said, if an occupier has to pay more rates, 
he will only offer correspondmgly less ren~. A similar 

< 

1 Where these products are DOt consumable commodities, but 
machinery, etc., to be used in tbe J'roduction of further commodities, 
the purchasers of the mach10ery may. in turn. be able to shift part 
of any incidence falling oo them oo to the purchasers ol their own 
products. 
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argument could be used to prove that the incidence 
of any tax on a commodity is wholly on the seller. 
For example, it might be said that, if a buyer o~ 
sugar has to pay a tax on it, he will reduce the 
price that he will offer, aparffrom the ta:x;, by a corre
sponding amount. The argument· assumes that the 
demand for the taxed commodity is perfectly elastic.' 
But this is not tii.le, either of ·sugar or of houses. The 
demand for houses .is, on the contrary, rather inelastic; 
since houseroom is. a necessity, in which people are 
less willing ·to economise than in many other objects 
of their expenditure. The only other condition, under 
which the incidence of rates would be wholly on the 
owner, would be if the supply of houses were perfectly 
inelastic. But this, !J.gain, is obviously not the case, 
though the supply is less' elastic than that of leSs 
durable commodities. It is, therefore, reasonable 
to conclude that occupiers bear a considerable part 
of the incidence of rates. · 

§ 4· As regards the effects of a tax on a commodity 
upon ·its price certain further points are worth 
noticing. 

It has already been mentioned that, where a ta.:'< 
is collected from the seller in a lump sum in respect of a 
large quantity of the commodity, he will be out of 
-pocket by the amount of interest, which he would 
othenvise have obtained, on the sum paid to the tax 
collector during the period between the payment of 
the tax and the sale of the goods. He will, therefore, 
attempt to shift on to the buyers of the commodity, 
not only the sum paid in taxation, but also the sum 
lost in 'interest. How far he. will be able' to do this, 
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i.e., how far he will be able to raise the price ·Of the 
commodit:y~. depends, as before,.: upon the elasticity ~. 
of the dt)Diand for, and of the supply. of, the com
modity. · But, if the former elasticity iS small and 
the latter large, it 1s possible that . the price of the 
commodity may rise by more than the amount of 

·the tax. · 
.Another case in which a t<).x on a commodity ~ay 

raise its price by more than~ the amount of the tax is 
that of a commodity produced under conditions of 
".increasing returns," that js to say under such con
ditions that the cost of production per unit diminishes, 
as the amount produced increases. In this case not 
only does an increased price mean a decreased demand, 

~ but a decreased supply means increased cost· of pro
. duction and hence an increased price, apart 1rom the 
. increase directly' due to the tax. 

Again, the sellers of a commodity, on which a new 
tax is imposed or an existing tax increased, even 
though 'they do not normally act in combination, may 
agree to raise prices by more than the amount of the 
tax, for the' sake of producing a political, effect and 
creating an agitation among consumers. for the repeal 
or reduction of the tax. But, unless, the agitation 
succeeds quickly, the sellers are likely to lose by such 
a policy. >., 

Finally, the effect of imposing import duties oD , 
commodities,. other than gold, may lead to in~rease<
imports of gold and reduced imports of the taxed 
commodities. In so far as this happens, the increased' 
supply of gold will tend to raise the.prices of all com-' 
modities withi)l the taxing country and the prices oi 
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the taxed commodities may, therefore, be increased, 
.. f,Jr Uus reason also, by more than the amount of the 
duties imposed upon them. Similarly, export duties 
on cominodlties, other than gold, may lead to increased 
exports of gold and thus tend to lower all prices within 
the taxing country, but, unlt>.ss the iatter country 

. contains gold mmes, this process Ca.nnot be carried 
far. An import duty on gold would likewise tend to 
lower all prices within. the taxmg country .. But it. 
would also ha.ve the effect, under a gold standar~. o{ 

~.increasing the range of probabL:·· fluctuations in the 
f country's rates of foreign exchange. The above 

argument pre-supposes a fairly free P.o-:v of gold across 
pohtical frontiers and. has no application,. when gold 
movements are severely restricted by governments. 

It is doubtful whether the four ca!\,es discussed in, 
this s~tion properly belong to the. theory of incidence, 
as distinguished from the more general theory of the 
.effects, of taxation. For waen the price of a com
.. nodity rise~, owing to any~_' ~ causes just mentioned,. 
more than 1t would have art from these causes, 

I the extra rise in price should, perhaps, be described as 
an 'indirect, rather·than•a direct,.money burden on the 
buyer. The test would appev to be, whether such an 
extra rise in the price of the taxed commodity leads 
to an increased revenue, per •nit of commodity, to the 

. public authority impofulg the tax.• That is to say, 
he test is whether the tax is ai<valorem or specific. 

ln the former case 'the extra .risem price is partly a 
t 1 This is not, of course, the same thing as an inc~d tax ;evenue 
in re.~~t of the commodity. For the total tax revenue may be 

{ diminbhed by a falling oft of demand owing to the extra rise in price, 
'though tho tax revonue per unit of commodity may inc~ase. .. , 

,.....,. • ,__ "--. ~~·'"I 1.."' ~'\.,;.'· ·..(\~r..fS . .-. "'f 
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questwn of incidence and partly of other effects·; in 
the latt~r case it is entirely a question of other effects. 
The need. for introducing such a distinction .here 
illustrates the difficulty of effectively. separating inci
dence from other effects. 

§ 5· The argument of the preceding chapter regard
ing the incidence of taxes on a monopolist must be 
applied with discretion to practical problems. In 
reality perfect competition is rare, and perfect monopoly 
isstill rarer. Some element of monopoly enters . .,into 
the determination of nearly all prices, and fear of com~ 
petition, actual or potential, actuates nearly all apparent 
monopolists: Price may be influenced by the exercise 
of monopoly power, as soon: as a single seller, or group· 
of sellers acting in combination, controls a considerable 
proportion of the commodity to be sold. But where 
monopoly power exists, though we may assume that it 
is seldom neglected, yet it is not always fully exercised. 
Recent investigations. un~er the British Profiteering 
Act into_ ~h. e prices of €,~. : .. :./. 's. ewing thr . .ead and . .other 
commodities 1llustrate ~ 

It .follows. that a tax on a monopolist, such that 
·its incidence, according to the argument .of the pre
ceding chapter, would be entirely on him, may some
times be shifted on to his customers by/ means of a 
more rigorous exercise than before of monopoly p<iwer. 
A monopolist, in fact, l.jke a landowner, may react to 
.taxation by "taking in the slack." Further; a group 
of sellers (or buyers), who' have previously competed 
against one another, may react to taxation by acting 
in combination and thus enab~ng themselves to exer~ise 
monopoly power. · ·· 
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§ 6. Before leaving the subject of incidence, we 
may notice a few mistaken ideas, which are sometimes 
met with. · 

It is sometimes argueti that the incidence of all 
taxes on commodities is entirely on consumers, ,because. 
the effect of imposing a tax on any particular com
modity is to reduce the profits obtainable from its 
production and sale below the " normal level " of profits 

·elsewhere, and that its production will, therefore, be . 
restriCted, and its price consequently raised, until its 
producers and sellers are again making " normal 
profits." When this has come about, it is argued, its · 
producers and sellers will be in the" same position 
as producers and sellers elsewhere and, therefore, 
they will have shifted the whole incidence on to the 
consumers. 

A preliminary objection to this argument is that the·· 
copception of " normal profits " corresponds very 
imperfectly with the facts ofreality. There is, of course,~ 
a constant tendency for both workers and capital 
to move from points where remuneration is low to 
points where it is high. There are, however, many 
obstacles to movement, some of which prove insuper
able for considerable lengths of time. 

But a more fundamental objection is that the argu
ment takes no account of differences in the elasticity ;. 
of demand for di.fferent commodities.1 Suppose an 
equal tax per unit to be imposed upon two commodities, 
for one of which the demand is considerably more 
tlastic than for the other. Then, even when the 
producers of both are again making "normal profits," 
1 Nor, for that matter, of di1ferencea in their elasticity of supply. 
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the price of the first will have men, other things being 
equal, considerably less than the price of the second .. 
Therefore, the consumers of the first will be bearing a ·· 
smaller part of the in(:idence of the tax than the con- , 
sumers of the second. And even the latter will not be 
bearing the whole incidence, unless, as a direct result 
of the tax, the price has risen by the full amount of the 
tax, i.e., unless either their demand is absolutely 
inelastic, or the supply of the commodity is absolutely 
elastic. . · . ~·--:-:~··• 

>-·Again, it is sometimes silid .that "an 'old tax is no 
tax," by which it is intended to imply that a tax, which 
has been in existence a long time, imposes no present 
burden on anyone; Thus Mill said of the "old land 
tax " that " there is not. the smallest pretence for 
looking on this tax as a payment exacted from the 
existing race of landlords." But this is quite fallacious.:' 
The incidence~ of any tax,, however old, is its direct 
money burden, and falls l)lll those who would derive · 

. a direct money benefit, if it were now repealed. If the 
" old land tax " were now repealed; those members of 
" the existing race of landlords," who now pay it, 
would secure a direct money benefit in the form o(an 
increase in income and in the selling value of their land. 
Its incidence, therefore, is upon them. . 

·. ·· Another form of the same fallacy is the so-called 
"'doctrine of capitalisation " of taxes. lt is argued 
that taxes on land and other more or less permanent 
sources of income, such as governm·ent securities, 
depress the selling value of the object taxed when they 

x lt is true, 'but comparatively. unimportant, that for a while 
people feel tbe incidence of a new tax more keenly than that of all 
equally heavy old tax, .to which they have become accustot:!Uid. 
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are first ·imposed, but that no burden is transmitted 
to subsequent purchasers of this object, since they buy 
knowing that the tax: is payable,. and reduce accord
ingly' the price which they are willing to pay. But, 

· again, it is undeniable that, if the tax: were to be 
repealed, .the holders for the time being of the taxed 
object would gain through an increase of its selling 
value as well as of their income. And, therefore, the 
incidence of the tax: is on them. 

Some writers have enveloped the theory of incidence 
in a fog of vague words, among which the terms " diffu-

' sion " and " absorption ,. are prominent. The con
clusion of their argument is akin to that of those philo
sophers, who maintain that nothing definite can be 

. known, except that nothing can be definitely known, 
but that all is probably for the best. ·All taxes are 
" diffused " and " absorbed," . until ~o one's burden 
can be determined, but probably no one's burden is 
heavier than that of anyone else. This is thought to 
be true of all systems of taxation, any of which, 
therefore, is as good or as bad a.S any other. This 
line of argument is very futile, and merely runs away 
from all the difficulties. It 'is true that many of the 
effects of taxes are widely diffused, but it is possible 
to arrive at certain quite definite conclusions regarding 
both their incidence and their wider effects. 

Finally, it is sometimes argued that ·the incidence 
of a tax: on a commodity can be determined by a com
parison of the price of the commodity at two different 
dates, before and after the imposition of the tax, in the 
same country, or at the· same date in two different 
countries, in one of which there is a tax: and in the other ,. 
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no tax,or a tax at a dlfferent rate. This type of ~rgu
inent is freely used both by Protectionists and Free 
Traders ... Thus. some economic histqrians have tried 
to prove that the repeal of the Corn Laws in this 
country had no effect upon the price of bread, except 
perhaps slightly to raise it. . The attempted proof 

· consists of the statement, which is true; that the ~ 
price of bread rose slightly in the years immediately · 
following the repeal. But all prices were rising at this 
time, chiefly owing to increasfng gpld production in 
California and Australia, and the price of bread rose 
less than other prices in this country and less than the 
price. of bread in other countries during the same 
period. · 

But, in order to determine the incidence of a tax 
·from price statistics, what should be compared with the 
price of the commodity at one time or.place witli the 

. tax on, is not the price at a different time or place with 
the tax off, but the price at the same time or place with 
the tax off. And obviously there will be no statistical 
record of the latter. price. For it is not any pricP 
which ever actua1ly existed, but a price which would 
P.ave existed, if certain conditions had. been different. 
Nearly all statistical arguments on incidence are worth
less, because a tax is only one of a large number of 
factors, which determine the price of a taxed com
modity, and the effect on its price of changes in the tax 
may be, and often are, small compared with the effect 
of changes in the other factors: " You can. prove 
any~hing by figures " to your own satisfaction, provided 
that neither you, nor those to whom you speak, know 
how to use them. 



CHAPTER IX 

mE DISTRIBUTION OF THE BuRDEN OF 
• TAXATION FRO¥ Tl:IE POINT OF VIEW 

OF EQUITY 

§ I. Much has been written on •• the distribution 
of the burden of taxation," but the range of questions 
usually covered by this title is narrow. Assuming 
that the incidence of all taxes is known, and that the 
necessary statistics of income, consumption, etc., are 
available, it is possible to determine how the d.!~~ct ~ 
!!l_()neyJ:n:~~e~ of any tax system is, in fact, distributed 
among different individuals and classes. It is also 
possible to discuss, in general terms, how this direct 
money burden ~ught to be distributed. In such 
discussions it is usual to take account of the direct real 
burderis, which correspond to tax payments. But the 
indirect money burdens, and still more the indirect 
real burdens, of taxation are not brought under revjew. 
These factors require for their consideration a compre
hensive study of the economic effects of taxation and 
any conclusions reached in the narrower field of dis-

. cussion must, therefore, be regarded as only partial 
• and provisional. 

§2. Assuming that a given revenue is to be raised 
~ by taxation, the total direct real burden will be greater 

under some tax systems than others.• It is an obvious 
1 Al~o. of course, in so far as foreigners can be made to bear any of 

the dir('Ct mon<!'y burden of any of the taxes, the total direct real 
burden ou members of the taxing community is reduced, 

·,. 71 
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:idea that the tax system should be so arranged, as to 
1 ma.ke the total direct ;:~a! bu:de~ as sma.n. as possibl~. 
t.This has. been called ".the pnncLple of mm1mum sacn
\ fice," and ib has been suggested that it would be 
realised by'taxing only' the largest incomes, .cutting 
down all those greater than a certain amount to that 
amount, while ' exempting an· those less than that 

, amount. Thus all incomes above, say, £3,000 a year 
would be reduced by taxation to that figure, and no 

. one, whose income was less than this, would be taxed 
at all. We are led to this rough and ready plan bythe 
conception of the ·diminishing marginal utility of 

. income. The chief objection to it is that, especially if 
' it were introduced suddenly, it would probably check 
· nearly all work and saving, beyond what was required 

to . secure, the maximum income. not subject to 
taxation.1 This is an objection based on grounds of 
economy, that is to say on the consideration of 
economic effects. But some people would also object 
to· it on grounds of equity or " fairness;" and it 
Will: be foup.d. that, in most discussions of " the proper 
distribution of .. the burden of taxation,': arguments 
based on equity are more prominent than those based 
on economy. 

Different people, however, have very different ideas 
! as to what is equitable, and many of these ideas prove 
· to be vague 'and unhelpful, when it is attempted to 
apply them to practical problems. " It is equitable ~ 

that people in the same economic position should be· 
1 An. ex~mple of such .a result is the recent effect on Russian 

agricultural production of the Russian Government's policy in 
requisitioning from the peasants all their foodstuffs in . excess of 
the immediate requirements of themselves and their families. 
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treated in the same V...,.ay for purposes of taxation.'• 
Perhaps : but what \differences. in treatment are 
equitable for people in,. different economic positions? 
And, moreover, what is meant .. b1' .,the .. same 
economic position? " Cle~ ulya bac:helO£ with an income 
of . {.r,ooo a. year is n~.~t in the same economic 
position ·as a !!IJI.ui~Q-.~ 1an t with three children 
and the same income. B~t- by-how much mus~ 
the • .income of the latter be . increased, in order to 
put him in the sal:lle position &._., .the former ? Mere 
considerations of equity provide 1. ~0 answer to such 
questions as this. . · 

§ 3· It is, in any case, an error t,~e object, as is· 
som~times done, to particular taxes, • as .ilistinct from 
the tax system s.S a whole~ as inequitable.~ .. For the 
i"llequity of one tax, as between different ta~:xpayers, 
may be cancelled by that of another. There n:ia.~v be 
inequity in the parts, but equity on the whole. h'~•1t 
it is not" necessarily an error to approve particular 
taxes, as distinct from the rest of the tax system, as 
being in themselves equitable. Thus a plausible case 
may be made out, on grounds of equity, for taxes on 
" windfall wealth." This forin of wealth, of which 
war profits ·and "unearned increment" in the value 
of land are exan1ples, has two characteristics. The 
firsUs "undeservedness," in the sense that such wealth 
accrues to its pos5iessor without his rendering any, or ' 
at any rate any equivalent, services in return, and the . 
second is unexpectedness. The first characteristic , 
is thought by many to justify the taxation of windfall > 

wealth from the point of view of equity, while the 
second, as will be argtied later, justifies its taxation 
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on economic grounds.r But it J.S not obviously equib 

. able to tax some forms of win "dfall wealth, unless all 
forms are taxed, nor .is .it obvi' ous at what rates it is 
equitable to.tax such wealth. · . 

. . , .:::. § 4··· Ret~mfng to the ta:l! :system as a whole, three 
~ alternative principles for the~ equitable distribution of 
. its direct money burden ]1/ ave been suggested : first, 

the cost to the public autv'writy of the services ren~ered 
to individual taxpayers , , seco,nd, the benefit to individ
ual taxpayers of su<;:}.:;. services; and. third, individual 
"ability to pay '' t':axation; 
· The "cost of/service pri.nc~ple" can be applied to 

the. supply of /postal services, electric light, etc., by 
public autho~·'lties, and the prices of such services can 
be fixed ;,-::n accordance with this principle. · But it 
cannot }-'Je applied to services rendered out of the pro
ceeds 'of taxes, as distinguished from prices. For a 
t<' ~'i, by definition, is a payment, in return for which . 
no direct"and specific quid pro quo is tendered to the 
payer .. The· services, if any, rendered to individual 
meml:>ers of the community by exRenditure on the 
King's Civil List, on armaments, police or public parks 
cannot, in fact, be determined and, therefore, the cost 
of rendering these services to different individuals 
cannot be determined. Thus the " cost of service 
princil,)le," however equitable it may ~eem in the 

.abstract, is not capable of wide practical application. 

'See Chapter X, § 5· But, except in a few glaring cases, tbe 
·. attempt to apply th.e test of deservedoestfo OT undeserved ness to 

economic payments leads to great perplexities and illustrates 
afresh the difficulties aod vaguenes& of the conception of equity. 
"If we all got our deserts, who· should escape whippmg ? "·as 
Suakespeare asks. ·• ., 
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. The " benefit of service principle " fails in the same 
! way. Since the services rendered to individuals by 

many forms of public expenditure cannot be deter·. 
mined, the benefits to individuals from.uch services 
cannot be determined: The. principle can; ind~'d; 
be applied in a few special cases. For example, th~·· ..... 
benefit derived by an old age pensioner from his pension 
is definite enough, and the benefit of service pnnciple 
would require him to return it to the public treasury 
in- the form of a special tax.1 If this is equitable, 
it would be a simpler way .of giving effect to equity 
to repeal the Old Age fensions . _Act. Those, who 
think that this would not be equitable, cannot think 
that the benefit of serVice principle without qualifica
tio.ns is. equitable. And, if qualifications are to be 
introduced, it is not clear,"so far as·equity is concerned, 
on what principle they are to be based, nor how far- · 
reaching they are to be. t 

.. "' § 5· The principle that taxation should 'be dis- '. 
tributed between individuals in accordance with their 

1 "ability to pay" is, on.the face of it, somewhat more 
I practicable. 'But how is "~bility to pay" to be 
i measured ? It is usual, in discussions of this question, 1 

. to consider the "sacrifice" to the taxpayer of paying 
his taxes, and then to deduce some scheme of 
.distribution of the burden of taxation from some 
principle ~onceming sacrifice. The .three most\ 

1 Under the cost of service principle, he would be required u; 
repay. not only the ~.ijlount of his pension, but also a small charge • 
tc? cover tb.e cost of adm.inistratio11 of the schf1!De· 

•See Chapter XIV, §§5-7. for a discussion of how far, otl grounds 
of economy, the cost of service or benefit of service principles 
lhould govem the prices of services supplied by public authorities. 

' 
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common of such principles are those of " equal sacri
fice,'' ."proportional sacrifice " and "minimum 
sacrifice." To the~ewe may add a fourth, which is 
sometimes e~pressed. by the injunction, ','leave them 
~~{you find them,"· or, more precisely, "do not alter 

lthe distnbution · of income by taxation." . It is not 
clear, on gro~ds of' equity,' which of these four is 
to be preferred. 

According to the principle of equal sacrifice,· the 
: direct l!l~!l7.Y burden of taxation should be so distributed, 
th<J,t the direct~! burden on all_ta:xpayers. is equal; 
according to the principle . of proportional sacrifice, 
so that the direct real burden on every taxpayer is 

.··proportionate to theec~nomic welfare, which he derives 
from his income ; . according to. the principle· of mini
mum sacrifice, alieady referred to, so that the total 
direct r~ct!. burden on the taxpayers as a whoie is as 
small as possible; according to the principle of "leave · 
them as you find .them," so that the inequality of 

. incomes sl:J.ould be neither increased nor. diminished 
by taxatio.n. 

In order to apply any of these four pi:inciples, it is 
necessary to assume' some relation between money 
income and the economic .welfare derived from it. 

; According to the relation assumed, there will result 
a tax system which may be either proportional, progres
sive or regressive: Under proportional taxation all 
taxpayers contribute the same proportion: of their 
incomes; under progressive taxation, the larger a 
taxpayer's income, the larger the proportion which he 
contributes; under regressive taxation, the larger 
a taxpayer's income, the .s~allertheproportion which 
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he contributes.' These terms may be applied,notonly 
to tax systems as a whole, but also to particular taxes. 
Thus a tax system that is proportional as a whole may 
contain some taxes that are progressive and others 
that are regressive, and a tax system that is progressive 
as a whole may contain some taxes that are regressive, 
and conversely. Again, a particular tax system may 
be proportional _over a certain range of incomes, 
progressive over another range and regressive over yet 
another range, while there are, of course, an infinite 
nut:nber of possible degrees both of progression and 
recression. 

Assuming that the relation between in~ and 
economic welfare ~s the same for all taxpayers and that 
the ruarginaJ. utility of income diminishes fairly rapidly 
as income increases, the principle of equal sacrifice 
leads to progressive taxation, the. principle of pro
.portional sacrifice to still steeper progressive taxation, 
and the principle of minimum sacrifice, as· already 
pointed out, to a relatively high leyel 'of exemption 
and very steeply progressive taxation of. those not 
exempt. The principle of minimum sacrifice, indeed, 
gives this result, so long as it is assumed that marginal 
utility diminishes at all with increasing income. Both 
equal sacrifi~ and proportional sacrifice., Ijgidly app]led, 
involve makil'lg all members of the community, however 
poor (provided that they have some economic welfare 
to sacrifice) contribute something. But minimum 

1 ,.nother and rather superlluous term sometimes used in these 
di'!Cu~ions is degres~ive taxation, which means that all incomes 

, less than a certain amount are exempt from taxation, and that all 
incomes greater·· "than this amount are taxed proportionally on the 
surplus. d For the latter class of int:Omes, therefore, degressioll 
iJ a p.u :ri{a.r case of progression. · 
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sacrifice does not involve this. ·Further, the more 
rapidly th~ marginal utility of .income is. assumed to 

'diminish with· increasing income, the more steeply · 
· progressive must the tax system become, in order 
to give effect to eitli.ei equal or proportional sacrifice. 

, · · Proportional taxation can only be. justified, accord
i ing to th~ PtirJ.dpleof equal sacrifice, on the assumption 
that the marginal utility of income diminishes very 
slowly, and can only be justified, according to the 
principle of proportional ~acrifice, on the assumption 
that. the marginal utility of income does not diminish 
at.· all, but . remains constant, as income increases. 
On this last assumption, the principle ·of minimum 
sacrifice would lead to no one distribution of taxation 
more than any other, since the total sacrifice would in 
all cases be prol'ol'tionate to the total revenue raised 
by taxation. 

,. Regressive taxqtion cari only be justified, according 
to the principle of equal sacrifice, on the assumption 
that. the. marginal utility of income diminishes even 
more slowly than was required in order to justify 
proportional taxation according to the same principle, 

. or on the ar;;sumption that marginal \}tility does not 
·diminish at all, but remains· constant or actually 
increases. Again, regressive taxation can only be 
justified·, accordmg to the principle of proportional 
sacrifice, ·on the assump jon that . marginal utility, 
actually increases and, on this absurd assumption, 
the principle ot minimum sacrifice would lead to exempt
ing from taxation all incomes greater than a certain 
amount, and taxing all incomes less than this amount 
a hundred per cent. 
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The fourth principle referred to above, that the 
inequality of incomes should be neither increased nor 
diminished by taxation~ can only be applied when it 
has been decided bow the inequality of incomes should 
be measured. It is commonly supposed by its adher~ 
ents to lead to proportional taxation. B~t there are 
strong grounds for holding that, on reasonable asSUJl'!~ 
twns as to the relation of income to economic welfare, 
this principle also leads to progressive taxation.• 

It, therefore, appears that, on reasonabbi assum~ 
tions, each of our four alternative interpretations of 
"ability to pay .. leads to some degree of progression 
in the tax system, This practical conclusion is now 
generally accepted by modem opinion, which responds 
readily to the suggestion that considerably the heaviest 
burdens should be placed upon the broadest backs. 
But some high authorities still cling with a curious 
fondness to the idea of proportional taxation. lt is 
true that they have the support, for what it is worth 
in this connection, ot Adam Smith, who held,: that 
." the subjects of every state ought to contri~te towards 
the support of the government, -as nearly as possible, 
according to their resRecJivt_,!bi!!_ties, that is to. say 
in pro~rtion to the revenue, which they respectively 
e~joy under the protection "ot the State.'f But Adam 
Smith, though a great economist in his day, wrote 
nearly a hundred and fifty years ago, and before the 
discovery of the law of dimi¢shing marginal utility. 

§ 6. It is important to notice tliat the four prinCi
ples considered a.bove, in common with all principles 

1 SN\1 my article on Tit# MltutWI'IIIIIftl of tlu ltt•qul!.lity of lJJcomu, 
(E"'"'""" f~mi/J, September, 1920). . 

1 
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of equity in taxation, including the auste~e principle 
that "everyone ought to pay something," are only 
matters of- opinion: Failing a clearer and more 
generally accepted definition of equity than has hitherto 
been forthcoming, it cannot be proved that they are, 
in fact,. equitable, but only that certain people at 
certain times think them so. . And it is a fact of common 
observation that opinion on such questions i.s very 
liable to change. It has been truly said that current 
ideaS of equity gener~.J.lly amount to. little more than 
H economy tempered by conservatism." Equity 
often seems to say " No/' but hardly ever "Yes," 
an elusive mistress, whom perhaps it is orily worth 
th.e while of philosophers. to pursue·· ardently and of 
politicians to watch.warily. 1 

If, howevet, we look at the problem of the distribu
tion of the burden of taxation from the point of view, 
not of equity' but of economy, we stand on surer 
ground, though we may ultimately be led to con
clusions less simple in form than those furnished by 
equity. It has been argued in Chapter II of this book 
that any system of public finance shoul<l be conceived 
simply with. a view to the maximum social advantage 
in the long run, and it follows that any tax system, as 
part of this larger system, should be conceived with 
the same object. But it is a necessary preliminary 
to the consideration of any tax system from this point 
of view to consider broadly the economic effects of 
taxation. 



CHAPTER X 

THE EFFECTS OF TAXATION .ON PRODUCTION 

§ x: The best svstem of taxation from the eco
nomic· point of view" is that which has the best, or the 
least bad, economic effects. In this and the two 
following chapters these effects will be considered 
under three heads, (I) effects on production, (2) effects 
on distribution, (3) other effects. 

The effects of taxation on production can likewise 
be conveniently classified under three heads, (I) effects 
on people's ability to work and save, (2) effects on 
f>eople's desire to work and save, (3) effects on the 
distribution of economic resources between different 
employments and localities.• 

r § 2. Any person's ability to work ·will be reduced .. 
by taxation which reduces his efficiency. There is, 
therefore, a strong presumption· against imposing any 
taxation upon the poorer members of modem com·:., 
munities, for these are still so poor that a reduction 
in their incomes will generally mean a reduction both 
in the present efficiency of adults and the future effi
ciency of children. This argument clearly applies 

1 An alternative, and substantially equivalent, classification·· 
.,..ould be (1) direct effects on ab1lity to wotk andsave, (:.r) direct 
effects on desire to work and save. (3) indirect effects on abihty and 
desire to work and save. For a diversion of economic resources 
frnm one f'mplovrnent or locality to another will produce indirect 
etfects of this kind. .. 
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to taxes on small incomes, including deductions from 
vvages, and to taxes on necessaries. It applies also to 
taxes on commodities, which are not strictly ne(;es:sar1es 
but the consumption of which contributes to efficiency. 
As regards commodities, the consumption of which 
does not contribute to efficiency, it may seem at fEst 
sight that the argument does. not apply. But where 
these commodities are treated by the workers con
cerned as "conventional necessaries," where, that is 
to say, their demand for them is comparatively inelastic, 
an increase in t..1.eir price owing to taxation will cause 
a reduction in their consumption, but an increase in the 
expenditure upon them. The workers, therefore, will 
have less to spend upon other necessaries, and thus 
the same evil effects upon efficiency may be produced, 
a.s if real necessaries had been taxed. It is. possible, 
of course, if some of the conventional necessaries have 
a positively harmful effect upon efficiency, that the 
effects of a re:duced consumntion of these may balance, 
or even outweigh, the effects of a reduced consumption 
of real necessaries The gain to efficiency through 
drinking less whisky may outweigh the loss through 
eating less. bread. But this sort of possibility is too 
speculatiye to be worth much consideration. It may 
be added that a tax on a commodity, the consumption 
of which does not contribute to efficiency, and the 
demand for which, among the workers concerned, is 
comparatively elastic, will lead to an increased con
sumption of other commodities. But such a tax will 
not realise much revenue from this group of consumers. 

It is doubtful how high up the scale of income the 
line should be drawn, below which taxation is likely 
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to reduce efficiency.1 But it is clear that, even in the 
richest modem communities, the incomes of a large 
section of the population still lie below it. Moreover, 
the lint must be drawn at different levels for different 
classes of workers. 

, Ability to save is reduced by all taxes on those, who 
· have any margin of income, out of which saving is· 
j possible. The only taxes, therefore which do not to 
some extent reduce ability to save, are those which 
fall exclusively on people, who are so poor that they 
have no such margin. It is evident that heavy taxes 
on the rich, though defensib.le on other grounds, reduce 
ability to saye in a specially marked degree. · 

§ 3· Turning from effects upon people's ability, 
to effects upon.their desire, to work and save, we have 
to take account, not so much of the primary effeds'of 
a~ttiarfaxation in the present, as of the secondary. 

: effects of the expectation that such taxition v.ill con-l 
tinue in the future. For it is these secondary effects,l 
which are here by far the most important. A tax 

· which was expected to be short-lived, a special tax, for 
example, to meet some special.emergency, such as war 
expenditure or the rapid extinction of a war debt, 
would not produce important secondary effects of this 
kind. 

It is l.lSUally assumed that taxation reduces people's 
desire to work and save, but on closer examination .the · 
question is found to be less simple than is ·commonly 
imagined. The effects of any particular tax upon 

• It must, of course, be drawn considerably higher than " sub
aistence level." For the efficiency of those, who have to live at 
or nc~tr this level, ia obviously less than it would be, if their incomes 

· were la.tget. 
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to work' and save .depend partly on the nature of 
' the tax and partly on the nature of individualteactions 
· to taxation. The latter point is most conveniently 
co~sidered first. .· · ·. · ·, i. · · . 

i § 4· Any person's reaction to taxation is largely' 
governed by the elasticity of his demand for income., 
in. terms of the efforts and sacrifices which he makes l 
in order to obtain his inq:>me ,(or, what 'amounts to; 
much the same thing, in terms of the services which l 
h:e renders in exchange for his incorrie):1 • His income, 
for the purpose of the present argument'at,any rate, 
is his net income after deduction of taxation. Suppose 
that, as a result of increased taxation, ·a given effort 
or • sacrifice,-a given amofult of work or saving,-:
prod1,lces less income than before. ··What is the effect 

· uprm his desire to worQ or save ? Obviously, to 
strengt~en it, if the elasticity of his demand for income 
is small, and to weaken it, if this elastfcity is large. ln 
the former case it will seem more worth while than1 
before to work and to save, in the latter case less worth 
while, The practiCal question,· then, is to find out 1 
.how the elasticity of demand for income' varies wit~ 
different classes of people and with different circum
stances. At this point, perhaps, the economist looks 
hopefully into the eyes of the, psychologist, but the 
latter is apt to return a stonyand .uncomprehending 
stare and to talk of other things, such as the inaqequate 
psychological basis of modern economic theory. Thus 
the economist is thrown back, until mo;re effective help 

1 Altemative!J•, we may speak of the elasticity of his supply of 
efforts and sacrifices (or services)· in terms of the inqome which 
he can obtain in return. · 
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shall be forthcoming from the psychologist, upon his 
own slender resources .. · 

It is usually assumed that most people's elasticity' 
of demand for income is large. But is it ? Many likely 
cases to the contrary s'qggest themselves. Peopl~ 
who have dependants to maintain, or who are saving 

, in the hope of securing not less than a certain fixed 
:income at a future date, will often feel compelled by 
• the pressure of increased taxation to work harder or t;,f 
save more. Such situations are common enoughf 
among those who desire income in order to satisfy 
ordinary human needs, or, in other words, who desire 
merely· to be reasonably well-off. There are many,t 
however, who desire not merely to be well-off,' but to l 
be visibly better-off than those whom they regard as J 
their social rivals .. · Hence springs much of that ostenta~ 
tious extravagance, which is typified by the story told 
of Carnegie, who kept four chauffeurs, because Astor, 
who lived just across the road, kept only three. The 
desire to work and save, in order to indulge a sense of 
vainglorious vulgarity, is not likely to be much, if 
at all, abated by increased taxation. Again, some men, 
especially some of the leaders in the world of .u big 
business," desire wealth and an ever-increasing income 
chiefly as a means of power and as evidence of worldly 
success. The placing of obstacles, such as increased 
taxation, in the way of their desire to go on accumulat
ing seems only to exhilarate such men. Thus Lord ~ 
Leverhulme declares that " every rai.sing of the rate at • 
which income tax is levied has been followed by 
increased efforts, successfully made, to incre'iSe incomes 
·out of which to pay the increased tax • • • We 
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are &ll inclined to say, with the Irishman, 'be jabers 
to the tax, if yo~ will 'give me the income,' and having 
got the income we are all inclined to make increased 
efforts to make the income sufficiently large to stand 
the contribution demanded by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, in the form of income tax, without diminish
ing· the balance remaining for the income eamer.''1 

. According to' this view of human nature, demand for 
income has hardly any elasticity at all. It is, indeed, 
uncertain hov;r far Lord Leverhulme's bracing attitude 
towards taxation is shared by other business men, 
to say nothing of other classes in the community. 
The ".psychoiogy of the business world'' remains 
something of a mystery, though it occupies a central 
position in some economists' theories of the causes of 
trade cycles. In times of trade depression it is 
common form in the business 'ivorld to ascribe most of 
the economic evils of the day to the " crushing burden 
of taxation," though an equal, or even a heavier, 
burden may have been carried without apparent 
difficulty through the· preceding trade boom. We 
cannot readily accept, in t~ face of Lord Leverhulme's 
evidence, the implication that business men's demand 
for income is so highly elastic as this, though it may 
well be more elastic in times of depression than in times 
of boom and more elastic among the inefficient than 
among the efficient. Nor, to return to the broader 

, question, can we readily accept the common view 
that most people's demand for income is so elastic that 
taxation is bound, on the whole, to reduce their desire 
to work and save and, tlrerefore, in t!-.i:; :::::::::p::::::t t'J ..::heck 

1 TM. Si~ Hour Day a11d Olh~r Essay$, p. 248. 
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production. More light o.n this interesting and 
important problem is required. 

§ 5· So far we have been speaking of taxation in 
general in relation to the desire to work and save. 
It is now necessary to distinguish between the effects 
of different kinds of taxes: ·" 

Whatever the taxpayers' elasticity of demand for I 
income, there are.some taxes which have hardly any 
tendency to influence the desire to work and save. 
Taxes on windfalls, which have already been referred 
to1ii\liaptef"JX, § 3, are an . example. From the 
economic, as distinct from the equitable, pomt of view· 
the essential characteristic of windfall wealth is· its 
unexpectedness. Evidently there can be no expecta
tion of a tax on an accretion of wealth, which is itself 
unexpected and, as has already been pointed out, it is 
chiefly through the expectation of its future continuance 
that taxation is liable to affect the desire to work and 
save ln periods of great economic disturbance, or even J 
of rapid economic change, there may be considerable • 
scope for taxes on windfalls. During the war, for 
instance, the British excess. profits duty, which pro
duced a large revenue, was substantially a tax on wind
falls, at any rate for the first year or two of its irllposi- · 
tion, though it gradually changed its character as the · 
war was prolonged. Again, during a period of rapid 
expansion in a new country, windfall taxes on the 
value of land and other forms of appreciating property 
might yield large sums. But in more normal and less 
unsettled conditions it is not generally possible to 
raise much revenue by means of such taxes. A tax 
on the site value of 1cUld, or on increments of ~ite value, 
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is a wind fail tax in some cases, but not in others, since 
future· appreciation of value is often expected. In
herited wealth, again, is sometimes a windfall to the 
inheritor, but the great bulk of inheritances are the 
subject of pleasant expectation, · 

Another example is a t~~-9.!UtJrl..QU.QPc:>li.~t, which 
gives him no inducement to alter his outp1,1t or selling 
price. On the other hand, a tax on a monopolist, 
which makes a larger output and a lower selling price 
more profitable, will stimufate his desire to work and 
save, whatever his elasticity of demand for income.1 

§ 6. But in themajorityofcasestheeffectofvarious 
:taxes upon the desire to work and save depends upon 
tJle;,eJ.f!:s.tt.~~t~ pf .!~:lCP?-Y,er§'._g~rga,n4.J()~)!:l~o~~· Let 
~~~.~~s.~JR'!-~~;,~h~ c£~~1),~1l'"'as,s,\l.In.P~iQn,, .. and that which 

ds most unfavourable to production, that this elasticity 
:is generally large, and let us consider, on this .basis, 
the comparative effect of various taxes, or ·rather of 

'the expectation of vanous taxes, upon taxpayers' 
desire to work and save. 

Taxes on particular commodities. will reduce .this 
desire very slightly, in so far as the income derived 
by the taxpayer from a given effort will !:lave less 
purchasing power~ A ~~~!'}}l'!-.e .. ,?l!)U~<2m~ Including 
saved income;will redtlCe the desire to save more than 
taxes on commodities, which fall on expenditure only 
and not on saviijgs Hence has arisen much discussion 
of the possibility, in the interests of production, of 
e:l(_etnPJing.,savings, wholly or in part, from income 
tax. With thesameobjectin view, it has been proposed 

.. to substitute ~_siilk.§Je!, whi~h is equivalent to a tax 
l See Ch. VII, § 5· 
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on certain sorts of expenditure, for existing income 
taxes. It is chiefly adm.i1111ll:.aJ:iY.£.A~fl!cujties which 
have hitherto prevented any sweeping exemption of 
savings from income tax1 and these may in t~me be 
overcome.1 On the other hand, the chief objection to 
the substitution of a sales tax for an -income tax, in 

·countries which are sufficiently civilised to possess the 
latter, arises from considerations of distribution~' A 
minor objection arises from considerations of cost of 
collection.3 

\Vhere an income tax differentiates in favour of 
earned income, or, in other words, taxes incomes from 
w~rk_~t ~ lower rate than equal incomes from pr:operty, 
it is reasonable to expect a greatex: check to the desire 
to save and a smaller check to the desire to work than 
if the tax, while yielding the same revenue, made no 
such differentiation. But, on the average, the desire 
to save is probably stronger and more persistent among 
the recipients of incomes from work than among the 
recipients of equal incomes from property. For the 
former have the keener incentive to make provision 

1 Income from government securitieS is ex~mpt. from income tax 
in France and elsewhere. Again, savings devoted to paying life 
insurance premiums, provided they do not exceed one-sixth of the 
taxpayer's income, are exempt from British income. tax. There 
is a case for raising this proportion of one-sixth to a larger fraction. 
Further exemption of savings could be secured, without adminis
trative difficulty, by exempting the undistributed profits of com
panies, which are at present liable to tax at the standard rate. But 
the action of certain rich men who, in order to escape super-tax, 
have formed themselves into one-man companie&, which distribute 
hardly any of their profits, has raised prejudice against such an 
~xemption. The present tendency is in the opposite direction, 
u.,tn<~teased taxation of undistributed profits. See British Finance 
Act, 19za, § :u. 

• See Ch. XI, §§ 3 and 5· 
I See Ch. XU, § r. 
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for the future. This is orily another way. of saying 
that demand for income is probably less elastic among 
the former than among the latter.. Probably, therefore, 
a moderate degree of . differentiation in an income 

· tax does not introduce any additional check to the 
desire to work and save.' .. Where an income tax 
is graduated or, in other words, taxes larger incomes 
at a higher rate than smaller ones, it is important 
to realise that a very high rate of tax will almost 
certainly result in a sharp check to the desiretowork 
and save, and that the sharpness of this check will ' 
increase more rapidly than the rate. of tax.1 If, 
therefore, the tax is at all steeply graduated,·. this 
fact is likely. to result in ·an additional check to the 
desire to work and save, at any rate among those who,· 
u,nder modern conditions, do most of the savjng. 

· § 7· A \ix, which has much to commend it on other 
grounds, is a tax on inherited wealth. From the 
point o£ view also. of its effects on production, such a 
·tax has certain advantages over an income ta:i. It 
is· sometimes imagined that, in proportion to the 
revenue obtained, an inheritance ta.x ~·falls on capital," 
in the sense o{ checking the accumulation of 
capital, to a much greater extent than an income 
tax .. The prevalence of this idea is, no doubt, partly 

' 1 For as, in acceirdanee with the graduation, the rate of- tax on the 
income as a whole increases, the rate of tax on additional income 
increases more·rapidly. If, for example, the tax is six shillings in 
the pound on {3,ooo a year and seven shillings in the pound on 

,.£3,500 a year, the tax on the additional£soo a year is {325 and thus 
tile rate of tax on this additional income is over fourteen shillings 
in the pound. In other words, ~e marginal rate of tax increases 
faster than the average rate, and it is the marginal rate which 
influences the desire of a clear-headed taxpayer to maintain his 
existing scale of work and saving. 
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due to the common confusion, noticed in Chapter V § :,-.. 
he tween a tax . assessed on capital and· a tax paid 
0144 of capital. But the idea itself is mistaken. ~.- .. ---

Assuming that the payment of an inheritance tax 
is not insured against beforehand, an income tax and 
an inheritance. tax of the ordinary type, yi~lding the• 
same revenue, probably check saving to much th~· 
same extent. For, on the one hand, as regards the 
actual payment ·of taxation, an inheritance tax will 
probably be paid bY. realisation of securities to a greate 
extent than an income tax will be paid out of money, 
which would otherwise have peen saved. But, on the 
other hand, as regards the effects of the expectation 
of having to pay in the future, saving is probably more 
reduced by the prospect of having to pay income tax 
each year, than by the remoter' prospect of one's heirs 
having to pay inheritance tax at-Some uncertain future 
date. But, where "the payment of an inheritance tax 
is fully insured against beforehand,-and this habit 
is now f~irly common-the actual payment is made, 
not by the realisation of securities, nor even out of · 
current income, but with a sum of money received from 
an insurance. company. In this case, the effects on · 
saving of the actual payment, as distinct from the 
expectation of future payment, do not essentially 
differ from those of an income tax. In both cases, 
saving is only checked, in so far as the annual payments, 
whether for insurance premiums or income tax, are made 
with money which would otherwise have been saved. 
If, lherefore, an inheritance tax is generally insured ' 
against, it seems clear that it checks saving to a smaller 
extent than an income tax yielding·the same revenue. , 

/ ' 
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:' / fh~ prec~ding argument applies to an inheritance 
tax of the ordinary type, whether assessed, with or. 
without graduation, on the total property passing at 
death or on individual inheritances, and assumes that 
such a tax checks to some extent the desireJ on the 
part of persons accumulating wealth, to work and 
sa,ve. · But, if the tax were oo the type proposed by the 
Italian economist Professor Rignano, the desire to: 
work and save would be-checked to a. much smaller 

· extent, if indeed it were checked· at all. This proposal · 
is that the tax on an inherited fortune should be 'grad-·c 
uated according to what one may call the age of the 
fortune, or, in other words, according to the number of 
times it has already changed hartds by inheritance.\ 

\The greater the age of the fortun~, the heavier would be~ 
ithe rate .of tax. In. its simplest form this proposal I 
would amount to a differentiation between what we 
may call a person's earned wealth· and his unearned 
wealth, or, in other words, between wealth which bel 
had acquired as a result of his own work and saving\ 
and wealth. which had come to him by inheritance or; 
gift from others. On his death the latter class of wealth; 

. woul.d be taxed at. a higher rate than t):J.e former, thUs I 
giving him a !)tronger inducement to work and save in 

· order to provide for his heirs, and making it less 
easyfor him to rest on his oars and allow the dead 
hand to propel his boat.Z . 

1 See my inequality of Incom6s, Part IV, Cbs. IX-X, for a fuller , 
di•cussion- of Profesoor Rignano's scheme and of inheritance taxes 
in generaL See also Pigou, Economics of Welfare, Part IV, Chs. II 
and VII, for a discussion of·the comparative effects of income and 
inharitanc11 -taxes upon production. 
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There is a further consideration which tells in favour 
of inheritance taxes, as against in.come taxes, from the 
point of view of their respective effects upon production. 
This is their effect upon the expectations of prospective 1 
inheritors. The latter will evidently be less inclined 
to work and save, the more substantial the inheritance 
to which they look forward. They may even be 
tempted, by a bright and near prospect of unearned 
wealth, to indulge in negative saving, pmning into 
debt or borrowing on their expectations. An inherit-l 

( ance tax, therefore, by reducing. these expectations. 
stimulates work and saving by prospective inheritors : 
and, the heavier the tax, the greater the stimulus. 
More and larger life insurance policies, for instance, 
would be taken out, if the inheritance of wealth was more 
severely limited by taxation and more sons and daugh
ters of well-to-do parents'would be trained to earn their 
own living. · 

§ 8. The· argument of the two precedi~g sections 
has been based on the assumption that taxpayers' 
demand for income is, on the whole, relatively elastic, 
and hence that various taxes check, in different degrees, 
the desire to work and save. But we have seen in § 4 

1 of this chapter, that this assumption is of doubtful 
I validity. If . we assume, on the other hand, that 

taxpayers' demand for income is, on the whole, rela
tively inelastic, it will follow that taxes on particular 
commodities, on income and on inheritances will · 
stimulate the desire to work and save. Without 
pursuing in further detail the conflicting results of these 
,two assumptions, we may, I think, safely conclude 
, that, whatever may be the case with other taxes, an . . 
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inheritance tax on the Rignano plan would stimulate, 
, and not check, the productive energies of those affected 
, by it. The practicability of such a tax should, there- · 
· fore, be carefully considered by modem finance 
ministers. · 

· § 9· So far in this chapter we have been consider
ing how taxation may affect production through its 
influence upon people's ability and desire to work and 
save.. We have now to consider how it may affect 

. production through its effects on (he distribution, of 
economic resources between different employments. 
and localities. · 

1 The undesirability, in the interests of production, 
i of diverting "trade," or, more generally, economic 
resources, from their "natural channels" has been a 
favourite th~me with many economists of past genera
tions, who have argued that the resources diverted 
will be less productive in their new employment (or 

.locality) than they would have been in the old. Most 
modem authorities agree that, as a general rule, such 
diversions . tend ·to check production, but that there 
are a large number of practical instances to which this 

. rule doe!l not apply. The much too absolute doctrine 
·of the·in.violability of" natural channels/' as preached 
by the ancients and still echoed by some sections of 
uninstructed . modern opinion, expresses· a plausible 
half-truth, which .is often an obstacle both to clear 
thinking and to wise policy. We may say that, in the 

· choice of taxes, there is a presumption in favour of 
~those which cause the minimum of diversion of econo
mic r~sources. But this ,presumption is frequently 
overthro.wn by special arguments applicable to 
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particular cases. It will, therefore, be convenient 
to begin by cons11ering what sorts of taxes cause, 
in fact, the minimw.a· of diversion, and go on to 
consider certain particular cases of -substantial 
diversion. 

§ xo. As between different employments of econo-. 
mic resources, taxes which have been defended on the 

t ground that they cause litt1e or no diversion, include 
j taxes on windfalls, taxes ·on the site value of land, 
,such taxes on monopolists as offer no inducement 

f
. to alter output or selling price, and certain taxes 
which fall with equal weight on all uses of wealth.' 
In general, the way in which diversion is apt to 
occur is as follows. A person. who ovms, or himself 
embodies, economic resources which, in. their actual 
employment, are subject to tax, seeks to escape 
this tax by diverting these resources to' some other 
employment, in which they will either be . untaxed 
or taxed less heavily. Such a diversion will. ~e 
profitable to him provided)haf the'1oS5--of ·income, 
apart from· taxation,· due to the change of'employ
ment Js less· than the gain thdugh the payment of 
lower taxation::··· suCh' diversion.-of eXisting resources 
is often difficult, or even impossible, since capital 
and labour tend to become fixed br specialised in 
particular employments. But no such difficulty 
prevents the diversion to other employments of~ new. 

, resources, not yet specialised, which, but for. the tax, 
would have entered the taxed employment and, iE.,. 

r 

pras_!~e.' it i~ the diversion of new resources, rather than 
ofextstmg resources, which is much the most import
ant. The British rating s~stem,' for instanc,e, imposes 
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specially heavy taxation upon houses, in the form of 
onerous rates.1 The effect is a large div~rsion of 
capital and labour, which would otheiwise have been 
employed in the building of houses, to other employ
ments. The supply of houses is consequently smaller 
than it.. would otherwise have been, and there. is 
a presumption· that the capital and labour, which 
are diverted to other employments, are less pro
ductivec;there than they would have •peen had they 

.. been ·employed in house building. The. ~xtent to 1 
•' which a given tax ca'tlses a -diversion of ·resources; 

from the .taxed emplo3'ment and a reduction in thei 
supply of the product of this employment depends, 1 

as was shown in Chapter VII, upon the elasticity 
1 

of demand for this product and upon its elasticity of! 
supply. 

A tax on windfalls, falling unexpectedly, like a 
bolt from the blue, upon accretions of wealth which 
are themselves unexpected, obviously gives no induce
ment to diversion. A tax on the site value of land, 
irrespective of the employment to which the land is 
put, causes no diversion, since its incidence is wholly 
upon the landowner~ and since the supply of land is 
fixed by nature and, therefore, no restriction of supply 
is possible. A tax on a monopolist, "which gives 
him no inducement · to alter his output or selling 
price, gives no inducement to diversion, because, 
though the monopoly becomes less profitable than 
it would otherwise have 'been, it remains more 

• See Ch. VI, § 3· 

a Compare, however, Ch. VIII, § 111. 
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profitable than the employment of resources in open 
competition.• · 

A tax, which falls with equal weight upon all uses of 
wealth, or, in other words, upon all employments of : 
resources, gives no inducement to diversion, because 
no diversion would be a source of profit. Some contra. 
versy has recently taken place as to what would con
stitute a perfect "non-differential" tax of this kind. I 
On the one hand, it has been maintained that a general . 
tax on income is non-differential, while, on the other, 
it hac; been argued that such a tax, since it taxes both 
income whim saved and income subsequently derived 
from savings, differentiates against saving and gives 
an inducement to diversion from saving to spending. 
If the latter argument be sound, a perfect non-differ- · 
entia! tax would be a tax on expenditure only, or, 
in other words, an income tax with an exemption for 
income which was saved. But whether, ~n fact, a 

I general income tax causes .a diversion from saving to 
spending depends upon the elasticity of the taxpayers' 
demand for the future income to be derived from 
savings. If this elasticity is large, such a diversion will 
take place ; if it is small, the diversion \\ill be in the 
opposite direction, from spending to saving; if it is 
of some intermediate size, there will be no diversion. 
Si!Tl,ilarly, an expenditure tax may cause a diversion in 

1 Though not necessarily more profitable than the employment 
of resources in other monopolies, if these are not correspondingly 
taxed. But the policy of monopolists, based upon restriction of 
output, deliberately obstructs the e&trj of new resources into the 
monopolised employment or conspires to keep them, to a consider
able eJtteot, idle and unproductive. See, for example, the Report 
on the Light Castings Industry by an official C<Jmmittce under the 
Bril.t>.h .Profiteerinc Act. . 
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either direction, or no diversion at all, according to the 
size of this elasticity. Without reference to this 
factor, it cannot be maintained that either ,tax is 
perfectly "non-differential." But either tax, in so far · 
as it falls only on marginal expenditures or savings, 
regardless of their. particular character, is evidently 
less differential, and tends toless d\version of resources, 
than taxes on particular commodities, or what amount~ 
to the same thing, on particular employments of 
resources. For taxes of the latter kind fall also upon· 
" intra-marg:im~l" ·expenditure or savings. Similarly 
a general property tax, if accurately assessed, is com-
paratively "non-differential." ' · · . 

§II .. 'fhere is a presumption in favour of those 
taxes, which cause a minimum of :.diversion. The 

; strength of 'this p~esumption in some cases and its 
( weakriess in others may be shown by a few illustra
: tions.. A tax on vvhisky, by diminishing the con-

sumptioti of this no:idous spirit and increasing health 
and efficiency, may cause a diversion which will increase 
production.1 The same argument applies to the 
taxation of other commodities, the consumption of 
which it is desirable to discourage. Again:, a~J'l'l. 
on lat).d used for particular purposes will tend to -cause 
a C!i:versfoii. .. from these purposes .to others, which may 
be more beneficial to production. Thus there is much 
to be said for a tax on land use-:1 only for purposes of · 

\ 1 A diversion of' economic re!ources, though not necessarily :. 
., diversion of money £xpenditure in the same direction. A tax on a 
· co,nmodity, by raising its price, will reduce the demand fol' it, and 
hence the economic resources required to meet this deJnand. If, 
however, the demand is inelastic, a larger sum of money than before 
may be spent on purchasing a smaller quantity. But other com. 
modi ties will be produced in larger·qua.ntitie! and sold at lower price~. 
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sport or on land, in excess of a certain prescribed 
acreage, used by its proprietors for private enjoyment 
only. Again, a tax on a monopolist, which gives him 
an inducement to increase his output· and lower his 
selling price, is likely to cause a beneficial diversion, 
since the additional resources which he will employ 
are likely to be more productive than they would have 
been in competitive employment; These examples 
show that the presumption against diversion is often 
weak and easily overthrown. · 

On the other hand, examples of harmful diversion 
are frequently found in modern tax systems. The 
case of the heavy taxatioq of._!l21,!Ses 11nder .the British 
ratit}UJ~_t_em has already be.en mentioned. In view of 
the shortage of houses and of the reactions of bad 
housing upon health and efficiency, the diversion of 
capital and labour from house-building to other employ
ments is clearly ha:onful.1 Again, a special tax upon 
business profits. such as the British co};~t~.B.cm p~;ofits 
tu,··iia b~t~:trom the present point of view. For 
it discriminates against a particular class of property-

. owners, namely-the ordinary shareholders in joint stock . 
co~rtpanies, as compar~d with all other classes, including . 
debenture shareholders and the holders of war loan 
and other gilt-edged securities. It is, therefore, in 

1 It is for this reason that the argument for rating site values~ 
rather than buildings, carries great weight, so far at least as onerous 
rates are concerned. There are, however, certain objections, due to 
the complications of British urban land tenure. to making such 
a change at one fell swoop. Since the chief object of the change 
is to remove the present hindrance to new building, the way of least 
resistance and greatest convenience would be to stabilise existing 
rating assessments and only to vary them in future in accordance 
with variations in th' site value. This would effectively free both 
Dew buildings and improvements to existing buildmg5. 
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effect, aJ"'!J' O!J ri,sk~l;l~<g;ing,_;i.nd tends to divert the 
flow of capital from risky to comparatively safe invest
ments.. But, in view of the need that risks should 
be taken and the .reluctance of many .investors to take 
them, this is a harmful diversion; · 
· / Consider, :finally, th~ case of a protective .. t~riff, 

r ,which is the classical example of. the oe11fierate -di ;e~~ ' 
\ sion of resources· from their " nattii:il channels/' . -The 
case for ~uch. a ta,riff, ·in the interests of increased: 
production, is generany supported in popular discussion 
by argu:in_ents which are grossly fallacious, but in its 
classical form, as sta,ted by List, it is logically respect
able. It is undoubtedly possible that, in some cir
cumstances, a skilfully devised protective tariff, though 
diminishing production for a while, may yet in.crease 
it in the long :run, . by developing certain so~rces of 
productive. power faster than. they would otherwise 
have been developed.· But this is a bare theoretical 
possibility. The circumstances, in which such a 
result is likely, are rare, and can hardly arise in highly 
developed industrial communities. Further, even when 
the circumstances are present;/ the likelihood of a pror 
tective tariff being skilfully devised from the, point of 
view of 'the community as a whole, as distinct from 
that of powerful organised interests, which ought not 
to be proteCted, is slight. Further, List's, ~rgu!TI~nt 
assumes ~~'!:~protection ~h~ulill'>!!_te~l?or.ery. whereas 
one of the mos'Cfu"'ficult tasks in pract!cal politics is 
to get rid of a protective tariff once es1!1lblished. And 
suc:;h a tariff, even if originally justifiable, may inflict 
far greater loss on productive ,power, if too long main
tained, than would have b~en}ncurred if ij. had never 
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bee..1 adopted at alt Sidgwick probably said the last 
word on this matter, when he remarked that many 
people se-em to suppose that in theory free trade is the 
best policy-; but that in practice protection will not do 
much harm and may do some good, whereas the true 
situation is the exact ~posite of this; in theory 
a case may often be made out for protection, but in 
practice .it is far safer to stick as cloi.;ely as possible 
to free trade. The prevalence of high protective 
tariffs in the modem world is to be accounted for by 
t~e~!t_po.....)!tical j>~~CLQt organjsed.._int~rests, which, 
ruaed by certain elementary but widespread confusions 
of thought on the subject of international tiade, benefit 
by protection at the expense of th-e u.lu)rganised general 
public. In view of the strength ofthese forces working 
towards harmful diversions, it is"a coun.Sel of wisdom 
that the protection of particplar -industries shoW.d be 
a source, not of public revenue, but of public expendi- · 
ture. For in this. case policy will be ·more critically 
watched both by finance ministers and by' taxpayers. 
This points to subsidies in special cases, rather than 
protective duties. But the. discussion of subsidies 
must be postponed to Part ·ni of this book. 

§ 12. In the last two sections we have been con
sidering the diversion of economic resources from one~ 
employment to another: But diversion may also take 
place, as a result of taxation, from one. locality to 
another, and the general pre.<;umption against diver
sions is relevant here also, as regards aggregate produc
tion in all the localities concerned. Local diversions 
are specially apt to take place in comparatively small 
communities, when persons or capital are driven by 
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tthe pressure of taxation into neighbouring communities · 
lwhere taxation is less heavy. Thus differences in taxa
tion, and also in sl:rictness of assessment, as between 
different States .. in the United States of Amerida, seem 
to have caused considerable movements of this kind. 

In this c9untry the argument is often heard that 
taxation, and especially our income tax and death 
duties, "drives capitaLabroad:'' It is true, butit is 
a very feeble answer, tha.t no taxation can drive 
abroad existing fixed capital, such as railways and 
factories. For the argument refers not to e~sting, 
but to future, capital goods, whose location is not yet 
decided. 

Specially heavy British taxation might cause either 
foreign or British capital to be invested abroad, which 
would otherwise have been invested here. The former 
possibility is not importa:p.t, since very little foreign 
capital is invested here in any case. As to the latter 
possibility, British income tax falls equally upon 
income from capital, whether invested in this country 
or abroad, provided that the owner resides in this 
country.· British death duties likewise, with a few 
unimportant exceptions, fall equally upon property, 
whether situated in this country or abroad, of persons 
resident in this country. These British taxes, therefore, 

i will. only drive British capital abroad, if the owner is 
' willing to be driven abroad along with it, or if, remaining 
inthis country, he is prepared to perjure himself to the 
Inland Revenue Officials, and thinks himself less 
likely to be caught in respect of his foreign investments; 
Wealthy Englishmen, ho'Yever, show no . signs of 
emigrating in large numbers, and probably not very 
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many are inclined to. substantial J}erjury, particu
larly since the increasing efiiciency of the tax collectors _ 
is constantly dftninishing the chance of escaping detec
tion. A tax on the site value_ of land has, however, 
these two further arguments in its favour, in addition 
to those already mentioned, that, since land is incap
able either of exportation or concealment, such a tax 
can neither cause local diversions nor be evaded by dis-
honest taxpayers. 
' Double taxation of the same income or property 
by two public authorities, which often takes place 
when capital is invested in one country and owned by 
a resident in another, inftuen.ces the fiow of foreign 
investment and causes diversions, which are probably 
on th~ whole harmful, from that international dis
tribution of capital, which would otherwise come 
about. Recent agreements for the. abolition, in 
effect, of double income tax within the British Empire 
are, therefore, to be welcomed and the conclusion of 
similar agreements with other countries is desirable.• .. 

. Vari~tions of local taxatioq_withjp.~_CQJ,l11try, such 
as Great BiifaiD,In so far as they correspond to varia
tions in the cost of rendering_ those local services, which 
are paid for by beneficial, as distinct from onerous, 
rates, do not lead to harmful diversions but tend to 
prevent an uneconomic territorial distribution of pop
ulation and capital. In so far, however, as these two 
sets of variations do not correspond, harmful diver
sions tend to arise. 

s Such diversions might also be somewhat reduced by the exemp· 
tion from British income tax of the undistributed profits of British 
compiUI.iea operating abroad. • 
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§ rj. To sum up the main conclusions of this 
chaptey;, it 'J.s probably impossible· to impose ht'\avy 
taxation· in a .modern· community without thereby 
causing some check to production. Hciw severe this· 
·check will be, in respect of any giyen tax revenue, will 
depend both upon the cJla.ractes~of the taxes imposed 
and upon the chara£ieJ._9iJh.~<lliPAY!!rs. The check 

1 
may be exercised in t~ree ways. The first is through 

i the effects of taxation on peo£!~~li.'!:QiJi:!:Y.JQJY9Jk and 
save; the .·second is through its effeCts on p~ople's 
de.stri tg . .worlf.J~Jt<J.~ave; . the' third. is throu_gJl,ALver
sions,_di:!~ J(JJ~~!l#on, of economic resources as between 
different employments and. localities. It is under. the 
f,irst head, and especially as a result of reduced ability 
to save; that the check is most certain and probably 

. most serious. Under th~ se~nd, much depends ?n 
the character of the taxpayers, or, in technical. terms, 
on the· .elasticity of their .demand · for income. . A 

. .check to· production under this head is not inevitable ; 
on the con!rary, a stimUlus to production is a possibility 
Under the third head, much depends on the wise selec~ 
tion il.nd adniinistration of taxes.· Here, again, a check to 
production is not inevitable .and ~stimulus is possible. 

If all the proceeds of taxation were spent on waste, 
which contributed nothing to economic welfare, then 

· any check to production as a result of taxation would 
be · a. clt:ar .. ~con9Jnic, loss, But, if . the proceeds of 
,taxation are ·Wisely spefl:t, the stimulus to production 
i due to this expenditure ~ay be far stronger than 
• the check to production due to taxation. P~blic 
finance, viewed as a whole, would then be responsible 
for increasing production. · 



CHAPTER XI' 

THEEFFECTSOFTAXATIONONDISTRIBUTION' 

§ I. It is generally admitted that it is important to 
study the effects of taxation on production, and that, 
other things being equal, it is a legitim~te ground of 

, preference for one tax system over another that it has a 
smaller tendency to check production. It is not 
generally denied that the effects of taxatictn on dis
tribution are also worthy of study, but it is sometimes 
denied that it is an equally legitimate ground of pre
ference for one tax system over another that it has a 
stronger tendency to reduce, within limits, the in
equality of incomes. The German economist Wagner 
deserves credit as being one of the first to insist that 
taxaJ!.o.ll_sh_Quld_be. used-· t~. red_!!<:.~-- this inequality. 
His so-ealled "socio-political" view of public .finance 
displeases certain other high authorities, but it is 
logically sound and is increasingfy adopted fu modem 
practice. For a less unequai distribution is no less 
desirable thanan1nciUsed production of wealth.1 

-§ 2: ·- It has been 'remarked above that the measure
ment of the inequality of incomes raises some difficult 

~ 1 The ideal distribt1tion, from an eoonomie.point of view, is that' 
I which causes a given amount of production to yield the maximum 

of economic welfare. This ideal is not, therefore, an absolutely 
equal distribution, bot a _dissributjgn ~.:,.~!li!l&.JO .J.ll:ed~:" In 
face, however, of the great iii'eq1,1ality of mcom!IS, whlch prevails in 

. most modem communities, we may be reasonably sure that any 
I practicable reduction in inequality will give WI a closer apprOlri-
1 matiou to the ideal distribution . 

. .., 
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problem:;,-incidentally this is also true of the measure· 
ment of production,-and that, until these have been 
solved, the comparative effects of different tax systems 
on inequality cannot be precisely ·determined. But 
certain broad conclusions readily emerge; · 

A reg1'essive tax system undoubtedly tends to 
increase the inequality of' incomes. s~. probably, 
does. a proportional, or even. a mildly progressive, 
tax system.r But a more sharply progressive tax 
system tends to reduce inequality and, the sharper 
the progression, the stronger this tendency. a Consider
ations of distribution, therefore, lead us towards the 
most sharply progressive tax system that is practicable. 
A ·rough approximation to such a system is that 
referred to in Chapter IX, § 2, in our discussion of the 
principle_j.Lillmil'!.Lll!!l.~~!Jfice, by which all incomes 
above a certain amount are cut down to that amount, 
and no incomes les~ than that. amount are taxed at all 
From the economic, as distinct from the equitable, 
point of view, and so far as c~nside:t:ations of dis" 
tribution only are concerned, this, with certain 
minor adjustments, would be taxation. according to 
ability to pay. ConSi&riliomorpr~duc~ke 

· so-s:ha;p·-.i:progressi6n undesirable, on a .broad view ~ 
: of maximum social advantage. .But the case for a 
considerable degree of progression may be t~en to bej 
firmly established. 

It was, however, pointed out in another connection 
in thelastchapter, andmayberepeatedhere, that public 

. r See Ch. IX, '§ 5· 
1 Yet another tricky problem oi measurement, that of the def!t'tl of 

p~ogressiveness of a tax system, may be indicated, but will not be 
pursued, here. " 
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authorities controlling comparatively small areas 
must face the possibility that their tax policy may drive 
persons and capital outside their areas. A small 
community, instituting a tax system markedly more 
progressive than those of its neighbours, might well 
cause such an exodus and suffer by it. The larger 

; the areas, over wli.ich strongly progressive tax systems 
operate, and the smaller the mobility of persons and 
!capital across their boundaries, the less serious is this 
!danger. 

§ 3· A poll ta~ equal in amount for each taxpayer, 
is the sinlp1estof all taxes. II all incomes were equal, 
it would be a proportional tax of great practical 
convenience. But, if incomes are unequal, it becomes 
a _!"~[!:_~SSi~e tax and:-fue greater tlle inequality: the 
greater the degree of regression. It is, therefore, 
unsuitable to the conditions of modern cornmunit1es: 
. r~~es- 0~-CQ.Irl!fl29itieS~.9LFi<i..e....:_c_o!l.SUI!lPtion are 

generally regressive, since, as a rule, the larger a 
pers~'s income, the smaller the proportion of it, which 
he spends on any one such commodity. Thus taxes 
on food are g'enerally sharply.regressive. So are taxes 
on tobacco and the cheaper sorts of alcohol. An ad 

! valorem tax on a commodity is less regressive than a 
1
1 specific tax, . since the former differentiates to some 
extent against consumers of the more expensive qualities. 
A p:opo[ti<?~al .t~.x .. l?~_indhridual expeBrl~_!y.re (since 
the ratio of expenditure to income falls/as income in
creases), and a s~e.~-t.~~ ... which consists, in effect, of a 
number of taxes on particular commodities, are similarly 
regressive: If a tax system, which includes regressive 

' taxes, is., be progressive on the whole, it must contain 
. I 
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~--other. taxes, which are themselves progressive and 
~which exercise. a. stronger influence on the general 
~character of the tax system.. · 

I. · § 4· The most impor:t;;tl.lt, ~(\xes, which are ~~ily 1 

·made· prQg::~ss[ve, are •· in,co;me __ ~11.4 in~h§"it.all,C:.(l. -~!!Xes i 

'and ge:r;ewl .. t!OI.xes on, property. · 
:. An inco:rp,eJ<J,x may be ma§e, m:9gre~siv:~ l>y means 
;of a .. graduated sc.Ue of rates,. larger incomes being 
'taxed c{i: hlglier rates .. than.' smiiller ones. This prin
ciple may be applied directly, each taxpayer making 
a return of his tot.U income and being charged on it at 

. the appropriate rate.. But, .for administratiy~ reasons, 
it i$ mo.re.~.convenient t9.. apply if.fo a ·large ;·~xterit 
ingi:r:ecj:ly. Th~s the·B~!tish income tax law imposes a 
stand;:trd rate of tax, which is deducted from most 
ta~~bi~-i~~ome b~foie.it reaches its nicipient, who may, 
however, claim some repayment, if ills total income is 

'less than a certain amount. 'tN~. is supp!l'lii.!:~E:t~~ by 
1 .an . additional graduated tax, .·or supef-tax, on . the 
Jarger .. Tncomes'orily~··a.na by1.a system of exemptions 
atil! ·allowances specially affecting. the smaller incomes. 

\The tax is progressive as ,between different sections of 
income tax payers and' thus. helps to counter-.balance 
the effect of regressive . taxes in the tax system as a 
whole. · But it is not, of course, progressive as between 

· the various sections of those who are exempted, and may 
leave the· tax system regressive as regards the latter, 
though progressive over the higher ranges of income. 
Progression in the British income tax is also secux:ed, 
to a small degree, by limiting differentiation in favour~ 
of income from work, as against income from property, 
to incomes 'Below a certain amount. 
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An argument, which may be mentioned here, lD 

favour of differentiation is that an income from pro
perty will generally yield a larger amou,nt of economic 
welfare than an equal income from work, since against 
the economic welfare derived from the latter must be 
debited the disutility, or subjective cost, of the work 
itself, the need of the worker to live near his place of 
work, and his .greater need, as compared with the 
property owner, to make provision for the future. 

t e income frotn work should, therefore, be . taxed 
a lower rate than the income from property, if each 
xpa yer is to make a proportional sacrifice of economic 

welfare and, a fortiori, if the total sacrifice of the two,l 
corresponding to a given tax contribution, is to be a 
minimum. 

An important question, specially arising in connec
tion with income tax, but relevant to the wider question 
of the character of the whole tax system, is that of the 

1 31Jsnrances., which should be made for the domestic 
\circumstances of the taxpayer. Undes; the British 
income tax law, the incomes of a husband and wife are 
treated, substantially, as a single taxable income, and 
allowances from this taxable -income are then given 
in respect of the wife and of any children under sixteen 
years of age. A more logical arrangement would be 
to take the total income of a family, to divide it by the 
number of persons supported out of this income (a 
young child, perhaps,· being counted as less than a 
"full person"}, and to charge income tax upon that· 
number of separate equaf incomes.· For example, 
if a husband's income was £8oo a year and his wife's 
£:zoo, and if they had four children under sixteen, 
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each of whom was counted a.S half a person for pur· 
poses of assessment, there would be a family income of 
fr,ooo a year supgorting four persons, and this would 
be treated, for income tax purposes, as four separate 
incomes of £250 a year each. It is, however, an objec
tion to this arrangement, though not necessarily a fatal 
one, that the level of_ exempdon would. need to be 
co~s,iderably lo":~ra~d j~~ :r-~t~~ -of t<ix c'oiisiderably 
higher,-· foi "a ·-given revenue yield, tb.aii . under. the 
existing system. The latter system, however, especially 
if the present allowances for wives and children are 
increased, is greatly superior to an alternative often 
proposed, under which married .. women's. incomes 
would be taxed independently of their husbands'. 
For; if this were done, a progressive income t<ix would 
fall inore heavily upon a married couple, one of whom 
):l.ad ;:J.!l. income of £8oo a ,year and the other nothing, 
than upon a married coupl~, each of whom had an 
income of £4oo a year. And there is no good reason, · 
either in equity or economy, for such a difference of 
treittment. Unless, however, ·the income tax payable 
by a man with a given taxable income arid no depend
ents is made greater than that payable out of a family 
income of equal size, on which two or more persons 
have to be supported, mere graduation of the rates of 
ta:x: will not bring any close approach to taxation accord
ing to' ability to pay. 

· § 5· It is a fundamental _weakness of a sale_s _tax 
J that it cannot make aliowances for domestic· circum· 
stal}c~s:ar~;nn:d~~dthat~it tends to fall~~i~ he~~ily, 
as between taxpayers of equal income, on 'those who 
have th~):'J-r_ge.st _num,~t:r_ pf depet:dallts. Nor is it 
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possible, except by a very elaborate differentiation of I 
the rates of ta.x on various commodities, to make a. 
sales .tax progressive as between different taxpayers1 

of unt>qual incomes. It· would probably also be 
necessary, for ~s purpose, to extend the scope of the 
tax to cover the sale of personal services. 

A·progressive tax on individual expenditm'e might, 
in'Qeed, be obtained by th~.Jili.Q!!..2L!?~"\jp£sJ!:9~ .• 
a prpgressi,v:e incQ~e !ax. But since, as a rule, the 
larger the income, the larger the proportion saved, 
a very steep rate of progression on incomes, i.e. · on 
expenditure plus savings, might be required in order · 
to produce a ta.x :which should be progressive on ex· 
penditures.• It follows that the complete exemption 
of savings from income tax would make it very difficult 
to construct a progressive tax system, in which the 
income tax was a prominent feature.' 

"· § 6. An inheritance tax may be assessed and. 
: graduated in various ways. It will,. as a general rule, 1 

be progressive as between inheritors, if, on the occasion 
of any particular death, it is assessed on a progressive j 
scale on the amounts inherited by different individuals. 
Mill's proposal to fix a maximum sum, more than 
which no individual should be allowed to inherit,· only 
implies a specially sharp progression in a· tax of this 
kind. But, if the same individual receives separate' 

t For example, if A's income is [2o,ooo, of which he saves £Io,ooo, 
and B's income is {,s.ooo. oi whic.h he saves £r,ooo, then a given 
rate of expenditure tax on A, is arithmetically equivalent to half 
that rate of income tax, and a givea rate of expenditure tax 011 B .· 
to four-fifths of that rate of income tax. It follows that, if the 
rate of tax on A's expenditure is to exceed, even slightly, the rate 
on B's, the rate on A's income must be nearly double tile rate oD 
B'a. 
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inheritances on differe~t occasions, complications 
arise. ' Thus a person who. receives two legacies of 
£r,ooo each will be less heavily taxed than one who 
receives a single legacy of £z,ooo . . ·It is, therefore, 

;';desirable, from the point of view of distribution, to 
:rgraduate an inhedtance tax, not only according to the 
v:amounts received by inheritors, but also according to 
;the amounts of wealth,.· which the. latter already 
possess, a principle which has recently been adopted 
in Italy. But many inheritance taxes are assessed 
op. otherbases. The British estate duty, for instance, 
is assessed on a. progressive scale on the total value ' 
of the property ·passing at death, regardless of its 
distribution among inheritors, and the British legacy 
and succession duties are progressive according to the 

' remoteness of the relationship of the inheritor to the 
deceased. Neither of these principles of progression 
necessarily leads to. progression as between inheritors. 
"In practice, the British estate duty probably does so 
in the majority of cases, since testators generally leave 
most of their property to a few forttmate persons. 
But the duty would fall more heavily, botP, absolutely 
and proportionately,_upon an estate of £50,000, to be 
equally divided among five inheritors, than upon an 
estate of £4o,ooo passing to a single inheritor. The 
legacy and succession duties, on the other hand, are 
often regressive on inheritors, since testators generally 
leave more to near than to distant relatives, and very 
littletopersons who are not related to them. 

The practical conclusion is that an inheritance.: 
tax, in order to contribute most surely to the pro..: 
gressiveness of a tax system, should be assessed on a: 
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progressive scale on individual inheritances and on the 
wealth of inheritors.• A heavy inheritanc;e tax further 
tends slightly .to reduce the inequality of incomes by 
stimulating gifts inter vivos from the old to the young, 
with the object of avoiding the tax. But this tendency 
is less powerful than might be supposed, since those who 
receive such gifts are generally ~ose, who would other
wise have inherited a little later, and since, when the 
tax is successfully avoided, the recipients are richer 
than they would have been, if they had had to pay it. 

§ 1· A general property tax may obviously be~ 
made progressive as between property owners by 
means of graduated rates, exemptions and allowances.j 
It has been pointed out abovea that the capital value of 
property is generally a less satisfactory basis of tax 
assessment than its annual value, or, in other words, 
than the income derived from it. But in special cir
cumstances there is sometimes a strong case for a 
progressive tax on the value of property held by 
individuals. Such a case arises, for instance, in con
nection with the huge war debts of to-day, which. as 
argued below,i should be greatly reduced, if not entirely 
paid off, by means of a tax of this kind imposed, not 
·annually, but once for all. . . 

§ 8. The principle of progression may also be 
~ntroduced into other taxes. A. tax on land values, for· 
example, may be made progressive on the total value 
of land owned by individuals, with a minimum of 

r Sueb a tax eould be eombinedwith another based on Professor 
Rignano's principle, which was referred to in the last chapter • 

• See Ch. VI. § 2. 

' See Ch. XXIII. 

" 
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exemption. The Anstni.lian Commonwealth land tax 
is of this type. Such a tax tends to produce a more 
equal ilistdbution of land, though not necessarily of all 
wealth, ·in private o\vn,ership. For a pig Jandowner, 
by selling half his land as measured by its value, will . 

·escape more than half his. tax. 
On the other hand, some taxes, which at first sight 

appear progressive, are somewhat disappointing in this 
respect on a closer examination. Take, for example, 
a corporation tax, progressive according to the ratio 

-:of the profits to the capital of a business.. Such a tax 
is by no means necessarily prog~essive on individual 
incomes derived from busil'\esses subject to it. For a 
dividend of 5 per cent on an investment · Qf £s,ooo 
in one company would be taxed at a lower rate than 
a dividend of IO per cent on an investment of £I,ooo 
in another. Still less is it necessarily' progressive on 
individual incomes from property, for incomes, however 
large, from public securities or land would escape it, 
while incomes, however small, even below the level of 
income tax exemption, would be taxed, if derived 

~ from businesses. subject to it.1 The latter argument 
applies also to a corporation tax at a fiat rate, such as 
the British corporation profits tax. 

§ 9· As in the-last chapter, a reference may be made 
to the theoretical possibilities .of a. protective tariff. 
For it is sometimes claimed that such a tariff might 
succeed, not . only in increasing product~on; :but also 
in improving distribution by reducing the inequality 

1 Similarly the taxation of Co-operative Societies is objectionable. 
from the point of view of distribution, since the majority of their 
members are comparatively poor. 
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of incomes. Theoretically, a tariff mi~ht do t~is Jp 
either of two ways. It might,"on the one hand, tax 
impptled · comm~9Lties competing with those home 
industries, in which wages were comparatively high, 
and thus tend to divert production and employment , 
from other industries, in. which w~ges were lower, to ' 
these mor~ favoured !ndustries. And it might, oil t_!J.e 
other hand,-arid for this purpose it would not always 

· need to be pro.tective-tax imPQrted commodities 
mainly consumed·~ the rich, andtiius ten'dt'o~sub
stitute for sucll1mports ~rs. which would be more 
useful, directly or indirectly, to the majority of the 
community. · · 

Both. these results are theoretically ·possible, but¥ 
their attainment, even in the most favourable circum
stances, would probably amount to very little, while 
considerable incidental damage might be done. If it 
is desired to improve distribution by taxation, more 
direct and powerful methods, such as have been referred 
to in earlier sections of this chapter,' are available. .,... 

§ ro. It is interesting, by way of illustration, to · 
notice the extent to which the British tax system has, 
in recent years, become progressive. This is well 
brought out by Sir Herbert .Samuel's comparison of the 
distribution of the direct money burden of taxation 
in the three years 1903r4, 1913-I4 and rgr8-rg.z His · 
estimates exclude local rates, stamp duties and excess 
profits duty, but treat as a tax the profits of the Post 
Office. It is assumed, to facilitate the calculation, that 
death duties are insured against by annual premiums, 

•See his paper ia the jfYUrnal oflluJ Royal Statistical Soctety, 
March, 191 g, . 
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which·are regarded as additional income tax on incomes 
from property, and.it is also assumed that all taxes on 
commodities. are wholly paid by consumers . 

. He shows that indirect taxes were sharply regressive 
in each of the three yearlj, but that direct taxes have 
become more and more progressive. The tax system · 
as _a. __ w.h~l~ shows the following evolutioiL. 

PERCENTAGES OF INCOMES PAID IN TAXES 
Taxpayer's' 
Annual 

Income. ·Incomes from work.· Incomes from property. 
£ 1903-4 1913-14 1918·19 . 1903·4 1913-14 1918-tg 

. so 9.1 ?·7 9.1 8.7 
100 6.2 6.0 13.8 6.2 6.0 13.8 
ISO s.o 4·9 II.O s.o 4·9 II.O 
200 5.6 4.8 10.3 7.8 7.0 12.4 
soo 6.6· 5.8 13.1 8.8 9·9 r8.r· 

1,000 7•4 6.6 19.4 10.3 12.2 26.5 
2,000 6.6 5.8 25.6 9.8 I2.0 33.6 
5,000 5·~ 6.8 37.2 g.6 12.4 43·5 

ro,ooo 5-I 8.:i: 42.6 9·5 rs.r 50.3 
20,000 4·9 8.3 47.6 IO.O 16.0 58.1 

. 50j000 , 4· 8 8.4 50.6 10.2 18. I ,63 ·9 

Taken broadly; these. figures show that in the first 
year the tax system was, on the whole, distinCtly 
regressive on incomes from.wotk, regressive on incomes 
from' property up to between £iso a,nd £zoo a year, 
thtm slightly progressive up to about £r,ooo a year 
and then roughly proportional. . 

In the second year it was still regressive on incomes 
from -work up to between £zoo and fsoo- and on 
incomes from property up to between ·fxso and £zoo 
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On incomes from work between £soo and £s,ooo it was 
roughly proportional, and above £to;ooo again roughly 
proportional, but at a slightly higher rate. On incomes 
from property above £2oo it was,. on the whole, mildly 
progressive, with a proportional patch between £t,ooo 
and £s,ooo. ' . ~ · 

In the third year regression is still found on incomes 
from work up to between £2oo and £soo and on incomes 
from property up to between £!50 and £200. Above 
these points the tax system has become continuously 
progressive on both sorts of income, and the scale of 
progression has been steepened . to a degree, which 
would have seemed incredible both to the Chancellors of 

·the Exchequer and to the econ~ta,of the Victorian 
Age. But it is not likely that we have yet reached 
the limits of practicable progression. The persistent 
element of regression among the smaller incomes is 
largely due to the maintenance of taxes on food, and is 
a serious blot, from· the point of view of distribution, 
on the tax system as a whole 

I, 
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SOME OTHER EFFECTS OF TAXATION 

· .· § r. We· mai now complete .. our study of the 
economic effects of taxation by a few miscellaneous 
considerations. · . · 

Connected with effects on production are considera
tions of the cost of collectilin of taxes. For unnecess• 
arily high cosr~rcolle~ti;~·in:~:;i~es a waste of labour 
and . materials, which is eqUivalent to a . diminution 
of production. · ~L thmgs bemgequal the.best tax. 
system is that in w 1chtbe costot collection; in pro~· 
portion to the r~venue co•lected. 1s a r.4unim~-~~· 

As a rule. the .c:e>st ?! collec~ing a tax on a com· 
.··Jl10dity is the sam~. per Ufilt 01 commodity, whether 
the· rate of tax is high or low a Provided, therefore,·. 
that the rate {)f tax is. not so lligh, as tc reduce the 
revenue jrield .below the maximum. the cost .ot collec-

i. tion, in proportion to the reventle yield. is,cJearly less 
i for a heavy tax. than for a light one. This is an argu· 

ment for a small number of fairly heavy taxes on com-
~ modities rather than a large ntimber of hghter ones. 
: 'One of the beauties of ratstng [eveoue by currencytnflation, which 
i .is discussed in Ch. XV. Is that pra,cttcally no cost of collection is 

1 involved, the cost of printing even very large supplies of paper 
money being quite small. · 
~ .2 Unless the rate of tax is so high as seriously to stimulateattemph 
at evasion. Thus high import duties may encourage attempts at 
smuggling, the prevention of which will be an f.xpensive matter. 
The increasing use of aircraft in the future is likely to facilitate 
smuggling, especially as regards commodities, whose bulk is small ia 
proportion to their value. _ , , 

.id. 
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Again, cost of collection is generally ·greater Jor ad 
valmem than for specific duties; and specially heavy 
for elaborate duties, which differentiate between 
commodities from different 'sources of supply. Such 
elaborations should, therefore, be avoided, unless they 
can Be shown to serve some really good and important 
purpose. . , 

Similarly,~ a rule, the cost of collecting an income 
tax, or an inheritance tax, at a fiat rate is the same, 
per taxpayer, whether the rate of tax is high or low. 
It is, therefore, cheaper to collect a given revenue at a 
high fiat rate from a small number of taxpayers than 
at a low fiat rate from a large number. In practice, 
an additional cost of collection is involved in the 
administration of exemptions, · aJldwances and grad
uated rates and in the taxation of small incomes.. An 
income tax ~n small incomes must either be paid in 
a single annual payment, which inflicts great hardship 
on the taxpayer and is difficult to assess owing to weekly 
variations in wages, or in several instalments during 
the year, an arrangement which greatly increases 
the cost and trouble of collection, while not altogether 
avoiding the difficulty of wage variations. Probably 
the cheapest way to collect-an income tax on wages 
would be to require employers to deduct the tax in 
the same way as they now deduct the workers con
tributions under the Health and Unemployment 
Insurance Acts. But even under such a· system the 
cost of collection, including checking and supervision, 
in proportion to the revenue collected, would be large. 
British expeJience shows that, in proportion to the 
revenue collected, cost of collection is smaller for 
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tmcome and inheritance taxes on 'the relatively ricp. 
';(:than for taxes on · commoditi~s. and smaller for the 
;'latter than for iJ,lCOme tax on the r~latively poor. 
''Income t;,tx on wages, based on quarterly assessments, is 
iSpecially expensive . to collect.• 1

. This t'lXperience 
! supports the view that it is best to tax the rich through 
i their. incomes and inheritances and the poor, in so 
'far as they are taxed at all, through a few commodities 
1 of wide consumption, such as alcohol ~d tobacco.· 
Similar conclusions may .be drawn for other com~ 

munities, which are highly developed industrially 
;,tnd fairly thickly.· populated. But in communities 
which are more primitive industrially, such. as India, 
or more thinly populated, such .<;J.S Canada, the cost of 
collection of income tax may be relatively higher as 
compared with taxes on commodities, and especially 
as compared with customs duties. For it is often 
cheaper and more convenient to tax commodities as 
they cross political frontiers, than as they are pro
duced or sold within these frontiers. Thus the cost 
of collection of import and export duties is likely to 

1 Thus,· in 1920-r the cost of collecting '£754,ooo,ooo of inland 
revenue, chiefly income tax and death duties on the relatively rich, 
was £8,soo,ooo, or 1.13 per cent of the yield. (Report of Inland 
Revenue Commissioners, I920-r, p. 4)• On the other hand, in 
1920-r it cost £8oo,ooo to collect £s,ooo,ooo of income tax from 
wage-earners, or r6 per cent. of the yield.. (Answer by Mr. Hilton • 
Young to a Parliamentary· question on February 14th, 1922). 
Other things being equal, the reduction of the standard rate of 
income tax from six to five shillings in the pound, unaccompanied 
by any increases in exemptions and allowances, will increase the 
proportionate cost of collection to close on 20 per cent. in 1922·3· 
The Reports of the Commissioners of Customs and Excise· contain 
no statement of the cost of collection of customs and excise duties, 
mainly consisting of taxes on commodities. But we may infer 
from the Finance Accounts 192 r-:2, pp. 6-7, that the cost of collecting 
£32<f,OOo,ooo of customs and excise in I 921-2 could not have exceeded 
£~,750,oQo·or 2,08 per cent. of the yield, 
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be lower than that of a sales tax, or turnover tax, 
yielding the same revenue. · 

Reference has. already been made to the general 
· superiority of an income tax over a tax based on .a 
capital valuation.• Other things being equal, the cost 
of collection of the latter will be greater than that of 
·the former. It is practically· inevitable, however, 
that an inheritance tax should be based on a capital 
valuation and the same is true of a special levy for the 
reduction of public debt.:a Taxes on corporations 
sometimes involve a capital valuation, as when the 
rate of tax is graduated a.Ccording to the rate of profits 
on the capital employed. But· the British excess 
profits duty and corporation profits tax, being based on 
mcome only, avoid this complication. . 

§ 2. It is also important to keep the ,:ost of collec
tion to the persons from whom the taxes are collected 
as low as possible. The olive growers in Turkey, who 
are legally forbidden to dispose of their olives, even 
though these should go bad through keeping, until 
the tax collector has called and counted them, would 
appreciate this precept. ·Even in more civilised coun
tries taxpayers are often subjected to needless trouble 
in filling up a number of different forms, where one 
would be sufficient, and in replying to the demands of. 
a number of different tax collectors, whose activities 
are not properly co-ordinated. It has been said that, 
just as a prudent man visits his dentist once a year, 
so a prudent and honest taxpayer should pay an annual 
visit io his Surveyor of Taxes, so that his affairs shall 

• See Ch. VI. S z. 
• See Ch. XXIII. 
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. be kept in good order with a minimum of in<;onvenience; 
Again, ~orne taxes necessarily. involve much cost and 
trouble to those from whom they are collected, even 
though the latter may be able to pass the tax on to 
others. · So far as it goes, this is an argument against 
such taxes. An example is the Italian tax on· visitors' 
hotel bills, which compels hotel keepers to keep meti
culously careful accounts in duplicate, on prescribed 
forms, for every visitor, to plaster· these with stamps, 
to make periodical returns and to submit their books 

' to frequent and prolonged examination by insp~ctors 
: The cost of collection of this tax to the Italian Treasury 

rp.ust also be considerable. Even such a tax as the · 
. British entertainments tax is a source of much vexa

tion to those from whom it is collected, and involves 
the employment of additional inspectors, whose. sal

. arie.S might be saved if the corresponding revenue were. 
raised by additions to other older taxes. 

§ 3· The effects of taxation upon the steadinesS' 
of employment are often misunderstood. It is some
times supposed tliat taxation, especially of the rich, 
increases unemployment.· But many of those, who 
entertain this·idea, seem to suppose that the money 
collected in taxation is put into a stocking or thrown 
mto the. sea.. In fact, of course, it is spent by the 
public authorities concerned. ·A transfer of purchasing , 
power takes place from the taxpayer to the public; 
authority, and therewith a transfer of the power toi' 
"give employment." As a result of this transfer, there 
may be a change in the character, but there is not iikely · 
to be any appreciable change in the total volume, of the' 

. demand for labour. Taxation, therefore, considered 
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jointly with the corresponding public expenditure, 
ha:; no general tendency to cause unemployment. 1 

There is, indeed, a possibility that large and sudden 
changes in taxation may iticrease unemployment, 
through large and sudden displacements of labour. 
But this applies equally to taxation of the poor and 
taxation of the· rich. Further, it applies to large 
reductions, no less than to ·large increases, in taxation. 
It is more important .to notice that taxation may be' 
used as part of a policy for steadyirig the demand for 
laboux-and so reducing unemployment.• 

§ 4· The habit of concentrating attention on the l 
effects of taxation to· the complete exclusion. 'of the I 
effects of the corresponding public expenditure, has l 
led many eminent persons into error~ · · 

Thus Mr .. McKenna, speaking with the double 
authority of a bank director and an ex-Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, has estimated the u taxable capacity-,. 
of the country on the assumption that no money, which 
is taken iii taxation, is available for investment in. 
industry •1 But what of taxation devoted to the reduc
tion of public debt ? If A is faxed {,100 in order to pay 
off {,100 of B's War. !.pan, B will probably x:einvest 
a larger proportion of this amount, than A would have 
invested, if it had not been taken from him. 

Again, Y,lonel Amery, at present a member of the 
British Government, has used the argument _that the 

1 See Ch. XX, § 1. Note also, though it is not likely in practice 
to amount to very much, the proposal in the Majority RepMt of 1M 
POOf' L11111 CommusW!t to encourage continuity of employment by 
imposing a tax on the tennination of contracts of service. 

*In a speech at the Annual Dinner of the .National Unioa of. 
l'lt~ufacturen on June 14th, 1920,. · ._ 
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Health Insurance Act imposes a tax on British industry, 
) which affords a new and striking reason for " counter

vailing" import duties on foreign manufactured goods. 
But, in so far as public expendit,UI'e on health succeeds_ 

'in its object of increasing the efficiency of British 
workers, it may be said to give a, bounty to British 
industry and the " countervailing" argument might 
with equal plausibility be used by an ingenious foreigner 
in s~arch of new excus~ £or protection in a less 
healthy lari<J_. 

Finally, for these instances must not ·be unduly 
multiplied, the Daily Mail, in discussillg the "tax
able capacity " of Germany for the purpose of paying 
a war indemnity, has objected to a certain estimate 
as ·too low by comparison with the total of British 
taxation. But." taxable capacity," however defined, 
for the purpose of paying a war indemnity to !mother 
country is obviously less than taxable capacity for the 
purpose of paying for public expenditure in one's own 
country. For, in the former case, part of the product 
of industry is exported without any corresponding 

·import and the community is to that extent necessarily 
poorer, while, in the latter case, no such one-sided 
export is caused and the community i!') not necessarily 
any poorer, but may even be richer, if its public finance 
is wisely conducted~ 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE. TAX SYSTEM FROM THE POINT OF VIEW 
OF ECONOMY 

§I. The last three chapters have been devoted 
to a discussion of the economic effects of taxation. • It 
is upon the balance of such effects that. tax syste~s) 
must be judged from the point of view of economy. 
How far taxation should be carried, and how great lise 
should be made of particular taxes, can only be.decided, 
as was argtied in Chapter II, by considerations of the 
~maximum social advantage to be derived from the 
operations of public finance as a w~ole. There is no 
desirable limit to the increase of any particular tax, 
except that the social loss, if a,ny, from such an 

1 
increase should not be greater than the social loss 

'from an equivalent increase in any other practicable 
' tax. There are no desirable limits to the increase of~ 
. taxation in general, except that the social loss from 
such an increase should not be greater than the social 
loss of raising further public income by some other 
method than that of taxation.• The chief of such 
other methods, apart from borrowing, which is. dis
cussed in Part IV, will be considered in the next two 
chapters. 

§ 2. As to the ideal distribution of the direct money 
burden of taxation, considerations of economy lead us 
to no. such simple solution, as the exponents -of 

1 Nor, of course, greater than the social gain from the correspond· 
ing increase oi public expenditure. . 

••5 
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equltableforrmilre so glibly provide. Nor can we ignore 
the indirect burdens and other incide:r\.tql effects of 
taxation. We may, indeed, still say that taxation' 
shoUld be di.stributed according to "ability to pay." l 
But . we must now interpret . this last . phrase more 
broadly. We. must measure the relative ability of;! 
individuals to pay by the relativeeffects of their pay-

'ments, not only upon distribution, but upon produc~ 
; ti<:m and, indeed, upon th.e whole' economic welfare of 
the community. Thus A's ability, as compared with 
B's, to pay a i?;'iven sum under a given tax system," 
depends upon the relative economic loss resUlting from 
payment in the two cases, account being taken, not 
only of the. direct loss of ~conomic welfare to A and B 
respectively,' but' also of any indirect los~, or gain, to 

, others. Taxation according to ability to pay means, ; 
l therefore, taxation with. the minimum of economic t 
: loss to the community as a whole. . 

:J But one important "]i"actical conclusion, which 
· emerges clearly froin the a:rgument of the preceding 
. chapters; is that there is no reason; on grounds of i 
economy,. why all, or even the majority of, the members; 
of a community, in which great inequality of incomes) 
prevails, sho~ld contribute .to taxation. No equitable 
doctrine, such as equal or proportional sacrifice, which 
presupposes some contribution, however .. small, from 
all who have any economic w~lfare to sacrifice, finds 
any .strong suppor~ in considerations of economy.' 

'The plausible argument that everyone ought to pay something, 
in order. that· a sense of political responsibility shall be widely 
di:ffused and a check imposed on public extravagance, does not seem 
to me to be a strong one. For (r) much taxation, especially taxes 
on commodities, which are the most convenient method of securing 
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We are rather drawn towards the doctrine of mini
mum sacrifice, with its widespread exemptions for the 
poorer sections' of the community and steep progres- · 
sion for the richer, but this doctrine, as we have seen, 
must be interpreted more broadly by economy than by 
equity, so as to mean minimum sacrifice in the long 
run, when all economic effects, ~eluding effects on pro
duction, are taken into account. And this is much 
the same thing as maximum social advantage on a long 
view, so that we come back again to the general principle 
from which we started. It cannot be daimed that the 
last three chapters haye amplified the principle itself, 
for its very simplicity and comprehensiveness make. 
this impossible. But they should have thrown light 
upon its practical application. 

a contnbation from the poor, is not clearly realised by the tax· 
payer ; ( l) a sense of political responsibility is often found, in depend· 
ently of the consciousness of paying taxes, and, where it is absent, 
such a consciousness will seldom be sufficient to create it ; and (3) 
where a dislike of taxation is keenly developed, especially if its . 
development is provoked by the undiscriminating irritant of a 

·press campaign, false economy, rather than true, is likely to result. 
Compare Ch. VI, § 5· . . . . 



CHAPTER XIV ' 

! 
INCOME FROM PUBLIC PROPERTY AND i 

PUBLIC' ENTERPRISES. l 
§ I. All, public authorities,, in varying degrees,! 

own 'property and conduct economic enterprises. Netl 
money income derived by a public authority from its I 
property or enterprises is an addition to its net income,/ 
and the receipt of such income makes marginal taxa-! 
tion1 less desirable and marginal expenditure more i 

desirable than would otherwise have been the case. : 
In other words, the receipt of such income justifies 
a public authority in taxing rather less and spending 
rather more than it should otherwise do. Often, 
however, a public authority's property and eni:Br
prises are burdened by debts to private persons incurred 
in respect of their acquisition or development. In 
such c:ases debt charges, both for interest and sinking 
fund, must be deducted from receipts, before.the public 
authority's net money income from these sources can 
be estimated. - · 

§ 2. Political considerations require that public 
authorities shoul(,}. undertake certain functions, which 
necessitate the ownership of property and the conduct 
of enterprises. The ownership of its. armaments and 

1 Including the taxation, if any, included in the prices charged 
by the public au11lority for services which it supplies. See § 6 of 
this chapter. .. · 

1 
1:111 

.,. 
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L'le enterprise of maintaining and training itt armed 
forces and,' to some extent at least, of actually producing 
armaments are obvious examples. But a public 
authority cannQt hope to obtain any net D}o_ney incom,~ 
from the performance of these functiqps. Again, the 
enterprise of issuing legal tender money, sometimes, as 
will be explained in the next chapter, an important 
source of income to a public aulhority, i.S governed 
partly by political and partly by economic consideratipns. 

But it is predominantly the latter, which in most 
cases l>ear upon the desirability of a public authority 

•owning property and conducting enterprises .. ·We have 
here to consider the effects of such arrangements upon 

'Production and dis_tribution. · , ) ' ' 
§ 3· Mere passive ownership by a public authority, 

as compared with passive private ownership, will have 
comparatively small effects on· .production. If the 
terms of his tenancy are the same in both eases, it 
makes no substantial difference to a tenant whether 
his landlord is a pub1ic authority or a private perSon. 
In some cases it may be argued that the development 
of natural resources would have been more effective, 
and productive methods less wasteful~ under public 
than under private ownership; especially when the latter 
is much subdivided among proprietors, whose co-opera
ation is essential to efficient production, but in practice 
is not forthcoming. This argument was forcibly 
,presented Before the British Coal Commission in 1919. 
In other cases it may be maintained that private 
ownership gives the greater stimulus to development. 

Active ownership, on the other hand, which soon 
merges into actual conduct of enterprises by a public 

18 
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!authority, may have very great effects on production. 
A public authority may be either more or less efficient 
in the present than a private individual or corporation ; 
. it may make better or worse provision for the future ; 
it may make greater or less use of monopoly power to 
restrict output and raise price~. Nothing n10re can 
usefully be said here about· these possibilities without 
embarking on a general discussion of schemes for the 

· nationalisation of industry. And this would be too 
· lengthy a digression, . 

§ 4· As .regards effects on distribqtion, public 
•. ownership of property, provided that the latter is free, 
. or at least partly free, from private mortgage, will 
generally be better than private ownership. For, the 
larger the proportion . of property· which is publicly 
owned in any community, the less unequal is distribu
tion likely to be.t. The reason for this is that the benefits 
from public property are likely to. be more equally 
distributed than the benefits from private property. 

I The sarp.e argument applies to some extent in favour_ 
1 of the conduct of enterprises by public a1,1thorities. 
!,jBut effects on distribution are partly dependent on the 
I price policy which a public authority pursues. 

§ 5 The most appropriate "Price· policy will vary 
with circumstances. Payment may be made for 
serVices rendered by a public authority acrording to any 
of three alternative principles, or according to various 
combinations of these principles. . 

Payment may be made, in' t~e- first place, out of 
general taxation, collected from individuals without 
reference to the cost of the service rende.red to them, 

1 :lee my ltuqucuity of lnconsn, pp. a76-~. 
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This is the principle adopted as regards the cost of the 
military forces, the civil service, free education and 
poor relief. We may call it the g~J!er!ll .taxation 

'principle. 

' 

Payment may be made, in. the second place, by' 
com.gulsory charges, collected from individuals in 
proportion to Dle ·cost of ·the services rendered, or 
presumed to be rendered, tc them. This is the principle! 
usually adopted as regards the supply of gas, electricity 
and water by local authoritJes, as regards the cost of 
road repair, in so far as it is debited to owners of motor 
vehicles by means of a tax bas.ed on their weight or 
horse-power, and as regards such services as street 
cleaning and dust collection, paid for out cit local rates. 
We may call it the cC?_mpu~ry-cost of service-principle. 

Payment may be made, in the third place, by l 
, voluntary purchases by individuals at prices fixed by I 
the public authority. This is the principle usually 
adopted as regards the cost o1 postal services and 
publicly operated transport agencies. We may call 
it the voluntarypric;e prin<;iple. ' 

§ 6. -In. this third case the further question arises j 

whether prices should be so fix_ed, as to result in a J;>rofit J 
or a loss to· the public authorities, and, in either case, I 
bow much. Where a price is charged, but a loss is 
incurrred and .made good out of general taxation, we 

·have a combination of the voluntary price principle 
and the general taxation principle. 

Taking, first, ·passive ownership of property by a 
public authority, no appreciable public costs being 
involved, it is reasonable, as a general rule, to make the 
same charges to priv3;te users of such property as a 
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consumption. But a check to consumption is a 
necessary effect of such a policy. If it is desired to make 

( a publicly supplied service or commodity a large source 
of revenue, it is practically necessary to establish a legal 
public monopoly, as various European governments 
havedonewith tobacco, matches and other commodities·. 
For otherwise private traders will undersell the public 
authority and steal away the revenue. Thus the 
French· government has not only established a State 
match monopoly, but legally prohibits the sale of 
mechanicallightf'.rs and othersubstitutes for matches. 

Where, on the other hand, considerations of social 
advantage require that the use of the services in 

r question should be specially encouraged, lower prices, 
or even no price at all, may reasonably be charged and 
the resulting loss made good out of taxation. This 
policy involves public expenditure and the circum
stances, in which it should be adopted, will be discussed 
later.• Sometimes, however, it is adopted, not with 
the motive of stimulating consumption, but simply 
because it is the most convenient arrangement. This 
explains, for example, the free use ot roa.d.l., turnpike 
gates being inconvenient, and the free postage allowed 
to the British army during thi:! war, where the practical 
<;iifficulty of selling stamps in the trenches reinforced 
sentimental considerations. In all such cases of free 
supply the voluntary IJPce principle disappears and the 
general taxation pril)tiple 'takes its place. · 

The general effect upon distribution of these alterna
tive methods of securing payment, according to the · 
vol~tary price principle, for services supplied by a 

I See Chs. XVIII-XIX. 
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public. authority is faidy clear. ' lf a service is supplied 
ataloss, those persons benefit who make most use of 
it; ·if it is supplied at a large profit, based on high prices, 
those persons lose who make most use of it. Thus the 
supply of a particular service at a loss will make for a 
more equal distribution, if it is chiefly used by the 
poor than if it .is chiefly used by the 'rich.t And the 
reverse is true of a service supplied ai: a large profit. 
Distribution may· also be slightly affected,. if the same 
service or commodity is supplied at different prices to· 
different .persons according to their wealth~ But 
price discrimination of this kind is not often practicable. 

§ J. As between the. general taxation principle, 
the compulsory- cost .of service -principle and the 
voluntary price principle, the cl:lgice ()ften qepends, 
as has already been pointed out, largely upon practical 
conveiJience. But there are some cases in W;hich, the. 
voluntary price principle being ruled out as too inton~ 
venient, the compulsory cost of service principle is 
preferable to . the general taxation principle, from 
the point of view of effects on production. An example 
is the cost of road repair, in so far as this is necessitated 
by. damage done to road surfaces by motor vehicles, 
or. the cost of new road construction, 'or road 
widening, necessitated by the excessive congestion of' 
traffic on existing roads. If such costs ;ue covered by 
general taxation, there Will be a tendency to an 
excessive diversion of economic resources from other 
channels into the development of motor road transport, 

x Obviously also, ·in considering the efiect upon distribution of 
supplying a service at a loss, account must be taken of the general 
character of the tax system, which will be required to make &ood 
the loss. , .. · 
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which will, in effect, be receiving a large subsidy from 
the general taxpayer and, incidentally, from other· 
transport agenCies. · For reasons discussed in Chapter 
X § 9. there is a presumption that such a diversion 
willreduce.production, and there is, therefore, a case for 
a special tax on motor vehicles, sufficient to cover the ~ 
special costs, which they' would otherwise occasion to 
the public. 

§ 8. Returning to public property and enterprises 
as a source of public income, we may repeat that such 
income may be of two kinds, first, the equivalent of 
taxation, where a public authority deliberately charges 
monopoly prices for its services. and, second, · the 
equivalent of profits from ordinary competitive prices, 
such as a private proprietor or business firm might 
charge, under c~mpetitive conditions,· for the use of 
propertyorthesupplyofservices. Alargepublicincome 

1 of the second' kind is easily obtainable, without any 
'serious prospect of economic loss to the community, by 
public authorities which retain the ownership of minetals 
and, subject if necessary to long private leases, of land, 
both agricultural and urban. If such obvious oppor- . 
tunities, not to speak of others which are more doubtful, 
h"ad been more commonly takeri in the past, modeq1 
communities would be able both to spend more freely 
on desirable public objects, and to escape part of their 
present heavy purden of taxation. 



CHAPTER XV 

INCOME FROM THE PUBLIC PRINTING PRESS 

§I. A special form of enterprise, which can be 
made to yield a large income to a public authority, 
is the use of the printing press to manufacture legal 
tender paper . money.· This is commonly called 

j currency inflation and the printing press may be used 
i for this purpose either directly or indirectly. It is 
used directly when a·public authority pays its creditors 
with new paper money <Jpecta.ly orin ted for the purpose. 
It is used iridirectly when a t>:lblic authority pays 
its creditors out of bank loans to '!tsetf and issues new 
paper money to the bankS, in exchange for a deposit 
of securities, tn order. as it is sometimes put, " to 
support the additional credit thus created," or in other 
words . .in .order to save the banks from having to face 
the alternatives of raising their rates of interest to 
inconvenient heights or seeing their reserves dangerously 
depleted For. if the banks were not thus protected, 
they would be unwilling to furnish public authorities 
with loans on the scale required. The indirect method 
of using the printing press has been employed in this 

· country since 1914, and both methods have been, and 
are still being, employed on the continent ot Eur~pe. 
There is no essential difference between the economic 
effects of the two m~thods, except that the indirect 
method, besides mystifying simple minds, involves the 
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public authority in the additional expense of paying 
interest on its loans from the banks. 

If, therefore, either method of curre11cy inflation is 
I to be adopted, the direct method is to be preferred on 
the ground both of econoiny and of intelligibility to 

·. the public. . . . 
. § 2. The fi!§t effect of ~!l~a..tion is that the rum.:ll~ing 

power Otihe moneY, the supply of which is thus increased 
by the public authority,Jalls. The purchasing power 

·of any country's money has two aspects, internal and 
external. A_ fall _in... ln. tern~ purcll.<t!S!ngpow~I".means 
a r_!sejn~the in~ert1!ll pri_~_l~vel.~ --~- f_<1ll i~~ ~xternal 
purchasing power means a mq_vement, adverse to .the 
counfry.ln questi()n, in th.e rates of foreign exchange 
with ... a1fthose-countr{e5: whicil_are either abstaining 
frominflation: or indtilging in it only in a more moderate. 
~egree. Such movements in prices and exchange rates, 
predominantly dne to inflation, are th~ sensational 
commonplaces of modern economic experience. And. 
the end is not yet. 

§ 3· It is sometimes said that the issue 9f a given 
amo~nt of _ne~ pape~-mon.ey by a public authonty is 
equivilent to the levying oi a forced loan, free of 
interest, to that amount. It is simpler and more 

, correct to say that it i!!.._eq__ui_v:alen~~() _!ll.e_ ~eyying _of 
ta~_a.!,ion t.o that amo)lnt, though the purchasing power, 
in the hands of the public authority, of successive equal 
additions to the supply of paper money decreases as the 
value (per up.it) of the money falls. !L~Unt!!rnal 
prices, including the prices of services and interest on 
loans, ~s~qually, this_!~xation would fall upon 
individuals exac~ly._!tt proportion~ to~ thei(jnc:;o~es •. 
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But, in fact, all prices do not rise, equally. Wages lag 
behind the prices of commOdities during an upward 
mdvement, while inveStors in gilt-edged securities and 
·other recipients of fixed money incqmes suffer the f1lll 
force of the fall. in the value of money. l_g!}<J,tion, £ 
then;fore, ca~~§-~}::ec:li§IDRl:ltio:q oU11come in J;avour\ 
of business men; who secure large Windfall profits, at.1' 
the expense of wage-earners and, still- more, at the i 
expense of the recipients of fixed money incomes.1 " 

:on balance, int3,~t!o:qjsJike1y ts?Jn«;r~ase-the inequality 
i'of incorrl,e~_and operates, in effect, J?.Ot as a proportional, 

as a_]egi:essiye __ ta~. This consideration alone 
limits the desirability of inflation as a means of raising 
revenue. For, as we have already seen,2 a regressive 
tax, unless its influence is .heavily outweighed by 
progressive taxes, is objectionabi~ from the· point of 

·.view of· distribution. 
' · § 4· The effe9t"o.L ip.fl.AJ:io_!l_ :t!PO!l _p~()Q.!lction · is 
soineti111es. thought to be. stimuliJ.tii1g, since business 
men are--encoi:irag~d by unwonted g~ns to undertake 
new' enterprises. But. as recent economic history 

1Writing in July, 1922, Mr. Keynes estimated. that, as regards 
" medium fortunes" invested in gilt-edged securities. " the mone
tary events which have accompanied and have followed the war· 
have taken :from them about one-half of their real value if! England, 
six-sevenths in France: eleven-twelfths in Italy, and ninety-nine
hundredths in Germany. This is apart from the increased burden 
of· ·taxation " (Man chester Guardian Commercial, Reconstruction 
in Europe, Section Five, p. 324). In particular, an internal public 
debt, bearing a. fixed rate of money interest, is gradually wiped 

· out by continuous inflation. lt is a nice point of dialectics, whether 
or not this process amounts to ·• repudiation." See Ch. XXIII,§ 2 • 
. tt may be added that, in so far as depreciating paper is bought 
and held by fo.reigners, the latter contribute to the revenue of the 
public authority, which is practising inflation. 

•See Ch. IX. 
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shows, this is only a temp6racy and unhealthy stimulus, J 
carrying within itself the seeds of subsequent severe 1 
relapse. In a world ofsuper·men, coolly and accurately 
calculating the future, this would not be so~ But 
many of the business men of reality are not of this kind. 
Doped by artificial prosperity, they become first light~ 
hearted and then light-heai!ed, miscalculate prospects, , 
and launch enterprises which are economically unsound. 

· The mere cessation, sonietinies even· a mere slackening 
: in the rate, of inftation is enough, without any positive .. 
deflation, to break the illusion, to destroy " business 
confidence," and to put out of action; sometimes for 
considerable periods,· a large part of the productive 

, power, which these business men control. On the 
. other hand, . the continuance of inftation, and the 
. expansion, even at a constant rate, of the paper 
currency, sooner or later destroys the confidence, not 
only of business men, but of the whole community, in 
the future value of this currency. Then comes the 
stage, which journalists call " the ftight " from the 
currency, everyone trying to get rid of it, in exchange 
for goods and services, as quickly as he can, and to 
conduct transactions; as far as possible, without making 

1 use of it at all. In other words, there is a sharp fall . 
i in the demand for this discredited money, and an 
· increase, more than in proportion to the increase in the 

total supply, in that part of the supply which is offered 
for exchange at any given moment. · Hence the fall in 
its value, both internal and external, is sharply and 
continuously accelerated. Under such hectic con
ditions, which have already come to pass in several 
European countries, organised production becomes 
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impossible and all economic transactions, other than by 
primitive barter, are reduced to a wild gamble. 
Economic· chaos, political upheavals and, perhaps, 
violent revolutionare then not far away. 

, § 5· From the revenue point of view, resort to the 
1printing press is often the line of least resistance for an 
; ~mbarrassed government; . which dare not . cut , down 
I expenditure nor take the·. steps necessary to pa:y its 
t way by. taxing straightforwardly or offering suffiCiently 
'high rates.ofiht~rest to 3.ttract an adequate supply of 
new savings. · The comparative acquiescence of public 
opinion in.tahtion by'inflatio:t).. is a measure of public 
ignoni.nce of economic· principles and of the. inability· 

· of wage-earners, and still more of the recipients of fixed 
money incomes, to safeguard their economic interests. 

Further, even ·from. the point of view of raising 
revenue, the yield of inflation~ if· pushed beyond a 
certain point, rapidly dries up. ·· For, as has already 
been pointed out, not only does the value of paper 
currency fall as its supply increases, but, after a certain 

· point, when the flight from the currency begins and 
;becpmesgradually more and more precipitate, the value 
per unit falls much faster than the supply increases. 
Hence, in order to obtain from inflation a given purchas-

. ing power, or "command of real resources," a public 
authority must work the printing press ever faster and 
-faster, and, by this very process, accelerates the flight, 
the effects ot which it is seeldng to counteract. 



CHAPTER XVI 

OBJECTS AND CLASSIFICATION OF PUBLIC 
EXPENDITURE. 

f r. English economists as ·a body have had 
surprisingly little to say concerning the principles of 
public expenditure. As an American critic observes, 
" the older English writers did not need a theory of 
expenditures, because the theory of government which 
they held implied a fixed limit· to governmental 
functions. "1 Typical of such writers is Sir H. Parnell, 
an early nineteenth ·century P!!!ldit, who maintained 
that ''every particle of expenditure beyond what 
necessity absolutely requires for the preservation of 
social order and for protection against foreign attack 
is waste and an unjust and oppressive imposition on 
the public."• On this pronouncement the comment 
has been made that, if so, we must give up gro~ng 

. crocuses in the public parks, unless it can be proved 
that they preserve social order, for they are certainly 
no protection against foreign attack. This barren and 11 
f1!'~J~y~ view of the proper economic activitiesof the ; 
State still finds some support. It is still true that, in 
some influential circles, "the dull and drab extravagance 
of private living is accompanied by·a severe scrutiny 
of any kind of public expendit~re,"J and that" publice 

1 Adams, Scinu:e of Finaru;11, p. 53· 
• Qu?ted by Adams, ibid, p. so. · 
I Ma.sterma.n, T"M C(~Wlition of Englcnd, p. 23 • 

••• 
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egestas, privatim opulentia," is not much less apt Iii 

motto for modern Europe than for ancient Rome. 
Modern economists, especially in this country, have been 
slow to correct vulgar prejudices on this matter and to 
place the wholequestion, from the point of view of 
principles, upon a proper footing. · 

One fortunate result of this lack of theoretical 
discussion is that the path of economic wisdom in public 
expenditure is practically unencumbered by doctrines 
of equity. The " passive resistance " of Mr. Lloyd 
George and other Nonconformists to the support of 
Anglican schools out of local rates was, indeed, based 
on considerations of equity as between different 
religious denominations. But this was transitory and 
trivial. Again, when non-contributory old age pensions 
were first instituted in this country, they were some
times spoken of as "doles," a dkparaging term which 
carried some faint suggestion of inequity. Unemploy
ment benefit is now similarly described. But it is 
characteristic of the sensitiveness of conceptions of 
equity to changes in public opinion that .. when new 
forms of social expenditure become familiar, they are 
generally taken for granted and no longer thought to 
be inequitable. 

To turn to another point, however, clear thinkirtg 
is sometimes hindered by the doctrine that " the State 
has needs of its own," which can only be satisfied 
through public expenditure. Taken literally, this is 
a piece of Hegelian nonsense ; taken metaphorically, 
it is a woolly phrase which leads us nowhere.· The, 
truth is, of course, that only individuals have needs, 
but that some of these needs can be most effectively 
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satisfied through +J1e agency of the State and by m'eans 
of public expenditure. 

§ 2. We may recall the principle, stated in Chapter . 
III, §§ 2-3, that public expenditure should be carried 
just so far that_ the margina( social advantages of' 
e:q)_~nditure in all directions are equal, and just balance 
til~ marginal social disadvantages of all methods of 
raising additional public- income. Many objects of 
public expenditure are not exclusively, or.even mainly, 
economic, though most have economic effects and all 
have economic costs. 

A broad distinction may be drawn between public 
expenditure Q.esigned, on the one hand, to preserve 
the social life of the community against violent attack, 
whether internal or external, and, on the other~ to 
iniproye the quality of that so_ciallife. In other words, 
the object may be either to_!~~psociallife secure and 

} ordered, or to make that secure. and ordered life better 

I
' ...yorth living, whether from an economic or a non-
econoniic point of view. . • 

§ 3· '{urning to the actual expenditure of mQdern 
public authorities, the following is an obvious catalogue: 

(1). the maintenance and equipment of armed forces, 
including police; (a) in peace, (b) in war; 

(2) the administration of justice; 
(3) the maintenance of the ceremonial head of the 

State, including, in monarchical countries, the Royal 
Family and Court, and of diplomatic representatives 
abroad; 

(4) the maintenance of the machinery of civil · 
government, including ministers, legislators and civil 
servants; 

11 
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(5) public debt charges, including interest, repay
ment of principal and cost of management ; · 
. (6) expenditure directly devoted to " fostering 

industry and commerce," such as the maintenance of 
consuls abroad and the performance of industrial and 
commercial functions, such as the supply of currency, 
conduct of postal services, transport services,· etc. ; 

(7) "social expenditure " on health, education, old 
age pensions, poor relief, provision for unemployment, 
etc. 

This is an empirical catalogue rather than a scientific 
classification. It is convenient rather than strictly 
logical. For example, the salaries of the Minister of 
Education and his staff come under (4), whereas they 
should, perhaps, come under (7). But such points are 
unimportant. Net expenditures, and not gross, are 
significant. For example, postal services are only an 
object of net expenditure, if the gross expenditure 
exceeds the receipts, and the administration of justice 
should be credited with the court fees paid by litigants. 
Broadly speaking, we may say that (r), (z) and (3) are 
expenditures designed, at least ostensibly, to keep 
social life secure and ordered. So is a large part of (4). 
So, if we look to its origin, is most of'(5), for the great 
bulk of outst!J.nding public debts have 'been incurred 
for purposes of war. On the other hand, (6) and (7) 
together with part of (4)-the salaries· of factory 
inspectors, for example-and that . part of (5) which 
covers debts incurred for purposes of economic develop
ment, are designed to make that secure and ordered 
life better worth living. Within this latter group of 
expenditures, however, the motives to economic and 
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non-economic improvement are often mixed. · Expendi
ture on health and education are examples. It is not 
the only, or indeed the chief, advantage of being healthy 
or educated, that one is thereby enabled to produce 
more wealth or to obtain a larger incor.:1e. 

§ 4· Cl~~ifi9~tions, as ·distinct from catalogues, of 
pub~.-~Jl~l).di_t~e may follo,w se~~~al~ alternative 
pri!:.-clJ?les .. _One, which is -adopted in various text
books, divides expenditures according_ as they confer 
special benefits on particular· mem'bers. of the. com
munlty,'"Org~nera_l ben~fit~ jm _al,l members, or benefits 
which are partly general and partly special. To this 
division, which is relevant to a discussion of the effects 
of public expenditure upon the distribution of income, 
we shall refer again in Chapter XIX There is, 
however, another distinction which.it is convenient to 
consider first, since it arises at an earlier stage in the 
process of public expenditure. This is the distinction 
between grants and purchase prices. · · 

_.__ '----



CHAPTER XVII 

GRANTS AND. PURCHASE PRICES 

§ r. The division· of public expe:Q.ditur~ int<3 
grants or subsidies, arid purchase prices, corresponds 
to that of public income into taxes and selling pricc.s.x 
An individual, who receives public .money, may or 
may not render in return a direct quid pro quo to the 
public authority. In the former case the puLlic 
authority makes a purchase of services or commodities ; 
in the latter case it makes a gr:ant. This grant may 
consist of money, or of services, ~ch as medical treat
ment, or education, or the security presumed to be 
derived from armaments or police. Thus payments by 1 
a public authority for the serviCes of soldiers, judges~· 
and civil servants, and also of private contractors 
employed by it, are purchase prices. On the other: 
hand, payments of old age pensions, poor relief, ot! 
benefits provided out of public money under schemes of: 
health and unemployment insurance, are grants. 

Just as there are c~ .2! ~?l~~s_tion of taxes, so 
there are c~~~i_~a?on o.f. grants. These are, 
from the public author1ty's point of view, P~'!-?_.e>~. 
i~~dental . to grgnts. Thus a teacher's sal_ar:y_is a 
purchase incidental to the grant of free education, and 
a soldier's pay is a purchase incidental to the grant of 
security. 

Payments of interest on public debts may be regarded 
either as purchase prices or as grants. If we look to 

..._._. ·--··~ .. - -
• Compare Ch. IV, §a • ... 
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their origin in the past, they are purchase prices, paid 
for the investment of money in public securities. But, 
if we look to their character in the present, they are 

. grants. Forth~ receivers of interest are not rendering 
any present quid pro quo to the public authority. It 
is more convenient, there!ore, in a study of things as 
they are, to treat these interest payments as grants. 
But sinking fund paYI!!ents, devoted to buying up and 

· cancelling public securities, are purchases. . Similarly 
pensio~~--kinds_ are most conveniently classed as 
grants, though in some cases they may he regarCled as 
deferred payments for past services rendered by the 
recipients. 

§ 2. The parallel between taxes an<;l grants on the 
/ one hand and purchase and selling prices on the other, 

may be carried a good deal further. Just as a selling 
price may involve an element of tax, as when a public 
authority is selling a service or commodity above the 
price which a non-monopolist private seller would 
charge, so a purchase price may involve an element of 
grant, when a public authority is buying above the 
price which a non-monopolist private buyer would 

·' offer. Again, a public enterprise run at a loss, which 
is made good out of taxation, involves grants, in pro
portion to their purchases, to ill those who purchasej 
the products of the enterprise. • 

l 
Again, gr;E~~~~,_~ay __ be_!=l~~-_iiie1_ as 

• dir~n_qjnclirc::ct.1 A grant may be said to be direct, 
if the whole benefit accrues to the person to whom the 

1 Compare Ch.' V, f :a. A g-rant is, in eftect, a negative tax and 
therduce, to every proposition regarding tall:es, there corresponds 
a proposition regarding grants. 
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grant is made. It may be said to be indirect, if the 
benefit is passed on, in whole or in part, from the person 
to whom the grant is made to some other person, 
owing to a change in the terms of some bargain 
between them. Thus an old age pension is a direct 
grant. But a s11~i,dy. to .. a. private house builder, 
proportionate to the number or value. of the houses 
which he builds, is an indire~t grant. For in this 
case part of. the benefit is passed on to tenants in 
the form of reduced . rents and a larger supply of. 
houses. 

The incidence of grants presents a problem similar 
to that of the incidence of taxes.x The incidence of a 

• (money) grant is upon those who receive the direct 
money benefit of the grant. The incidence of a direct 
grant is, by definition, wholly on the person to whom 
the grant is made. The incidence of an indirect grant, 
or subsidy, in respect of any commodity is divided 
between the buyer and the seller iil. the ratio of the 
elasticity o"'': supply of the commodity to the elasticity 
of demand for it. For, the more elastic the supply, 
the more will the supply increase, as a result of a given 
fall in the cost of production, allowing for the subsidy, 
and the greater, therefore, will be the fall in price 
corresponding to any given elasticity of demand. The 
greater, therefore, vrill be the proportion of the 
incidence which will be on the buyer. On the other 
hand. the more eb.stic thP. demand, the more will the 
demancl increase, ;;~s ;~.result of a giVtn f"ll in the price 
of the subsidised commodity, and the less, thereiore, 
will be the fall in price corresponding to any given 

' Compare Ch. VII, a.11d especially i a. 
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elasticity of supply. The greater, therefore, will be. 
the proportion of the incidence, which will be on the · 
seller. · 

Thus the incidence of a· subsidy, or ~ant, to builders 
of new houses will be divided between the builder and 
the tenant or purchaser in the ratio of the elasticity of 
supply of new houses to the elasticity of demand for 
them. The case is similar to that of the incidence of a 
tax, or rather of the reduction of a tax, on buildings, 
which was considered in Chapter VIII, § 3· ·· It is 
reasonable to conclude that builders would generally 
be compelled to pass on an appreciable part of the grant· 
to the occupiers of the new houses. Further, a general 
fall in the level of house rents, as a result of the grant, 
would benefit also the occupiers of old houses. The 
freeing of new houses from onerous rates, as proposed 
in Chapter X, §II, would be equivalent in effect to a 
grant from p~;~blic funds to the builders of new 
houses.1 · 

§ 3· Again, just as the proper distribution of the 
burden of taxation from the point of view of equity 
is a possible subject of discussion,' so is the proper 
distribution of the benefit of grants. 

Take, for instance, the conception of "ability to 
pay" taxation. Corresponding to this we may formu
late a conception of" ability to receive" grants. But, 
just as" ability to pay" must be interpr~ted to mean 

r A further effect of such a policy would be a rise in the wages of 
labour employt,d in the building industry and in the prices of 
bu1lding materials. But this carries us out of the narrower sphere 
ot inCidence into the wider sphere of ellecta. 

• Compare Ch. IX. 
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ability to pay with a minimum of economic loss,t so:' 
"ability to receive " must mean ability to receive) 
with a maximmn of economic gain, From the three• 
alternative applications of the principle of ability to 
pay, regarded as a canon of equity, namely minimum 
sacrifice, proportional sacrifice and equal sacrifice, we 
may derive three alternative applications of the principle 

i of ability to receive, namely maximum . benefit, pro
' portional benefit, and equal benefit. Maximum 

benefit would be attained, as a first approximation, by 
making no grants to anyone whose income was greater 
than a certain amount, and by raising all smaller 
incomes, by means of grants, to exactly this amount. 
But, though suggestive, this plan, as it stands, is too 

· crude to be feasible. Nor is there much to be said for 
adopting the principles of either proportional or equal 
benefit without further examination of details. AgaiH, 
corresponding to the equitable precept that the 
inequality of incomes should not be altered by taxation, 

\ is the precept that this inequality sho)lld not be altered 
' by grants. Fr6m the latter precept, which is no more 

acceptable than its mate, it will follow that, other 
things being equal, the richer of two old men should . 

1 
always receive the larger old age pension. 

, Just as a particular tax, or a tax system as a whole, 
1i may be either proportional, progressive or regressive, 
i! so may a particular grant, or a grant system as a whole. 

Under a progressive grant system, the larger the 
recipient's income, the smaller the proportion which is 
added to it by grants, while under a regressive grant 

I See Ch. XIII, § :a. 
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system, the larger the income, the larger the proportion 
which is added by grants.1 

§ 4· Finally, just as, with taxation, incidence is J 
) only part of the wider question of effects, so it is with 

grants. The next three. chapters, therefore, will be 
devoted to affis~ussi9I!-~()f the eco!J.omic effects of grants, 
and of_public expenditure generally. As in the 
corresponding case of taxation, morfDlight is· thrown· 
upon the practical desirability of various policies by. 
such a study in . economy. than by considerations of 
equity. 

I We might, if we preferred, reverse these meanings of tl:Je 
terms " progressive" and " regressive," as applied to grants. But 
it seems better to use the same terms to describe both taxes and 
grants, which tend tO diminish the 1inequa.lity of incomes, or to 
\llcrease it, u the case may bo. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THE EFFECTS OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON 
PRODUCTION. 

§ I. The distinction between grants and p11rchase 
prices is less prominent in this chapter, whic)-,is 
concerned with the effe_fts of public expenditure on 
production, than in the discussion, which occupies the 
ne~t ZJ:li'pter, of the corresponding effects on distribu
tion. In this chapter the essential fact is that public 
expenditure, combined with taxation and other methods 

f of raising public income, causes la:_:!?,~ ,~~p~i_o~s of 
'economic resources from the channelS, mto which they 
would otherwise have flowed; into channels determined 
by J:>Ublic policy, and may consequently cause ~arge 
changes both in the character and in the total vo'!ume 
of production. .., · 

Just as taxation, other things being equal, should 
reduce production as little as possible, so public expendi
ture should increase it as much as possible . 

. § 2. Many people do not seem to realise that public 
expenditure can ever increase production. Consider, 
for example, the following pronouncement. " The 
proportion of government expenditure to national 
income is several times as great as it was before the 
war, which means that a far smaller proportion of that 
income is available for provision for old age, for saving .,. 
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and bnsiness enterprise."1 · It is here appare~tly 

assumed that " government expenditure " may be 
simply subtracted from .. the national income," and 
that the result of this subtraction represents what " is 
available for provision for old age, for saving and 
business enterprise." Iri this view of the matter two 

, essential facts are compietely ignored~ The first is 
:that much public expenditure invQlres mere transfers 
'of purchasing power "ithin the community. Payment 
of interest on internal public debt and payment of old 
age pensions are simple examples of such transfers. 
The authors of the pronouncement just quoted seem 
to suggest that none of the dividends on War Loan are 
ever saved, and that old age pensions are not a provision 
for old age. The second essential fact which is ignored 

1 

is that much public expenditure, on educatioxi'and public 
·. health for example, d1rectly increasP"..s the productive 
power of the community, and hence the fund available 
for the purposes to which the authors refer. 

A correct view of the effects of public expenditure 
on production can only be reached by following a line 
of enquiry parallel to th.at of Chapter X on the effects 
of taxation on production. n' is necessary to consider 

:successively (I) effects upon ability to work and save, 
· (2) effects upon desire to work and save, and (3) effects 
of diversions of economic resources as between different 
employments and localities. 

• From a letter on" Prodigal Public Expenditure," appearing in 
the M~nchesle, Guardian, and probably ill other papers, on July 
t6th, 1910, and bearing· the following signatures : " Askwith, 
Chalmers, Cowdray, A. Herbert Dixon, R. A. Hadfield, Inchcape, 
Islington, Godfrey Locker-Lampson, Walter Leaf, Midleton, John 
Denison Pender, W. Peter Rylandll, SalisbulJ', Selbome, Arthur 
Steei-Ma.it.l&ll.d, Richa.rd V. Va.ua.r-Smit.b." 
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§ 3· Before taking uptheselinesofthought, we shall 
make a digression, A large part of modem public 

, expenditure is devoted to purposes which make no 
direct contribution to economic welfare. Expenditure 
on armaments and armed forces is the most striking 
example of this and it is often said that such expendi· 
ture is economic waste. For men cannot eat guns or 
bayonets or high explosives. And the multiplication 
of b:1.ttleships is not an economical solution of the 
housing problem. 

The economic waste and destn1ction of modem 
warfare need no emphasis, though many of the most 
overwhelming evils which war brings with it-pcin 
and terror, anxiety and bereavement, hatred and m01al 
degradation, especially among non-combatants-lie 
outside the economic sphere. But it is undeniable that 

' war expenditure, which results in preventing or limiting 
· invasion or in securing military victory, 1ndirectly 
diminishes the economic loss which invasion or defeat 
would otherwise have caused. It is even possible that, 
in exceptional circumstances, a short and successful 
war may bring to a community ;>sa whole a balance of 
econ.2!,!}i£.gain, and nearly every war brings gain to a 
favoured few, even among . the vanquished. But, if 
the speeches of statesmen are the key to history, s!!f)l 
possibilitio::;s of ecop()micplunder play no part in the 
diplomacy, which from time to time launches a multitude 
of lives upon a sea of death. It is, rather, to the non· 
economic tunes of" national honour," "the defence of 
liberty " and " the sanctity of treaties "that the young 
men, on both sides, march away. Economic considera
tions enter, perhaps, only as 'an afterthought, when the -
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time at last arrives to commemorate the glorious dead 
and to draft new treaties of peace to replace the old. 

But the simple economist, unversed in these diplo
matic mysteries, canilot deny that. the services of 
soldiers and sailors, at..J. even of armament manufac
turers, may, under favout~ble conditions, contribute 
to his security and are thus in principle entitled, no 
less than the services of plumbers, scavengers and fire 
brigades, to a place in the "national dividend " of 
utilities. Here, however, as elsewhere, there is need for 1 
economy, in the true sense, and a danger that the~
diversion of resources into this channel may be either 
too great or too small. In time of peace, national 
expenditure on armed forces and their equipment has 
the peculiarity that it is almost wholly determined by 
relative standards. \Vhat each nation aims at is to be 
strong, not absoh;~tely, but relatively to other nations. 
This is admitted on any view of foreign policy. Such 
catch phrases as a" one-power standard," or" two keels 
to one," illustrate it. A fifty per cent reduction in the 
armed forces of all nations would leave them all in much 
the same apparent state of security or insecurity as 
before. And the same is true of a fifty per cent increase. 
But an all-round increase in armed forces, while ad9ing 
nothing to apparent relative security, subtracts economic 
resources from other uses, in which they V"ould have 
made a direct contribution to economic welfare. The 
communities concerned have less economic welfare and 
no greater security .. · In fact, they v.ill almost certainly 
have less security. For this depends, not only upon the 
relative strengtli of armed forces, but upon the state of 
men's minds and the extent to which ther meditate on 
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the possibility of war with their neJghbours. Security, 
in other words, is not only material but psychological. 
And the greater the part which armed forces and armed 
habits of thought play in the life of a community, the 
smaller is the psychological security against war. The 
era of competitive European armaments, which filled 
the statesmen of each country with a~ ever-growing 
fear of their neighbours arid ended in the blundering 
outbreak of I9I4, is sufficient proof of this. It is, 
indeed, very obvious that the cutting down of armed 
forces, all the world over, to the level of an international 
police force would be a condition alike of maximum · 
security and maximum economic welfare. Wh~.t is 
required here is an international agreement for the 
limitation of output. 

Armed forces for defence, or aggression, against 
external foes, fall into the same class as domestic police, 
courts of justice, factory inspectors, and many other 
things, expenditure on which would be largely un
necessary if only men were a little wiser, or more imagina
tive, or more honest, than they are. It is ·to be sharply 
distinguished from that other class of expenditure, on 
education for instance, which will always be necessary, 
either from public or from private funds, whatever 
changes may take place in average human conduct 
or outlook. 

§ 4· We may now return to the effects of public 
expenditure upon people's ability to work and save. 

Just as taxation will reduce a man's ability to work, 
if it diminishes his efficiency, so public expenditure will 
increase it, if it increases his efficiency. This opens a 
wide field for socially desirable expenditure, which will 
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be further considered below under the head of diversion 
of economic resourct·s. But it may be pointed out 

1

. here that grants in money Il1~}'. inc!_e~~ Jhe e~:i_~n~y, 
not.§.9_l!ll)Ch ()f _the direct recipi_t:tl~~- as of !_h_eir ~hildren 
in th~ iuture, · This i!i an important part of the case 

. for widows' pensions cmd similar proposals. Further, 
certain grants in kind, .such as educational and medical 
S•'rvices and even, perhaps, house accommodation at 
'' ,meconomic rents," will do more to increase efficiency 
than equivalent grants in money, which would often be 
spent to less good purpose.' Such reactions of grants 
upon· efficiency are one measure of the recipients' 
•• ability to receive," which is analogous· to taxpayers' 
"ability to pay." · 

Again, just as all taxation will reduce the victim's 

l
ability to save, if he has any margin out of which 
saving is possible, so all public expenditure will increase 
the beneficiary's ability to save, in so far as it gives him 
any additional margin of this kind. If [Ioo is taken 
from A by taxation and handed over to B-it matters 
not whether as dividends on War Loan, or as part of a 
civil servant's salary, or on any other pretext-:-the 
increase in B's ability to save offsets the decreat.: in A's 
ability. 

§ 5· ·Turning from effects upon people's ability, to 
effects upon their desire, to work and save, it was argued 
incJia'pterX §. j iliat in -th!s-~respect the expectation 
of future taxation is more important than the fact of 
present taxation. The expt .. ·tation of futur~ ben,efits 
from public expenditure has, like\\" be; an i/npbrta:i1t. 
influence. In many cases the amount of these fut\i.re 
benefits, so far as grants are concemed, is in<'tcpe<tdent 
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of the amount of the recipient's ·future work and saving. 
War pensions and interest on present holdings of War 
Loan are examples. The expectation of such fixed, 
periodical and, so far as the future is concerned, uncon
ditional grants is seldom1 likely to increase desire to 
work or save, and, where demand for income in terms 

. of effort is very elastic, it is likely to decrease this desire 
so much that the effort. put forth. vl'ill produce an 
income smaller by nearly the full amount of the grant. 
But not all grants are thus fixed and unconditional. 

(The prospect of a conditional grant, which will be paid 
{only in the event of sickness or involuntary unemploy· 
ment, will not decre3.se present desire to work. In 
some circumstances it may even increase it,a: Again, -

' lhe prospect of a grant; which i;; not fixed but increases 
;with the future efforts of the recipient, such as a bounty 
/(\11 his earnings or savings, FOnld, unless demand for 

·''ip.conie was very elastic, increase his desire to work or 
save. But grants of this kind are not often feasible 
in practice. On the other hand, the prospect of a 
grant, which diminishes with the future efforts of the 

~ recipient, will certainly check his desi.re to work and 
save. It is a defect of the British old age pension system 
that it acts in this way. This defect could be completely 
remedied b)l malting the pension payable in full, without 

' deduction, to all persons reaching the pensionable age. 

• Though sometimes the expectation of a· small fixed minimum 
income in the future will, by creating a foundation. of security, make 
it seem more worth while· to build on this foundation than it would 
have been to start building without it. 

• Expenditure designed to preven tunemployment may also prevent 
that decreased desire to work, which, after long spells of unemploy· 
ment, often accompa.ni~ ()e~rea.seQ. ability to wQr~ See,Ch. :xz, 
§ ~. 
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But this, though it would save c~rtain administrative 
expenses, would involve the grant of pensions to 
millionaires, which would seem to be an unjustifiable 
extravagance. A partial and less expensive remedy 
would be found in making a deduction from the full 
pension in the case ·of persons whose income, apart 
from the pension, was in excess of a certain amount, 
but in such a way that the deduction was always less 
than the excess. For example, the full pension might 
be paid to all persons reaching the pensionable age, 
whose income apart from the pension was not greater 
than £2 a week, and a deduction of 6d. a week might 
be made from the full pension for every shilling by which 
the weekly it:1come exceeded £2. But this would only 
be a partial remedy, since the deductions would still 
operate, in the case of persons subject to them, to reduce 
the net i11come from a given amount of work and saving.· 
Where, therefore, demand for income was elastic; there 
would still be some check to the desire to work and save. 

§ 6. We may now go on to consider the effefts _on 
production of ~io_n~. due to pub)ic expenditure, of 
econop1i~ resources as between different_ employments 
and localities. T_aking first. diversions as between 
different "employments, the special case of expenditure 
on armed forces has already been discussed. Akin to 
this are all other cases of expenditure designed, accord4 

ing to the classification adopted in Chapter XVI, § 2, 

\~o keep the social life of the community secure ~d 
ordered. All that can be said of such expenditure, in 
the present connection, is that it should be governed 
by the principle of economy. The advantage of a 
little more security and order must be balanced against 

u 
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the disadvantage of doing without those other com
modities and services, which would otherwise have been 
produced. Too much, no less than too little, may be 
s~ent upon ~ecurity and order, and upon the pomp and 
public display which are often thought to be incidental 
to these blessings. 

When, however, we tum to that other category of 
expenditure, which is designed to make the sec!JI~,? a11d 
ordered life of th~cornmun!.ty better worth living, there 
is something more to be said. It has been pointed out 
in Chapter X,§ II, that grants, or subsidies, to particular 
industries may sometimes be beneficial to production . 

. In more general terms, the dive~n, through public~ 
· expenditure, of ecoromic resources into .particular· 
employments will sometimes increase production. Such l. 

diversions-may be brought about either by ~i~~s to · 
private enterprises or by ru:r:~ng £U~li~ eP:terptj.~es at 

1 

a loss, which is made good out of general taxation.1 

Ag<ljn1 such diversions may either promote· the pro
duction of particul~!' consumable commodities and 
services, or may take the form of a diverSion of resources 
from pro'visi<:>!l for the present to provision for the 
future, and thus to the building up of f_t.rj:ure pro~uctive 
power. · 

I -§ 7. It is in order to secure a more effective I 
economic provision for the future that the most far
reaching djversions may l:le justified. Apart from the~ 
intervention of public authorities, too little provision 1 

of this kind is made, and that which is made is badly 
composed. Too little provision is made, because there 
are very few people, who do not to some -extent discount· 

I See Ch. XIV, §§ s-6. 
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:the future, and especially the more distant future. 1 

l\Iost people prefer, for example, to spend £roo now 
rather than to have £ros to spend a year hence. And 
they prefer £roo for themselves now rather than, say, 
£r,ooo for themselves, or, in the event of their death, 
for some other person, tpirty years hence. Again, 
what provision is made is badly composed, in the sense 
that too large a proportion takes the form of material 
capital and too small a proportion takes the form of, 
human capital and of knowh:idge. For the rate of 
interest obtainable by an individual from a wise 
investment in human capital or in knowledge is gener
ally smaller than that obtainable from an equally wise 
investment in material capital. But, for this very 
reason, the return to the community as a whole is 
generally greater from an increase in the former type 
of investment than from an increase in the latter.~ 

It follows that there is a large field for the inter
vention of public authorities to improve3 economic 
provision for the future and to secure a better balance 
between its component elements. These two objects 
furnish the key to nearly all public expenditure designed 
to increase prqductive power: 

From the point of view of production, those forms of 
. public exper?-diture are socially desirable, which will 
. ' 

! See Ch. III, § 5· 
• For a fuller discussion of the~e important points see Pigou, 

Economics of Welfare, pp. Z4·7 and 773-81; Cannan, Wealth, pp. 
nB and 199-201 ; and my own llfequality of Incomes, pp. 264-8. 
Compa1e also Marshall, Principles o( Economics, p. 6tH. 

S I sav " improve," and 'not merely " increase," because it may 
be argued that a public authority's policy might, indeed, result in 
more resources being set aside for the future, but in their bein&' 
le~" \ tf1c1en tly used than would otherwise have been the case. 
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incn~a§e productive power more than it would be 
inc~eased, . if the . funds required were left in private 
hands. To this category belongs expenditure on (r) 
1!:bt rede!.!J:P..tLon, where the bulk of the money repaid 
willgenerallybereinvest<.~dx; (2) objects such ag@vyay 
g~y~~£EI?::J?.~-~l2_U.e.~_c~y.l:t.t_r.ies, irriga!!.~n_and af!E!.esta-. 
tion; which may be expected to yield large _returns 
ill the long run, but.n()tjn the immediate future, and 
which .49_ not .. then;fore, attract tl:l.e. priyate investor; 
(3) the incr~~.\1: ofJ{!lo.wledge, by the encouragement il 
resear(;h and uw:ention, and, as regards opportunities of 
employment, by the maintenance of employment 
exchanges; (4) education a11d...training; (5) public 
hea,Uh.; and (6) expei-iditure-in aid of insur3.!Jce against 
unemployment and .cerhiin other risks outside the 

·control ofi:he insured person. 
There are,' of course, limits to the amount that can 

be advantageously spent by public authorities on these 
objects, but there are .~_<?1lg grou!ld~ f?~_be}ieyi.ng Jha t 
these limits lie well aheadof mosL:~,ctual exp~nditures. 
The general principle, which is applicable; is that in : 
'all these directions ~~S!!l!,J;ginal.r.et:\11;11 ... t(). J~~ _cqro~ 

~ ~unity.~s Jt .,Y:.J:lole.._is J~kely to be greater. than the 
'Jpargjp.~l r~Jtp:n ~ anticipa,ted by those. individuals. w:Qo 
are able to undertake such. ex_p~n_Qi.t].lre. Hence 

.. increased ·putiuc·expenditui:e.in ·~u these directions is 
• desirable, with a view to b~.!).~ that_gjstrLt~t~
. tion .o~cQmm.unity's J'CSour~es .. b~!w.een diff~;:ent 
eniployl!!.ents, which will give the maximum future 
prodw:;tivity. 

' For further discussion of the ptoblem of debt redemption· see 
Ch. XXIll. 
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This principle is already to some extent admittec 
in this country in the ·case of free educat!91!..Paid fo1 
out of the rates and taxes, o!.free libraries paid foJ_Ep1 
of the rates, of public baths and wash-houses run at a 
lo_ss_made good~ of th; rates, and in.Itla.ny oth~ 
cases. There is much to ·be said for the extension of 
the principle to cover the supJ;?.!Y of working-class l!.quses 
at uneconomic_rents, and of bread, clothing and other 
necessaries' of life below costprice, and also for the 
further extension. of free education and' free medical 
services, in the interests of the development of human 
efficiency. · A subsidy to private savings is als~, l'!-t first 
sight, defensibl~, with the object of stimulating saying. 
But not all these possible extensions are simultaneously 
practjcable QD..! iarge scale, anCJ.Jtis_pecesS.!J.n'.!O balance\ 
their_ compar~1i_ve effec~s in relation to the effects on 
production of raising the necessary funds. · 

· · Further, it is a matter for consid~ration, in each 
particular case, whether the object in view can be best 
attained by pu)2!f~erpr.t~_or by a sul?ey!ch..tg_pti_vate 
enterprise. In general, however, when account is taken 
of-pc;liticaLd,ifficulties, there. is not much scope for 
subsidies to private industries. Moreover, it is often 
possible to bring about the desired results m<mtJ.atis-' 
factorily by: changes in taxation than byJmbsi~ies from 
publi~;penditure. It is better, fO!'S example, to exempt 

·houses from local rates, than to subsidise them. 
§ 8. Diversions, through public expenditure, of 

I economic resources as between different localities will 
:sometimes increase productive power. A distribution 
of grants from a central exchequer to local authorities, 
in such a way as to s~imulate the latter in the efficient 



CHAPTER XIX 

' 
THE EFFECTS OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON 

DISTRIBUTION 

§ T. A s~udy of theeffects of public expenditure 
on distribution involves a discussion on parallel lines 
to that of Chapter XI, on the effects of taxation on· 
distribution. The parallelism is complete so far as 
that part of public expenditure, which consists of grants 
conferring special benefit on individuals, is concerned. 
We may, therefore, begin with public expenditure of 
this sort.· ' 

1
, Those who find Wagner's" socio-political" View of 

taxation har.d to swallow, will find it a ·still harder 
saying that, other things being equal, that system of 
public expenditure is most desirable, which lias the 
strongest tendency to reduce, . within limits, the 

i inequality of incomes. ;Yet this follows logically from 
~ the view that a less unequal distribution is desirable. 

. § 2. As was pointed out in Chapter XVI, § 3, a 
particular grant, like a particular tax, may be regressive, 1 

proportional or progressive. A grant is regressive· if, 
the smaller the recipient's ·income,. the smaller the 
proportionate addition made by the grant. It is 
rrogressive if, the smaller the recipient's. income, the 
larger the proportionate addition.· It is proportional . 
if, . whatever the size of the recipient's income, the 
proportionate addition is the same. Thus a universal 
and unHorm old age pc;nsion payable to all who attain 
a certain age would be progressive as between the 

~" I . 
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recipients,- while interest on :British War Loan is 
probably, in the whole, regressive as between the 
recipients. More generally, a system of grants, like a 
system of taxes, may ~ regressive, proportional or 
progressive either over the whole body of citizens, or 
over particular groups of grant recipients. . . 
, A progressive grant system undoubtedly tends to 
I reduce the inequality of incomes. So, probably, does a 
'proportional, or even a mildly regressive, grant system. 
'But a more sharply regressive grant system tends to 
·increase inequality. On the other hand, the sharper the 
1progression, the stronger the tendency to reduction.r 
jConsiderations of distribution, therefore, lead us toward 
~he most sharply progressive grant system that is 
practicable. The principle of minimum sacrifice in the 
distribution of taxation runs parallel to the principle of 
maximum benefit in the distribution of grants. As 
pointed out above, a rough approximation to the latter 
principle would be a grant system, which brought all 
incomes below a certain amount up to that amount, and 
added nothing to any income greater than that amount. 
Th~ policy of the National Minimum embodies the first 
part of fhl:s idea, but the second part is not practically 
attainable, at any tate while large public debts 
remain, and considerations of production limit the 
height at which national minimum standards can 
advantageously be set. But the case for a considerable 
degree of progression may be taken to be firmly 
established. . 

\Vhen grants take the form, not of money payments, 
but of particular services or ~om~odities, such as free 

• Compare Ch. XI. § a • ... 
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medical treatment or education, itis often difficult to 
assess these at their money value to -the recipients. 
But, as was pointed out in the last chapter, such grants_ 
will ofteri increase the economic welfare of their 
recipients, and also the· productive power of the 
community, to a much greater extent than eqUivalent 
money grants would do. 

The question of subsidies, referred to in the last 
chapter from the point of view of production, may 
also be looked at from the point of view of distribution. 
Thus a bread subsidy operates as a progressive grant, 
while a subsidy on private savings would be regressive.' 
Given a great inequality of incomes, the case for 
progressive ·subsidies is strengthened. 

§ 3·. The effect of grants upon distribution may be/ 
modified by their reactions· upon individual incomes. 
If the prospect of a grant causes a person to work or 
save less than he would otherwise have done, the effect 
of the grant in increasing his income will be- diminished, 
and in the opposite case its effect vvill be increased. 
But this class of problem is covered by the discussion 
in the last chapter. 

Again, distribution would be affected, and the 
inequality of incomes reduced, by educational expendi
ture on a scale sufficient to enable the younger genera
tion to move in large numbers from the worse paid to. 
the better paid occupations and thereby to reduce 
considerably the differences between the higher and the 
lower rates of pay. 

§ 4· So far we have been considering' effects upon 
distriqution, in the sense of effects upon the inequality 
of incomes. Grants may improve distribution simply 
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: by diminishing this inequality. But t~ h1ay also 
, improve ~- by adjusting individual incomes more 
closely to individual, or family, needS during different 
periods. The latter sort of improvement is the aim of 
much modem legislation, as, for example, the pro
vision, wholly or partly out.of public funds, of old ag~ 
pensions, sick benefit, unemployment benefit, maternity 
benefit, widows' pensions and so forth. There is some 
parallelism here wit~ the adjustment of taxation to the 
domestic circumstances of the taxpayer • 

., From the point of view of distribution, expenditure 
according to ability to receive,' ·the correlative of 
taxation according to ability to pay, is achieved, when, 
corre.;ponding to a given expenditure, the maximum 
addition is made to economic welfare. 

§ 5. We may now turn from grants conferring 
special benefit on particular persons to grants conferring 
common benefit on all members of a particular class. 
The effect;'Of"ilie ·lat~r upon distribution are niore 
difficult to trace, and the dividing line between the 
two sorts of grants is not clear cut. But common 
benefit is sometimes clearly traceable, as, for ·example, 
when grants-in-aid from the central exchequer .benefit 
local ratepayers, when local expenditure increases the 
value of fixed property and thus benefits local land
owners, when expenditure on roads benefits motorists, 
or when expenditure on a public park confers a common 
benefit on all who use it. . 

Again, the benefit of security is common to all 
members of the community, except a few criminals. 
But this benefit cannot be accurately allocated as 
between different people. It is, indeed; clear that, the 
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· greater a man's wealth, the greater the benefit which 
he derives from security of possession. But the relative 
advantage, which accrues to people of different degrees 
of wealth, from the protection of life and property and 
the prevention of military invasion, cannot be estimated 
with any approach to precision. 



CHAPTER XX 

SOME OTHER EFFECTS OF PUBLIC 
EXPENDITURE 

§ r. In concluding our study of" the economic 
effects of public expenditure, attention may bedrawn 
to a few additional points. . 

1 
Just as the cost of collection of taxes is an import?-nt 

·~criterion of the efficiency of a tax system, so the cost 
· of administration of policies involving public expenditure 
1 is an important criterion of the success of such policies. 
If the cost of administration is greater than it need be 
in order to obtain a given result, this is equivalent to 
a diminution of production, through the waste of labour 
and materials. .Many popular accusations of waste and 
inefficiency made against public departments are based 
on ignorance and exaggeration. But there is no doubt 
that the cost of public administration is sometimes 
excessive in relation to the results obtained. This opens 
up large questions, which cannot be pursued here, of 
the organisation of public departments, both national 
and local, and of how far they might adopt the business 
methods appropriate to private firms. But it is very 
desirable that public departments should cultivate to 
the full what may be described as a marginal sense, and, 
with the aid of cost accounting in suitable cases, should 
balance the advantage of a small increase in their 
activitiei against its cost. In some cases clear thinking . 

171 
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on these lines will point to. tP,e need for an increase, 
rather than a .. decrease, of expenditure. The policy 
embodied in the Factory and Trade .:Board Acts, for 
example, cannot be properly carried out without an 
·inc_rease in the inspectorate of the Home Office and the 
Ministry of Labour .. And, again, according· to the 

. official. evidence given before the Income Tax Commis
sion, a comparatively small increase in the staff of the 
Inland Revenue· Department would enable a large 
additional revenue to be collected. 

§ 2. A special point referred to in Chapter XII, 
§ 3 is the possibility of steadying the demand for labour 
and · thereby. diminishing unemployment. Public 
expenditure devoted to this purpose may both increase 
the economic welfare of those directly affected and may 
result in the more effective use of the community's 
productive power, .a large part of which, in the shape 
of labour,. capital and organising power, not merely 

. lies idle,. but dyteriorates during periods of · trade 
depression. 

This policy may take various forms. The least 
ambitious ofthese requires only that a public authority 

i _shall keep its 'own demand for various kinds of labour 
as steady, as. possible, and not allow it to fluctuate in the 
same direction as private demand for the same kinds of 
labour. Thereisnotmuchin this, and public authorities 
could easily succeed in going thus. far. / 

. Carrying the policyastagefurther,'a-p'~blicauthority,\ 
witho.ut undertaking any special enterprises in periods 1 
of trade depression, may . so arrange its ordinary :' 
expenditure, as, between different years, or· even as 
between different seasons of the same year, that the 
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public demand for various kinds of labour fluctuates 
in the opposite direction to the private demand for the 
same kinds of labour. This does not involve any greater 
public expenditure over a period of years, but only a 
change in the distribution of this expenditure through 
time. It may even involve. a smaller expenditure 
than would otherwise have been necessary, since prices 
of stores and other materials and wages of labopr are 
generally lower when trade is bad than when it is good., 

Carrying the policy a stage further still, a public · 
1 authority may, when trade is bad, itself undertake · 
1 special enterprises, in the form of public works, or inay •. 
make grants in aid of enterprises undertaken by 
subordinate authorities or even by private firms. The 
increased public demand for labour thus created, . 
whether financed by taxation or public loans, will be 
partly offset by a decreased private demand for the same· 
or other kinds of labour,· For part of the funds trans
ferred to the public authority by taxpayers and 
subscribers to public loans would otherwise have been 
spent in creating such private demand. l But only . 
part would have been spent in .this way and there Will 
be a net increase in the demand for labour, and he,nce 
a net reduction in unemployment, in so far as accumu
lated stocks of goods are drawn· upon, which would 
otherwise have lain idle. \,Especially in the early stages 
of a trade depression, large stocks of this kind are 
available. Further, the_ unemployed and , their 
dependents are in any case maintained out of the 
proceeds of ta~es, public loans or other sources of pn blic 
or private contribution. If useful public works are 
undertaken, and especially if these are of such a kind 

. I 
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that. wages form a ·large proportion of their cost, a 
given in~rease in expenditure; as compared with what 

. would be required for the mamtenance of the Unem
ployed in idleness, will result in a comparatively large 

·increase· in employment and in production.· 
There is, therefore, considerable scope for a policy, 

by which public authorities will thus help to steady 
, the demand for labOur and diminish the great waste 
1of productive power which trade depressions involve. 
But such -a policy cannot do very much to reduce 
unemployment, the chief causes of which are connected 
with fluctuations ill the value of money and in the yield 
of crops and wi.th the failure of large sections of the 
business world ·to form reasonably correct estimates 
of future conditions or to. learn from past experience of 
trade cycles. 

§ 3· .· The discussion .contained in this anq the two 
preceding chapters indicates the wide range of objects 
which wise public expenditure may serve. We may 
bring this. part of our enquiry to an end by emphasising 
onc(') more the fundamental propo~ition, which in 
different aspects has been emphasised s.everal times 

, before. The centr<;tl problem of public finance is no 
1
: less, and no mor~, than the problem of securing the. best 
\disposal of the economic resources of the community, 
i m so far as public authorities can influence their 
disp~sal. · · · 
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PUBLIC DEBTS 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC 
DEBTS 

§I. It has been observed in Chapter IV. that one 
Tl"'ethod, by which a public authority may obtain 
income, is by borrowing. The proceeds of such 
public borrowing form part of public receipts, or public 
income. On the other hand, the payment of interest 
on, and the repayment of the principal of, the public 
debts thus created form part of public expenditure, 
The correlative of public debts is public assets. The , 
debts of most national governments, however, greatly 
exceed their assets, chiefly because most of these debts 
are war debts. But some public authorities, especially 
local authorities, most of whose debts have been incurred 
in the purchase of l;:tnd and material capital, and still 
more those authorities, which have owned land and 
other natural resources from the beginning, have 
assets in excess of their debts. · 

A distinction is often drawn between "reproductive 
debt "-a rather absurd phrase-and "deadweight 
debt." The former is debt which is fully covered, or 
balanced, by the possession of assets of equal value : 
the latter is debt to wliich no existing assets correspond. 
Public debt, which is fully covered by public assets, 
is analogous to the capital of a company, and the 
creditors of the public authority are analogous to 
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debenture holders in such a companv. The interest 
due to them is no!111ally obtained fr~m the income
yielding power of the assets; or, in other words, is 
normally paid out . of income derived by the public 
authority from the ownership of property or the 
conduct of enterprises. The interest on deadweight 
debt, on the other hand, must be obtained from some 
other sou:rce of public income, generally, that is to say, 
from taxation.. It is significant of the usual relation of 
public debts to public assets in the modern world that 
there is no. commonly recognised distinction between 
public .assets which are subject to a mortgage of debt, 
a11d those which are free from such a mortgage. If 
it were a common occurrence for the assets of a public 
~uthority to ex<;eed its debts, such a distinction would 
be familiar. 

·§ 2. Public debts, or, if we choose to look at .them 
from the o~Ide:-p~~.!i~~~ may be classifi~d in 
various ways. In the.:first place, a loanmay be either 
voliiiita.i'y-"or compulsory. A compulsory, or forced, 
loan is a rarity in modern public finance, and rightly so, 
for it combines the disadvantages, while lacking the 
corresponding advantages, of both a tax; and a voluntary 
loan. The chief advantage of .a voluntary loan, as 
compared with a tax, is that different individuals are 
free, according to their circumstances and inclinations, 
to subscribe as much or as little as they please. But 
this disadvantage is lacking ins a forced loan, which 
must be compulsorily sqbscribed"by different individuals 
on the same basis as a tax. The chief advantage of a 
tax, as compared with a yoluntary loan, is that it leaves 
behind it no trail of charges for interest and repayment 
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of pri~cipal to disturb subsequent Budgets. But this 
advantage, again, is lacking in a forced loan~ though 
the rate of interest on the latter niay be lower. than on 
~voluntary loan. · · 

In the second place, a ~ m_!Y be eith,e_rjntemal· 
O!,!!Y;_JE!l.!. A loan is internal,1l subscribed by persons 
or institutions within the area controlled by the public 
authority which raises the loan ; it is external, if sub
scribed' by persons or institutions outside this area.• 
It is obvious that, though an internal loan may be · 
either voluntary or forced, an external loan must, 
except under military or other coercion, be voluntary. 
The most important difference between an internal and 
an external loan is that, whereas the former only! 
involves transfers of wealth within the. borrowing 
community-which in this case is the same as. the 
lending community-the latter involves, first, a transfer 
of wealth from the lending to the borrowing com~ 
munity, when the loan is made, and second, a transfer 
in the reverse direction, when interest is paid or principal 
repaid. An external loan may, of course, be gradually 
transformed into an internal loan through the purchase 
by members of the debtor ~ommunity of public 
securities held . by foreigners. Similarly, an internal 
loan may be gradually transformed into an external 
loan by sales to foreigners of public securities held by 
me:mbers of the debtor community. 

§ j. In the third place, a loan may or may not be
1
', 

•• funded." The corr~~tive to funded debt is som~ 
. times taken to be .. unfunded:' and sometimes to be ' 
., floating," debt. In common usage~. including that 
of official government publications, there is some 
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confusion of terms here, which is apt to lead to confusion 
of ideas. The important point is the date at ;vhich the 
principal of the debt must be repaid by the borrower, _ 

': that.is to say, by the public authority. Funded debt, i 
' as contrasted with unfunded debt,. means debt, the 
. principal of which need never be repaid, such as British ' 
: (;on$ols. Unfunded debt, consequently, means debt, the 

principal of which must be repaid not later than some 
fixed date in the future. In this sense all the British 
national debt, except Consols, and all tbe debt of British 
local authorities, is unfunded debt, and it is in this sense 
that the terms funded and unfunded debt are used in 
the annual British Finance Accounts. On the other, 
hand, funded debt; as contrasted with floating debt,· 
means debt which need not be repaid for some. 
little time, \vhereas floating debt means debt which~ 
must be repai'd within that same little time. " A 
little time" is, of course, a vague expression, but it is 
defin~d for this purpose, by common usage, ·as a 
period of a year. Thus the British floating debt is 
commonly said to consist of Treasury Bills, now all 
repayable after three months, though in the past some 
have been repayable after six and others after twelve 
months, and of Ways and Means Advances from the 
Bank of England and from various Public Departments, 
repayable after three months. The rest of the British 
national debt, including both Consols, which need never 
be repaid, and the miscellaneous collection of war and 
post-war debts, which must be repaid by dates more 
than a year ahead, is in this sense funded debt, It 
should be noticed that funded debt in this second sense, 
unless it is also funded debtin the first sense, will sooner 
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ror later tum into floating debt, as its date of repay
ment approaches. Such funded debt, like a boat 
which seems securely beached on the shore, is sooner 
or later floated off on the rising tide of time. Consols, 
alone of British government debts, lie securely above 
time's high water mark. . 

Now the distinction between debt which need not, 
and debt which must, be repaid soon is much more 
important in practice than the distinction between debt 
whic4 need never be repaid and debt whicth must be 
repaid some time. For it is the near approach of the 
obligation to repay large sums, which is· a disturbing 
factor in the· calculations of Finance Ministers. The 
process of " funding the floating debt " is designed to 
remove this disturbing factor by borrowing for a term 
of years in order to repay the floating debt which is 
" maturing "in the immediate future. But" funding " 
in this sense does not necessarily, nor usually, mean~ 
postponing repayment indefinitely. The distinction 
first noticed between funded and unfunded debt should, 
therefore, be abandoned, both because it is unimportant 
for practical purposes, and because it is a source of 
'confusion of terms, as, for instance, when the British 
Funding Loan, designed to fund the floating debt in 
1919, and repayable between 1960 and 1990, is excluded 
in the Finance Accounts from the category of" funded 
debt." 

But, looking to the essence of the distinction between 
funded and floating debt, we see that there is no special 
sanctity about the period of one year, which is commonly 
taken to tnli.fk the dividing line between the two. The 
pru:ient Finance Minister will look more than a year 

' I . 
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ahead and should be hardly less disturbed by the 
prospect of heavy maturities within the :.1ext few years 
than by the size of the floating debt as commonly 
defined.x 

§ + It should be added that the fact that a debt 
is not repayable before a certain date does not, of 
course, prevent a public authority from purchasing 
its own securities on the Stock Exchange at any time 
at their current price, and then cancelling them. The 
phrase "not repayable" means not compulstm1y 
repayable at par, or. at whatever the price fLxed for 
repayment, when the debt was contracted. To make ' 
debts not repayable, in this sense, before a distant date, 
is an additional inducement to lenders, if they anticipate 
that the rate of interest is going to fall. For the public 
authority is then binding itself not to take advantage 
of this fall in order to convert the debt into another at 
a lower rate .of interest. For example, if a government 
borrows at six per cent. at par, and if, a few years later, 
the rate of interest falls to five per cent., it can then 
borrow at five per cent. and with the proceeds of this 
new loan, unless it .has bound itself not to do so, can 
compulsorily repay the old, thus saving one-sixth of its 
annual interest charges, while the original lenders on 
reinvesting their money will only be able to obtain 
five-sixths of their previous interest on the same class 

t A further example of confusion of terms may be dted. A 
pernicious proposal has recently been made that the British G<lvem· 
ment should "fund war pen~dons,~~ which means that it should 
borrow the money r,;quired to pay these pensions instead of paving 
them out of the proceeds of taxation. The use ol the term " fund " 
in this connection is quite inappropriate, though it may convey 
to inexpert n'lfds a vague and comforting suggestion of financial 
l'ec ti tude. ' 
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of security. On the other hand, to make debts repay~ 
able at an early date is an additional inducement to 
lenders, if they anticipate that the rate of interest-is 
going to rise. For they will then be protected against 
capital depreciation and will be able, when repaid, to. 
reinvest their money at the higher rate and so to obtain 
a larger annual interest. 

There are other additional inducements, which may 1 
be offered to lenders by a borrowing public authority, I 
such as exemption from its own taxation of the income; 
'from its own securities, the right to tender these securi
ties at a price above the market price in payment of 
taxes, the right· of conversion into subsequent loans, 
if issued at a higher rate of interest, the right to repay
ment at a premium, and so on. Additionalinducements 
of this kind are substitutes for the higher rate of interest 
,Qn the loan which would otherwise have to be offered 
in order to induce sufficient_subscriptions. And most 
,of them are bad substitut~ .• _Jn particular. so far as 
:internal debt is concerned, the exemption of public 
securities, or the .income ft'om them, from all future 
taxation is highly undesirable, hampering the discretion 
of future Finance Ministers and introducing tiresome 
complications into the tax system. The British 
Government, except in one unimportant instance, did 
not yield to this temptation during the war. But 
certain other governments yielded with mechanical · 
regularity. The British Government has been less 
happy in its concession, by which Victory Bonds, 
issued at £85 for a £Ioo Bond and for a long while 
quoted below 85 on the Stock Exchange, may be offered 
at their face value in payment of death duties. If, in 
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any given year, all death duties were paid in this way, 
and if the market value of the Bonds were So, the 
effective yield of the death uuties, or, alternatively, the 
effective rates of tax, would be reduced by twenty per 
cent., and other taxation, probably less satisfactory in 
its economic effects, would have to be imposed in order 
to make up the deficit. 

§ 5. As a rule, public debts bear interest at a 
, fixed rate. This leads to various results, which 

will be mentioned later. There is a strong case· 
for making the. rate of interest on new public debts 
vary in accordance with changes in the general 
r;J.te of interest, or with changes in the general level 
of prices, or with these two sets of changes taken in 
combination. 

To make the rate vary with the general rate of 
interest alone would make the date of repayment a 
matter of indifference to lenders. · It would auto
matically secure the advantage of conversion to the 
public authority when the general rate of interest fell 
and to lenders when it rose. 

To make the rate vary with the general level of prices 
alone would prevent an increase in the real burden of 
the debt as prices fell. This advantage, for reasons 
which will appear later, would outweigh the disadvantage 
of preventing a decrease in the burden of the debt as 
prices rose and would remove one of the apparent 
advantages to a public authority of depreciating its 
currency . by the issue of large quantities of paper 
money. It would also, in periods of falling prices, do 
something to satisfy the sense of justice of wage
earners, whose money wages'were being reduced. 
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To make the rate vary with changes in the rate of 
interest and in . the price level taken in combination 
would produce results, the details of which would depend 
on the relative magnitude of the two sets of changes. 

The proposal ,to substitute a .variable for a fixed 
rate of interest would probably encounter prejudice 
on the part of a large section of investors, who 
are still. ignorant or distrustful of the principle 
of index · numbers. But there is reason to believe 
that this section is diminishing in numbers as a 
result of the educative influence of recent economic 
history. , ' · · i · 

§ 6.. It has already been remarked that, so far as 
most national governments, and particulafly European· 
governments, are concerned, the bulk t1 their public 
debt is deadweight debt incurred for the· purposes of 
war. This is not a' new development since I9I4. The 
British Government for several hundred years has · 
increased its debt by a large percentage . at each 
successive war, by which our history is illuminated, and 
has never succeeded in wiping out these increases before 
the outbreak of the next war in the series. The British 
national debt of 1914 was, in part, incurred during the 
·wars against the French more than a hundred years 
before. Nor was the British Government peculiar in 
thus preserving from generation to generation financial~ 
mementos pf "old, unhappy, far off things, and battles. 
long ago." Other governments showed a like venera
tion for the past, each according to its antiquity and 
its historic capacity to fight and to. borrow~ But an 
historical explanation is not a justification. If past . 

· generations had b~en wiser, ·the present generation 
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would now be happier and less heavily burdened. But 
reflections on the past are a digression. :Here we are 
concerned with the present and future burden of public 
debts, and in the next chapter we shall study more 
closely the nature of this burden. 



CHAPTER XXII .. 

THE BURDEN OF PUBLIC DEBTS 

§ I. The nature of· th~ burden of a deadweight 
public debt is often misunderstood. The direct burden 
upon a comm~. itY. f an external debt is, indeed, a 
simple matter. uring any given period the direct 
money burde 's mea.;;ured by the sum of money 
payment~ in intere.'5t and repayment of prirrcipal, to 
external creditors, while the direct real· 'burden. is 
measured by the loss of economic welfare, which these 
money payments involve, to members of the debtor 
community. If the direct ll}QD.ey burden is given,. the 
direct !!:!! burden will vary according to the pro
portions in which various members of the community 
contribute to the required ptoney payments. If. the 
latter are made mainly by Ule· rich, the direct real 
burden will be smaller than if they are made mainly, 
by the poor. Putting it another way, the money 
paymeuts are used by the external creditors to obtain 
goods and services, which would otherwise. have been at 
the disposal of members of the debtor community; 
The latter are, therefore, deprived of goods and 
services to this amount, ·and the amount of direct rt:-al 
burden will depend on the way in which this deprivation 
is distributed, · 
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The indirect burden1 of an external debt arises from 
the check to the productive power of the community 
due, first, to the taxation required to meet the debt 
charges, and, second, to the probable check to public 
expenditure which would promote production. It is 
'similar in character to the indirect burden of an internal 
debt and can best be discussed under that heading. 
The paradoxical idea is some.times put forward, 
~specially in connection with war indemnities, which 
are only a special case of external debt, that the 
obligation' to make external money payments stimulates 
the productive power of the debtor ,community and 
increases. the steadiness of employment within it. If 
this were so, an external debt would give rise to no 
indi~·ect burden, but to an indirect benefit, which might 
even outweigh the direct burden. But this idea is 
mistaken:. The need to make external money pay
ments on a large scale may, indeed, stimUlate produc
tion, and hence employment, in trades working for 
export. This stimulus w111 be increased if, and so long 
as, the external value of the community's money is 
falling faster than its internal valne.~ 1,3ut this is nota 
net stimulus to production and employment in• the 
debtor community. It is only. a stimulus to one set 
of trades at the expense of another, resulting in a 
div~rsion of resources, which will generally be harmful. 

§ 2. The character of an· internal debt is quite 
different. Here we· are dealing, not with a debtor 

1J t is not neqessarr to distinguish here between the indirect 
money burden and the indirect real burden of debt. 

• This ~pansion of exports is also liable to check production and 
cause unemployment in the corresponding branches of industry 
in the creditor community and, indeed, in other communitiea IU 
well. But that is another story •. 
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community in relation to a body of external creditors, 
but with debtorS and creditors within the same com
munity. Thus all transactions connected with 'an 
internal debt resolve themselves into a series of transfers 
of wealth within the community. It follows that there 
can never be any direct money burden, or direct money 
benefit, of an internal debt: For all the money pay
ments cancel out. A, as a taxpayer, makes certain 
payments, for interest on the debt or repayment of 
principal, and these payments, minus a small proportion 
to cover the expenses of management of the debt, are 
received by B, who is a public creditor by reason of his 
holding of war loan or other public securities. Very 
often A and B are the same person. 

The debt will involve a direct real burden or 1 
a direct real benefit to the community, according . 
as this series of transfers from taxpayers to public j 

creditors increases or decreases the inequality of 1 

incomes. The question, therefore, depends upon 
the distribution of taxation. on the one hand, and of · 
public securities on the other, among different members 
of the community. Roughly speaking, there will be 
a direct real burden,· if the proportion of taxationt 
paid by the rich is smaller than the proportion. of 
public securities held by the rich. There will be a 
direct real benefit if it is larger. If the British debt 
consisted exclusively of Savings Certificates held by 
wage earners, and if British taxation consisted 

• It i1 impossible, in an ordina.ry budget, to separate the tu:es 
which go to pay debt charges from the taxes which go to pay for 
armaments or education. But we can calculate the proportion of 
the debt charges to the total apenditure, and can then legitimately 
usume that this same proportion of the t&:l:es paid by any individual 
roea to pay debt charges. . 
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exclusively of income tax and death duties on" the 
wealthy, the British debt transactions would involve 
a large direct real benefit to the community. But the 
actual facts are very different from this, both in this 
country and elsewhere. Owing to the large inequality 
of incomes, which is a feature of nearly all modern 
communities, public securities are held mainly by the 
wealthier classes. On the other hand, taxation, even if 
progressive, is seldom likely to be so sharply progressive 
as to counterbalance, among the wealthier classes, the 
income derived from public securities.x In the vast 
majority of actual cases, therefore, and probably in 
all, ail internal debt involves a direct real burden. 
~ § J. Again, as a general rule, an"' internal debt 
involves an additional and indirect burden on a 
community and, as already observed, an external debt 
does the same. One reason for this is that the taxation 
required for the service o~ the debt tends to check 
production, in so far as it reduces taxpayers' ability 
and desire to work and save.1 Another reason is that 
short-sighted "economies" in desirable social expendi
ture, which also tend to check production,3 are particu
larly likely to be made when heavy taxation is required 
to meet debt charges. 

x More precisely, the progressiveness of the tax system is not 
likely to be greater than the regr~ssiveness of the grants paid, in 
the form of interest, to the holder, of public securities. 

~See Ch. x. 
3 Con1pare Chs. XVIIJ -XIX, where it is incidentally pointed 

out that certain sorts of social expenditure, education being the 
leading example, tend not only to increase production, but also to 
red nee the inequality of incomes. To reduce such expenditure is, 
therefore, to impose a two-fold burden on the community, tirst, in 
reduced production and, second, in increased inequality. 
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So far as the evil effects of taxation are concerned, 
it might be supposed at first sight that these would be 
balanced, in the case of internal debt at any rate, by 
the good effects of expenditure to meet the debt 
charges. But this is not so. 

In the case of an external debt, any effect of taxes 
in checking taxpayers' ability to work and save is 
clearly irremediable, so far as the debtor community 
is concerned. For it is the external creditors, and not 
members of the debtor community, whose ability to 
work and save will be increased through the receipt of 
the debt payments. In the case of an internal 
debt, the position in this respect is distinctly better. 
For, against the reduction of taxpayers' ability to work 
and save must be set the increased ability of internal 
creditors. But even here there is likely to be a net 
loss to the community. For, where the debt involves 
a direct real burden-as in practice it is almost certain 
to do-it is probable that taxation will reduce personal 
effickncy more than the receipt of debt charges will 
increase it. There would thus be a net loss in ability 
to work, while ability to save would be unaffected 9y 
the transfer of income. 

\\'hen we turn from effects u'pon ability, to effects 
upon desire, to work and save, the position is still 
more unsatisfactory. It has been argued in Chapter X 
that it is the taxpayer's elasticity of demand for income 
which determines whether taxation will, or will not, 
check his desire to work and save, but that, on the 
whole, it is often likely to do so. Any loss to production 
through this cause is, again, clearly irremediable in the 
rase of an external debt. In the case 1of an in~emaJ 

X. 
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debt, what we have to consider is the effect, upon the 
desire of internal creditors to work and save, of the 
prospect of receiving year by y~ar an addition to their· 
incomes, irrespective of any work or saving which they 
.may perform. Whatever their elasticity of demand 
for income, this prospect will not increase their desire 
to work and save. On the contrary, it will almost 
certainly reduce it and thereby cause a further loss to 
production and a further increase in the indirect 
burden of the debt. 

There is only Oile argument on the other side, and 
it applies only to internal debt. If internal creditors, 
as a class, have a stronger desire to save than tax
payers, as a class,• it is possible that a transfer of 
wealth from the latter to the former may increase the 
effective desire to save of the community as a whole. 
This possibility counts for something, but not for 
enough to outweigh the. practical certainties on the 
other side. 

§ 4· Nor have we yet come to the end of the sto1y. 
Nearly all deadweight public debts originate in time of 
war and it is a peculiarity of such times that both the 
general level of prices and the rate of interest are 
unusually high, the former owing to reduced production 
combined \vith floods of paper money, the latter owing 
to shortage of real capital combined with a large and 
inelastic government demarid for loans. A public 

. debt, thus originating as a war loan, is almost certain, 
: for the reasons already discussed, to involve both a 

direct real burden and an indirect burden upon the 

1 Each internal creditor counting, in his class. in proportion to 
his re~pts and each taxpayer .in proportion to his payments. 
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warring community. Other things being equal, the 
larger the debt, the heavier the burc""' Now, if the 
debt lingers on, unpaid or unrepudiated, into the 
succeeding period of peace, and if, as is likely to happen 
when economic conditions oecome gradually less 
abnormal, both the price level and the rate of interest 
begin to fall from their war-time heights, the burden 
of the debt does not remain constant. On the contrary, 
it au1orrtaticaUy increases. As prices fall, the amount 
of rearwea!fh,-which ·corresponds l:o a give"n money 
payment, increases and, therefore, the transfer of real 
wealth, by way of interest, from taxpayers to public 
creditors increases and, therefore, both the direct real 
burden and the indirect burden of the debt increase. 
And again, as the rate of interest falls, the market 
value of existing public securities rises and, therefore, 
the ID)ney cost of repayment of a given amount of 
principal increases and, therefore, the transfer of real 
wealth, by way of such repayment, from taxpayers to 
public creditors, increases and here again, therefore, 
the burden of the debt, in both its forms, increases. 
And when the price level and the ril.te of interest fall 
together, these forces making for an increase in the 
burden of the debt aggravate each other. 

§ 5. The argument of the preceding section points 
to the conclusion that deadweight public debts should 
not be lightly created. "The evil that men do lives 
after them" is a motto specially apposite to those 
statesmen who, following tradition and the path of 
least resistance, rely upon internal loans and currency 
inflation, rather than upon straightforward taxation, 
as the chief means of financing war. Their only excuse 
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can be that in a community, which is ignorant of 
economic truths or unduly dominated by _narrow 
sectional interests, the war spirit thrives best and 
"civilian morale" is best maintained on short-sighted 
and unsound fmance. And even this excuse is not 
always a good one. 

But for the carrying out of schemes of economic 
development in time of peace, finance by internal loans 
stands 01,1 a more legitimate footing. For public debts, 
which are the means of creating public assets yielding 
an income sufficient to cover the debt charges, throw 
no burden upon the community. But- even in such 
cases it would often be better to rely more on taxes and 
less on loans, so that, as the schemes matured, there 
should result, not merely no burden, but a positive 
benefit due, in effect, to compulsory and collective 
saving.x Where, however, the total new expenditure 
on such schemes is large and very variable from year 
to year, the inconvenience of correspondingly large 
annual variations in taxation justifies the use, in 
moderation, of internal loans, provided these are repaid 
within a reasonable. time. 

The justification of external loans rests on different 
·grounds. In time of peace external debts may 
legitimately be contracted by governments controlling 
large, undeveloped natural resources, the rapid develop
ment of which is too big a task for their own subjects 

• x New capital expenditure by public authorities is at present 
financed by taxation to a larger extent than is commonly realised 
and this method of securing compulsory collective saving is likely 
to be of increasing importance in the future. In so far as this is so, 
the objection to heavy taxation that it tends to check voluntary 
individual saving loses much of its (orce. 
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tto perform unaided. This is the justification of the 
external debts of the British Dominions and of such 
countries as the Argentine Republic. For taxation,\ 
which is generally preferable .to an internal loan, is not J 
a practicable alternative to an external loan. In time· 
of war, again, an external loan is often the onlyi 
practicable means of financing imports on the scalef 
required. It is sometimes also the most practicable, 
if not the only, means of re-establishing on a tolerable 
basis systems of currency and public finance, which 
war and revolution have shattered. The present 
condition of a number of Eui-opean countries illustrates 
this last situation. 



CHAPTER XXIII 
. . . 

THE REPAYMENT OF PUBLIC DEBTS 

§.I. An obvious way of e~cape from the burden of 
publ):c debts is.to repay them. Another, which may 
seem even more obyious, is to repudiate them.. It is 
worth while to begin by considering this second 
possil:>ility, If contracts between a public authority.! 
and its creditors are repudiated, while other contract!i. 
rexpain in force, a particular group of property owners 
is penalised, while all other groups are unaffected, and 
may even gain through subsequent. reduction of 
taxation. 

1
Thereis a clear argument from equity against 

such a discrimination. If, . on the other hand, all 
contracts involving payments to property oWners are 
repudiated simultaneously, no discrimination against 
a particular group is involved and the previous argument 
fro II). equity loses its force.·· But we are now contempla
ting a social revolution, the results of which would be 
widely held. to be inequitable to property owners as 
a class.. · 

Turning from considerations of equity to probable 
economic consequences, it is obvious that a public 
authority, which repudiates its debts,. whether as a 
mere incident in a social revolution or as an isolated 
act of policy, will have difficulty in floating any further 

ltl 
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loans. This is a strong argul)lent against repudiation, . 
except where the debt to be repudiated is larger than the 
loan likely to be required in the future. 

There is, however, a further . argument against 
repudiation. Particularly in the case of an external 
debt, there will be a danger of provoking aggressive 
action against the repudiating public authority on 'the 
part of the aggrieved creditors. The possible methods 
of aggression are many, overt military action, underhand 

. support of enemies of the public authority, trade boy
cotts, campaigns of., propaganda," and so forth. All 
these methods have been employed by the creditors of 
the Russian Government since 1917, and have inflicted 
great economic injury upon'the Russian people. . There 
is, therefore, on economic grounds alone, a strong case 
against repudiation. . 

The same arguments apply, though with propor
tionately diminished force, to such a partial repudiation 
as the reduction, by 1\ mere decree of the public authority,' 
of the rate of interest on· its existing debts. On the 

. other hand, the reduction of the burden of the debt 
(assumed to be fixed in terms of money), by the 
deliberate depreciation of tbe value of this money 

· through the use of the printing press, or, in other words, 
by currency inflation, though sometimes regarded as 
partial repudiation, stands on a rather different footing. 
It does, indeed, discriminate against external creditors, 
as compared with their fellows who have made more 
fortunate investments. But it discriminates against 
internal creditors, not alone but in company with all 
other recipients of a fixed money income and, to some 
extent, in company with wage-earners, whose money 
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wages tend to rise more slowly thaJl the price level. 
The true objection to currency inflation, however, is,;; 
not that it involves repudiation of debts, for this is 
largely a matter of verbal definition, but that it is an 
unsound policy on more general grounds.x 

§ 2, Except as a mere incident in a social revolution, 
which is not a common event, an effective demand for 
the repudiation, in whole or in part, of an internal debt 
is not likely to arise, unless it is widely felt by those who 
are not public creditors, nor to any large extent property 
owners, that the burden of the debt .is unreasonably 
great, involving them in heavy taxation and preventing 
public expenditure, which they desire. The only real 
safeguard against the. growth of s:uch a. demand is to 
pay off the debt. 

A movement for the repudiation of an external debt 
may arise more easily. It may arise in a country which, 
having been largely developed in the past with the aid 
of external capital, has arrived at a stage of imagined 
independence of external assistance. Even more easily 
.may it arise in a country, whose external debt is a legacy 
of war, whether its creditors be ex-allies or victorious 
ex-enemies. A consciousness of sufficient military or 
economic strength, as compared with its creditors, 

. may then embolden a ·debtor government to lay a 
sharp knife to the legal bonds., which impose upon its 
subjects a continuing tribute to foreigners. The 
existence, even on paper, of large "inter-Allied and 
Associated " government debts and, still more, of 
large reparation debts, is therefore a source of danger 

• See Ch •. XV. 
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both to the world's financial stability and to its peace.• 
It may be added that practically all these debts, in so 
far as they are ever transformed from financiers' dreams 
into real transactions, will involve transfers of wealth 
from poorer to richer communities. Their payment 
would, therefore, tend to diminish the economic welfare 
of the world as a whole. · 

§ 3· We may now tum from repudiation, a topic 
the mere discussion of which may seem disturbing, to 
the more comfortable theme of the/;e.~ent o~.P~J?lic' 
debts. But even here there is not much Immediate 
comf;rt for taxpayers, who are confronted with various 
disagreeable alternatives. -
- The chief decision; which has to be taken, is how fast 

repayment shall proceed. For· the purpose of this 
decision, an external debt is analogous to the debt pf a 
private person, but an internal debt is not. T_!!~I~te .. 
that is to say, at which an external debt should be paid 
off, dep~nds. upOn the wealth_2.Uh.~to!.~.!!~Em.~ity' 
in..!~ to the amq_u~_debt. . The greater the 
wealth, and the smaller the debt, the. faster should the 
debt be paid off, and conversely. . The rate at which ' 
an internal debt should be paid off, turns upon different 
conside-rations, for in this case repayment involves, ' 
not a subtraction from the wealth of the community 
for theoenefifof outsiders, bu:t-:-~~fe~fie~iili 

• So far as financial stability is concerned, the current t:ralit) 
of the business world attaches more sanctity to debts due to private 
investors than to debts due to governments. It is, therefore, an object 
of policy with creditor governments to transform, by the issue and 
sale of bonds, other governments' debts to themselves into debts 
to their own private citizens. A transaction of this kind would 
also, of course, help an embarrassed c:reditor government to balance 
U-• budget lor the time being, 
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within the community. Here there is a strong argument 
for rapid repayment, whatever the wealth of the com
munity and whatever the size of the debt. Indeed, in 
contrast vtith the case of an external debt, the argument . 
for rapid repayment is stronger, the greater the burden 
of the debt, which means, in general, the greater its 
size. . The analogy for the taxpa yeris the choice between 
having an aching tooth out quickly or letting it continue 
to ache. 

If the debt is only repaid slowly, with the aid of a 
coniparati vely small sinking fund; th~ burden of interest 
payments will only decrease slowly· a:nd there will be, 

;:in addition, a long continuing burden due'to the sinking 
fund payments. There is likely, 'theref~re, to be a long 

·sustained check to productivity and to beneficial public 
expenditure. If, on the other hand, the debt, or at any 

··rate a large fraction of it, is repaid rapidly, by means of 
. specia~ out short-lived taxation, the burden of interest 

payments will diminish rapidly, while the additional 
burden of taxation for repayment will be heavy while 
it lasts, but will not last long. The check to pro
ductivity and to beneficial public expenditure will, 
therefore, be greatly lessened in a comparatively short 
time, ·For the eff~ct uponthe budget of large reduc
tions in the debt charges will be. to make possible 
considerable reductions in taxation' simultaneously 
with considerable increases in desirable forms of public 
expenditure. 

On the other side, as against the policy of rapid 
repayment, it may be argued that the heavy taxation 
required, even if short lived, would cause panic in the 
business world, would ruin many businesses and would 
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be administratively unworkable. Now if it were 
evident, on a calm view of the policy proposed, both in 
its principles and details, that its advantages to the 
business world outweighed its disadvantages, there 
would obviously be no ground for reasonable panic. 
Against unreasonable panic, stimula~ed by misunder
standing and even by deliberate misrepresentation, there 
can be no guarantee, and no defence except in argument 
and education. It is not difficult, however, to remove 

- all causes of reasonable panic. 
§ 4· The distribution of the burden of a special 

debt~de..!!.!J21ip~vy. or " capital levy" as it is often 
called, should accord, as closely atnie requirements of 
administrative convenience and simplicity permit, with 
individual "ability to pay." Above a certain level 
of exemption, individuals should be taxed on a pro
gressive scale upon an assessment based upon their net 
wealth, and, in spite of the difficulty of a capital valua
tion, there is little doubt that wealth should be 
interpreted, for this purpose, to mean. capital rather than 

\
income. Such a debt-redemption levy has been aptly 1 

described as anticipated death duties. For just as 
during the war a law was pa,;;sed, by which every man 
of suitable age and physique was deemed to be a 
soldier, so now, in order to dissipate one of the evil 
legacies of war finance, a law would be passed, by which 
every man (and woman) of a suitable degree of wealth 
would be deemed to die, and to come to life again next 
morning as the fortunate heir to his own property on 
payment of an appropriate ransom. 

In order to secure a rapid reduction of the debt, the 
contributors to such a levy should be encouraged to pay 
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as soon as possible, and should,, as. a rule, be required 
to pay in full within a reasonably .short time, say i 
.;,vi thin three years. For the sake of simplicity, payment 
in British government securities should be permitted, 
and also, for the convenienceofthe contributors, pay
ment in any other securities, which are easily realisable.• 
To encourage payment within a shorter period, a dis
count' of, say, ten per cent. might be allowed on all 
payments, or at any rate on all payments in full, within 
one year from the passing of the Act enforcing the levy. 

The normal period of. payment should be extended, ' 
after due enquiry, in all cases where insistence upon · 
payment within the normal period would be likely to 
l'llin, or even. seriously to injure, the- businesses of · 
indiyidual cop.tributots. But there is. no reason to 
suppose that such cases would form more than a small 
proportion of the total number. Here payment by 
insta1ments spread over a loriger period, the length of 
which would vary with the circumstances of each case, 
should be substituted, with interest on the sum out
standing at the end of the normal p~riod. Since the 
amount of the future instalments would depend upon the 
wealth of the con.tributor at the· time of assessment, 
and not upon his future activities, these activities would 
not be Hable to be checked by the expectation oi having 
to pay the instalments, but might, on the contrary, be 
stimulated by the prospect of a reduction in other forms 
of taxation. 

x Individual shareholders in a joint stock company might tlms 
part with some of their shares in payment of the levy and these shares 
would be subsequently sold,~ oppt>rtunity offered, by the national 
debt commissioners. But the company itself would not be liable to 
the levy and its operations would 'not, therefore, be directly affected. 
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§ 5. There are many other ways, in which it would 
be possible to ease the wheels of assessment and collec
tion of the levy. But further discussion of detail would 
be out of place in a book which is prirparily concerned 
with general principles. It may, however, be added 
that the policy of a substantial debt:redemption levy,' 
together with the subsequent reduction of taxation and~ 
increase of beneficial expenditure which it would render: 
possible, would involve, not only the abolition ofj 
burdens and the conferring of a net benefit upon the\ 
community, but also to a considerable extent the\ 
shifting of a burden from the shoulders of the young, ! 
the enterprising and the oncoming, upon whom taxation : 
and the lack of educational and other opportunities: 
now press heavily, to the shoulders of the old, the 
comfortable and the established in whose ranks most 
of the largest contributors to the levy would be found. 
And this, if the adoption of the policy is not delayed 
until the generation of fighters in the "great war .. 
grows old, will be an act of rough justice as between 
the generations. For it will represent at least a part 
payment of a moral debt by those, whom the good 
fortune of age kept safe at hol'I\e, to those who experi
enced, over and above the loss of economic oppor
tunities during a critical period of their lives, the perils 
and the torments of the battlefields. 

§ 6. The delay, which the adoption of this policy has · 
already encountered, recalls the parable of the 
Sibylline Books. The greater part of the debt need 
never have come into being at all, if we had taxed more 
courageously during the years of war. At the 
armistice the time was ripe for a big effort to reduce the 
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debt, an( if a levy o:n. general wealth was then too big 
a.project for timid minds to entertain, a levy on "war 
wealth" would have been worth achieving: But that 
opportunity was allowed- to slip and, as time passed, 
the reality of the distinction between war wealth and 
other wealth quickly fadeci. Since theri, the coming 
of the trade depr~·ssion has intensified timidity, while 
the fall of prices and of the rate of interest have already 
greatly increased the burden of the debt. But, sooner 
or later, we shall be driven back to the policy of a special 
debt-redemption levy, as the only way out of an other
wise intolerable financial situation.. The longer we 
delay, the greater the cost, Nor will any section of 
the community gain, in the long run, by t~rning away 
its face from unpleasant realities and .!:)creaming with 
hotror at proposals, which .. it has not even tried to 
understand,x 

l Fuller discussion and better understanding of the detailed 
application of such a levy should do much to dissip:tte the vague 
apprehension, with which it is still regarded in many inftuential 
qircles. ·But it is probably too mucll to hope that.its imposition 
would riot produce some temporary check to business confidence. 
It would, therefore, be well to time its imposition so as to make it 
coincide with an incipient trade boom and thus to exercise a wllole· 
some break upon ·the ill-founded. optimism, which is apt to prevail 
during such periods. For one of the surest ways of curbing trade 
slumps is to curb the trade· booms, which precede them. I deal 
with the whole subject, in more detail than is possible here, in 
my "C!lpi!t.d" Levy Expl!lincd, published by the Labour Publishing 
Company. 



NOTE ON BOOKS 

Jt is a peculiarity of English economists U,at, unlike 
their American, French. Italian and German brethren, they 
~eldom write general treatises on public finance.1 Professor 
Ba~table's Public Finance, the only large systematic book 
on the subject published in England in modem times, is 
already out of date in many respects, as a result of recent 
developments both in theory and practice.· On the other 
hand, much has been written lately by English economists 
on the subject of taxation and a good deal on the subject 
of public debts. But, as I have pointed out above, the theory 
of public expenditure has been greatly neglected. On 
taxation and public debts the student may be referred to 
Professor Pigou's Economics of Welfare, Part IV,, and to 
his small book on A Capital Levy and a Levy on War Wealth. 
Valuable fragments of a theory of public exp~nditure will 
also be found in Economics of Welfare, Part V., Chapters 
VII-XI and Part VI, Chapters XII-XIII, and in 
Sidgwick's Principles of Political Economy, Bo9k III. Sir 
Josiah Stamp's writings, The Fundamental Principles oj 
Taxation, Wealth and Taxable Capacity and British Incomes 
and Property, as well as a number of articles in the Economic 
Joumal, the journal of the Statistical Society and elsewhere, 
are well worth reading owing to the author's varied quali
fications as economist, statistician, public administrator, 
and business man. A good general introduction to the 
!iubject will be found in Mrs. Robinson's Public Finance. 
Other books dealing with special aspe.cts of public finance 
are Marshall's Money, Credit and Commerce, Book III, 
Chapters VII-XI, with special reference to the incidence 
of import and export duties, Professor Cannan's History oj 
Local Rates in Relation to the Proper Distribution oj the 
Burden of Taxation, my own Inequality oj Incomes, Part IV, 
Chapters VII-XI, with special reference to inheritance 
taxes, Mr. Sidney Webb's Grants in Aid, Dr. Grice's 
1\'atioltal and Local Finance, Mr. Pethick Lawrence's Capital 

1 For a further discussion of this fact and of some of the recent · 
litt-fature on the subject, see my article on Some Recent Contri· 
bul~<ms to II" Study of Public Finance (Economica, May, 1921). · 

..., 
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Levy, my own Capital Levy Explat:ned, Mr. J. A. Hobson's 
·Taxation in the New State, Mr. Charlton's Rating of Land 
Values, and, more on the administrative side, Mr. Higgs' 
Fi1tancial Systmi of the Ut>ited Ki1zgdom, Mr. Hilton Young's 
System of National Finance, and Mr. R. G. Hawtrey's 
Exchequer and Cotitrol. of .Expenditure. On the historical 
side Buxton's Finattce and Politics, Mallet's British Budgets, 
Rees' Short Fiscal.and Fi1tandalHistory of England and 
Fisk's English Public Finance may be consulted. 

Turning from books. to government .publications, the 
student will derive profit, and perhaps also some amusement, 
from. comparing the answers to an official examination 
paper set to . various civil servants, professors and other, 
eminent persons in r8gg, published in the blue book on the 
Classification and Incidence of Imperial a1td Local Taxes. 
These examinees were fortunate in being allowed ample 
time for their answers and unlimited access to books and ~ 
papers ! Reference should also be made to the Reports of, 
and Evidence before, the Select Committee on the Income Tax 
(rgo6) and the Royal Commission on the Income Tax (rgzo). 
The annual Finance Accounts and the annual Reports of the 
Commissioners of Inla1td Revenue and of the Commissiuners 

, of Customs and l}:xcise contain statistical details. 
· . American'. general treatises include Adams' Science 

of Finance and Professor Plehn's Introduction to Public 
Finance. On taxation Professor Seligman's writings, 
especially Essays in Taxation,. Progressive Taxation and' 
The Income Tax should be read, and also the chapters on 
taxation in Professor Taussig's Principles of Economics. 
The leading modem French authority on public :finance is 
Professor Jeze, wh9se various writings, and especially his 
Science .des Finances, should be consulted. Good Italian 
books are Professor Einaudi 's Corso di Scienza della F inanza, 
Professor Graziani's Istituzioni di Scienza delle Finanze 
and Signor Nitti's Scienza delle Finanze. Professor Rignano's 
Socialismo. in Accordo colla· Dottrina Economica Liberate 
and Una Riforma Socialista del Diritto Successori.o contain 
his proposals for the taxation of inherited wealth. A good 
hook il'l Gennan, by a Magyar author, is Professor Bela 
Foldes' Finanzwissenschaft.' 
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